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WYRM'S TURN 

I 

Window Cling Cleaning 
Last month Dwacs presented free Eeehhcn 

Window dings. A production error caused 

the winder tc pick up the ink from 

ihe previous page. To solve foi* pnphlsr^ 

amply t-ske tiamp soft cloth or paper'll 

and wipe off tN- effondipg ink. We're sorry 

about the difficulty, and we’nfi cheeking with 

our prinler lo seeJhow tills problem can be 

prevented in the fukire. 

Here Be Monsters 
Cuddle up with a minoraur or go to sleep 

next to a zombie with stuffed loys you 

would have killed tor aa a child. Ch<<?ck 

rKfim. out at ww.loyvaulr.c&Tn, 

Americans In King Arthur’s Court 
Complete this SAT ar&logy: The history 

of Billy the Kid and the Wild West i& fo 

Youqg Guns as the history of Kir# 

Arthur and England is to .,. 

Ofoy, that was #n swy one. SuFfipe ir 

ro say. If you're goiqg to see Kvg Arthur 

for an accurate depiction of the period, 

the legends, or even the cultures involved, 

you're bound for disappointment. If instead 

ywj're in the mood for a fun action movie 

wiih actors and actresses easy on the 

eyes, you might want to check ir out. It'll 

he berFer ihan the other movie With castles • 

ihat releases this monlh. HaraStf and 

Kumar Go to Whitt G$stfe. 

Red Headed Stepchild of Fantasy 
I know whar youre thinking: Red Sonfa 

was net a good fantasy movie. Just hear 

mo put. If you list the top len best fan¬ 

tasy mpvies {counting the recent Peter 

Jackson films as one nfoyie), Rod Serjo 

mighs not make the cut, but it's probably 

numher alc-yen &r iw'clve, Given I he gen¬ 

eral level of quality of fantasy movies, 

thaTs noi sayipg' much, but there are ir 

hr of bad fantasy movies out there, and 

the fact ihat Rod Soria floats to (he top 

should count for something. Show you 

wre; The DVD releases this month. 

FROM THE EDITOR 
PLEASE PASS THE KETCHUP 

The planar cosmology of D&tD stands out as the most unique and imaginative 

element of D&lD fantasy, a Trophy tarnished merely by the fact that ihe cosmol¬ 

ogy 1s also the worst element of the game. So how can something simultaneously 

be ihe best fantastic element of D&tD-betrer than mind flayers, drow, magic, and 

even dragoris-and I he worst? Lets take a look ai the positives and negatives: 

Good: The planes are infinite! An infinile variety of cultures, locations, and plots 

awail players on every plane, Think about a plane like Arborea, an unending realm 

of foresi and grasslands. Yon could set a whole campaign world-continents, cities, 

rivers, oceans, and all-in Arborea without revealing to your players that they're 

on an Outer Plane. What a wonder to sail across an ocean I hough I lo be infinite or 

impassable only to find that an infinite plane lies on the other side. 

Rad: The planes are infinite! Let’s lake Bytopia as an example. On that plane, the sky is 

filled with anotl>cr plane. You look up and see distant lakes, forests and mountains* This 

idea is great on the surface, but what's under all that infinite ground on two planes? 

Infinite earth. The interesting pari of the plane is sandwiched between two areas of earth 

arid stone that continue endlessly down {or up, depending oti your perspective). 

How many angels are in Heaven? D&rD doesn’t say, bui they must be Infinile lo 

keep the infinite number of evil creatures coming from their infinite planes. If 

there is an endless supply of angels, why don'l ihey help Out more on the Material 

Plane? They can’t all be aloof. 

Good: You can adventure in Heaven and He III Nothing beats taking, it to the 

demon lord on his home plane, rescuing souls from Hades, or helping angels lift 

Ihe siege of a celestial city, That's adventure! 

Bad: You can adventure in Heaven and Hell! Sure, the planes are a nice place 

to visit, but you wouldn't want to live there. Wail a minute , yes you would! Why 

not simply go to one of rhe good planes and live out an idyllic existence free from 

care? Its where you'll go when you die. Heck, why not skip the whole life pari and 

go straight to Heaven? 

Good: You can visit the homes of the gods! You might do ii reverently or with 

complete irreverence, but going to see a god is great fun and epic advenlure. 

Toss a few back with Thor in Valhalla before the next fight, or carry your world’s 

greatest offering to the ver y feel of your deity. 

Bad: You can visit the homes of the gods’ Pelor no I answering your prayers? 

Why not ask him in person? What does Pelor do in Elysium anyway? Why doesn’t he 

come down and help our? Why not ask him? If you don't like his answer, you can 

visit some other deity and ask her. What stops you from askipg deities all kinds of 

questions and begging for alt varieties of aid? Do they all hide from you? Do they all 

have bureaucratic underlings ihat demand an appointment? Do they ail get angry? 

I love the planar cosmology. It's certainly one of my favorite parts of D&tD, Yet 

the cosmology shows its age, It was created in the early days of D&l D and added 

to piecemeal over the years. Hie interrelations of gods, afterlife, the planes, and 

the concept of infinity never received Ihe concentrated thought necessary for 

them lo make any sense. Add to this the fact that mosi DMs consider the planes 

appropriate only for high-level play, and we end up with a situation where ihe 

most imaginative aspect of D&lD rarely sees use in most games. 

The Planar Handbook goes some of the way to alleviating Ibis problem, bui to 

make sense, and lo truly suit the needs of play, the cosmology needs lo be wholly 

redesigned. Sure, we should keep I ho sacred cows, but the rest should find their 

way to the chopping block. 

I don’t know about you, bur I’m hungry for hamburger. ^ 

Matthew Sernett 

Edi I or-in-Chief 

|.j inquire ftaur saliscripiiare, «tinl tufcocripngnsrtpfliio.nom 01 nail aSf-ot-ito. Siibscrto cmttnc ni 'paixp.com and siyt'ii. For .cummer, sstvfcsu coneumt, emai 
«0roipor-porviw»cpi|iw£0m. Tp rcnlnct avtiCMdout t'cliiorial concern*, snwrl iCjInmnllOciiaiioAani. = «!l«s rspmdLccd in rhu mpgatift! Iil.iy Ut odilfld for cferUy and Icng.ih. All l<hlwrn 
nvjsr rv.’iicte your I "u 11 nann: s-id hurt," ciiy. Out ro liiro CWS'r.iInte and Ihe volume w vlcr* roceVuii, inuivUualvC5®on$B5. arc rol ohflJW pp.snle 
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I KNOW YoL> &<JTH ThlHK 
LITV6A4EP ADVENTURES ARC 
DULL , ,.- HOWEVER, OUfl. 

REPUTATION 1U THU TOWN 

tS A&YSkM. \ gnjuViNfli Tn'iS 
rtT&TE.RT VUVL HELP EYEflClY 
BodY SEE how FUUABLE, 
WE ARE , Net T-y-- 

k——>] ,,!;■ D&rAATO.. 

Ktv, YoU BETTER MOT 
HAVE WTKWG, CONTRARY 

To SAY ,f POMAT&S TPELYefl.5 
IS OOMG, THL^ ADVENTURE 1 

EMP.r. OF.. t>iSCO£SioN !* 

NOW 
WHAT 
t3* You 

WANT? 

ZoGokJIA SCALE MAIL 

READERS TALK BACK 
DARK SUN, EDITORS, AND AFGANISTAN 

POSTCARD FROM 
AFGHANISTAN 
I wanted ro say thanks for potting out 

such a great magazine. I was in 

Afghanistan for the past year, and ihe 

ar r ivals of your magazine were some 

of my favorite limes-1 fie rockets . . . 

not so much, I enjoyed issue #318 With 

Ihe Oriental Adventures update. 

Finally, a r eason lo play a shaman. 

Your magazine gave me a lul of good 

ideas, especially the war issue. I love 

reading Sun Tzu oulside of D&tD, and 

applying it to D&ID made the game 

more enjoyabfe. 

Thc picture of me I sent along with 

my email was taken in Kandahar, 

Afghanistan with weapons confiscated 

from al Qaeda and Taliban forces. I jus I 

thoughl fi would be good to get a 

picture with it, I was amazed how much 

time we had to play there. I actually 

spent more lime playing there and in 

Kuwait than I do at home. We had about 

twenty to twenty-five players playing 

all Through The week if nothing was 

going on. The playing stopped if there 

was an event or something, bul usually 

we played every day, 

I DMed most of the Time and was 

aimazed by how many people played 

D£rrD. I know there was another group 

of about ten players outside of our unit, 

and at one time, I ran for three groups at 

a time, playipg in smaller groups for 

better control, We played in a classroom 

in our Command Post at night and had to 

reserve rime to play there. We played in 

our MWR (Morale, Welfare, and 

Rec real ion) tent . We also played in a 

shoi-up hargar and in our cramped tents 

If we were desperate. Our tents had ten 

to fourteen people in Them already, so 

fitting five to ejght ex Ira people was 

tough. We had a lot of people get 

interested in playing after watching us. 

Some people showed up just to watch 

and enjoy the sessions, like a peanur 

gallery. They would cheer, hiss, and 

laugh; we all had a great lime with it, li 

was very popular in our unit. Even our 

commander would watch us play, and he 

enjoyed our ''green on green1' fights. 

(Don't worry if you do nol gel ihat. It's 

an inside joke,) I actually got a lot of 

support from our higher-ups because 

I hey thought il was fun to watch. We 

ctidn's get too many 'salanic" jokes 

because the guys and girfs in my groups 

were '‘normal.'' not weirdos or anything. 

Hopefully we gave DOrD a more familiar 

face. We did a lot of roleplaying 

encounters because no one wanted to 

hear aboul combat, so it gave me a new 

perspective on roleplaying games in 

general. We played to get our minds off 

every thing going on. and it was 

something rhat we lear ned to cherish, like 

our piece of home away from home. 11 

actually made being there easier. 

I think you would be surprised by 

how many of us soldiers, sailors, 

airmen, and marines play D&rD. We 

don't get out lo the conventions as 

much as we would like, bul there are a 

lot of military fans of the game out 

there. At our Post Exchange, Dragon 

and Dungeonso\d out in minutes of 

them being put on the shelves. 

I've attached another picture with a 

friend of mine dressing up at a bazaar. 

They had helmets, swords, and axes 

Tg nqi.irn .il suksenpllanu, era'll sulisunplitJiiSSt pflily.com ry s.it (4*5} aflty-ooflo. HU-iitIx: oiItih aj paiiojcoiA aid HVl Si. -Of iftUinntnr ErsrvkK T/jnrmi:,. 1:111.li 
c.uiloftAsr.Scrvicc'ttpaiiCutOTA. To ocrcaGi D/tuQQN jhoiir cdilrain cijiitCiTn*; nir-ail scalftmaf SftsibeMA. Celteri nip! od.ictd in Ihs [TUgHlnri nui;' hi: edited tut nbtjt)' ard l':n; k All ki In ‘ 
niusi include vo-Ji full name <nid hpr« cay. Dun to lime ixinrrakis arid ih« vtfuna of leners nwiwdrttdMtfUd ctsponits *'n nc? poiafat 
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I had 3 dream, which was rwt ell .a dregm. 

The bright sun was exNn^uish'd, and 

rhe stars 

Did wander darkling In ihe eternal spate, 

Rayless, and pathless, end rbe icy earth 

Swung biintf and blatkenirjg in rhe 

moonless air; 

Morn came .end went-end came, and 

brought na day ■ - - 

■ Lord Byron, ‘'Darkness" 1616 

Ecology of the Dark Ones 
by Paul Leach 

Stars of holh the old nnd new Finmd Foth. 
dark creepers and dark stalkers TinalSy gnt 

their dey. 

Shadow's City 
by Phillip Larwood 

A -guttering flame. on ihe brink of eternal 

dej-knoss, visit Balefire, your only refuge 

on 1 ho Plane af Shadow. 

Heroes of the War of the Spider 
Queen 
by Richard Baker 

Check out the statistics for the characters 

and learn 3 few sgengtg, shout R. A 

Saiyetore's l-viar pftha Spider Queen series. 

Who+s Afraid of tile Dark? 
by MiSte Hearts 

’'Now rhey will know why they are .alratd 

of ihe dark. Now I hey leam why ihey 

fear ihe night." Make your players afraid 

of their characters' shadows with this DM 

advice about darkness. 

Cooperative Campaigns 
by Jacob Steinman 

Build your game world! From the ground 

op-wish, your player;?' help! 

lord of Darkness 
by Beainel Marks 

Son of Chaos, brother lo Night, god of 

darkness, Erebus holds court over beings 

of pore shadow. Read about the Lord of 

DarSda-ers, his cults, his spells, and his 

plans for the world. 

Plus. "Arcane Lone," "Bazaar of the 

Bizarre." "DM’g Toolbox;" "Faiihs of 

FaerCm," "Dungeoncrafr,7’ "Under 

Command,7’ "EJminjtOr's Guide to ihe 

Realms,1” "Sage Advice? and morel 

galore. We boughl a bunch fo get a 

"feel" for the weapons our characters 

used. Il was a great distraction, When 

we played at my tent, I always roleplayed 

my dwarven sorcerer, Braegen 

Emberaxe, with an axe in my hands. 

Thanks for everything. If you ever 

got to see any of' the people in the 

D£>tD section of Wizards of the Coast, 

tell them we appreciate the great game 

they pur out for us, 

5gt, Timothy Opinaldo 

Address withheld 

We fe giad the magazines end ihe game 

helped you through such rough times, 

Timothy, l'Vt'7/ pass along your shanks 

so the design staff at Wizards of the 

Coast i think we can speak For them in 

expressing our gratitude to you and 

those with whom you served, for your 

kind words, your bve of she game, and 

your hard work so far away from 

home: Thank you, 

EDTTOR-IN-KtNG? 
Issue featured a Idler that claimed 

that Chris Thomasson was the greatest 

tdilor In -Che if Thai DRAGON ever had. 

I'd like to challenge lhaf statement. I 

have been with £te*GCWsince rhe days 

of Dave Gross, and I find that Matthew 

Serneti has produced the most exciting 

issues. Although 1 miss Jesses writing 

and Chris's interesting commentaries in 

‘'Wyrms Turn,” I find That Matt's 

answers to '"Scale Mail” are the most 

personal and the most entertaining 

(anyone remember Orange Crush?), and 

he has produced several exciting issues. 

Therefore, 1 believe that Mall has nol 

only proved himself but is also the 

greatest editor that This magazine has 

ever had. His issues have provided my 

campaign with flavor, whether it be the 

□re-blooded humans in the deserts of 

the Outlands, rhe elven ninja serving as 

a marine in the gnome navy (although 

Jesse rnighl gel a hit of credit for that 

one}, or ihe Irek I am planning To Dark 

Sun since the Campaign Classics issue. 

All these were brought forth by Mart, 

So hats off To him, and I hope That he 

and the Dragon staff conrinue lo 

produce great issues. 
Liam Farrer 

Address withheld 

No argument here. 

Okay, Just a (itlie argument Thanks for 

the compliments, Liam, hui f can 't Sake ail 

nij^i a alaur jubdtriptlt™, mnail a u Lrc c ri pri aha cb pitta conn or wll iSp-aoDa. Subi-::i ibo dAline ru pwiacw jivJ sav-s 
■:usiii<ncr.ssf v^w palmAom. To- conracl Z?M4£Asm sriiicirial ccii'jte. rs, ..-ruJ sulcinailcrpaiz-oiconii lEttprs Ziiprsuycwl h ih 
n:i!.1 im liir-- yo.ir TiJl n.inn; nmi I'akik i:ily. Olc !:i litrtfi consifiilMi anJ tM VpTuillB nf lesncr* r&sivnd. indvi:lu;il iKi-jimms ■■ 
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She credit. The Hon s share of credit for a 

good issue should go to the authors of 

She articles. I choose which articles go in 

she magazine, hut I can't make good 

choices without a lot of terrific work by 

fine authors. Secondly, an issue's success 

is a team effort. Dragon is a great 

magazine because it has great people 

working ford to bring it to you. Since 

Chris left, more has changed than who 

sits in she Editor-In-Chief chair We’ve 

brought on a whole new art and edit 

team (check the masthead next to She 

table of contents in this issue), and ihe 

company has brought in great new 

leadership af high levels. Finally, both 

Chris and Jesse have had a lingering 

positive influence on Dragon. Issues if3$ 

through ygao benefited greatly from the 

choices they made as editors, arid this 

issue and issue f -gaz also use some great 

articles requested by Jesse and Chris, 

Stick with us tor issue ygzg and the 

issues beyond to see what the new 

team can really do, 

BREAKING RULES 
I really enjoyed rhe recent Dark Sun 

features in Dragon and DuNGtON. In 

many ways it captured the joys of Dark 

Sun for.me, and I look forward to using 

it in an upcoming game, I am aware that 

rules for weapon breakage and heal 

penalties were cur from the article. Is 

there any chance of these being posted 

online or in a future issue? To mo, part 

of Dark Sun has always been about 

making life difficult for the players, so 

that their successes seem more earned. 

Either way, thank you tor printing Dark 

Sun articles and thereby embracing 

some of D&lD's heritage. It's amazing, 

even though I buy Dragon on an issue- 

by-issue basis, I still find myself buying 

il every month. Keep up the good work. 

Cameron Williams 

Address withheld 

Thanks for the compliments, Cameron. 

When editing the Dark Sun articles, we 

found that we received too much 

content to fir in the issue, Die ruies for 

weapon breakage and increased heat 

penal ties seemed the best places to cui 

the articles down to size. The materials 

the weapons are made of and the 

sundering rules from the Player's 

Handbook already cover weapon 

breakage, and the heat penalties from 

the Dungeon Masters Gutde can be 

increased simply by making it hatter. 

£i. C(jr puslfcnsr Sstyjjj*! (\onci;r!i!. : in,ill 
ir,mi; ni;rv -jfi “Ilk.J fo- ::bf"ily and Sangrll. A1 laftm 

i nor JwOyi poJiJLrr. 



We have a policy of nor posting text 

our from articlesl As we edit and develop 

an article, we keep a single working Hie 

that serves as the piece where an editor 

makes changes and corrections. This 

helps us avoid confusion throughout the 

process. We don’t have time to edit 

content both for the web and for the 

magazine, and posting unedited articles 

to the wed would be unprofessional. 

D&D OLYMPICS 
I recently Finished readirg through the 

Dark Sum articles in £Jff4CCWahd 

DuNQEQM, I've also just finished reading a 

lot of the negative criticism on the 

Wizards of the Coast and EN World 

message boards. All I can say is, “WowF1 

[ personally found the artides 

fantastic. They evoked the feel of how I 

remember Dark Sun and provide me 

with most of the tools necessary to 

start a new Dark Sun game, I don’t 

agree with all of the choices made in 

the article (especially after reading 

David Noonan's response to criticism 

on the message boards), but I feel Ihe 

'‘gaffes” are minor and easily fixed. Of 

course, they're not truly “gaffes" at all 

but just differences in opinion. 

However, I am truly saddened by the 

overwhelming and stubborn crankiness 

of some of the “purist" fans out there. 

Thar they disagreed with some aspects 

of the conversion is fine. That they 

seem to think The Paizo staff are out to 

destroy fun and ruin their DGtD games 

is a bit on the ridiculous side, I believe 

and hope rhar the Paizo staff was 

prepared for this kind of reaction 

before publication and realize I hat these 

cranky whiners in no way represent the 

majority of Dark Sun fans. Host of us 

simply enjoy the great articles in 

silence and go about our gaming. I was 

motivated to write in myself only after 

reading all of this intolerable whining 

and personal attacks on Paizo staff! 

Paizo should he given a medal for 

revitalizing Dark Sun! I sincerely hope 

rhar these articles are considered a 

success so that we can see updated 

versions of other classic settings such 

as PiANf.scAFE, Al-Qaoim, and (he 

setting to rule all settings: Mr star a I 

Keep up the good work. 

Brian Zuber 

Address withheld 

We wore ready for the criticism. It's 

an inevitable resuit of updating an old 

campaign. The Campaign Classics 

articles in issue #gig received mote 

fanfare than furor because they fust 

lightly touched upon the game worldsr 

but any attempt to do a foil update of a 

retired setting is sure to ruffle a few 

feathers. There are two reasons for this: 

t, The magazines can only devote a 

few dozen pages to the setting. lifts 

kind of coverage can’t possibly 

compare to the hundreds of pages 

even the shortest-lived settings got 

from TSR. At the same time, we have 

fo attempt to present as complete a 

setting as possible to serve, readers 

who don 't own the ofd material This 

necessitates breezing over details and 
cutting out concepts. 

& fans of the aid settings aren't 

uniform sn their opinions about what 

they want from an update or even in 

what they liked about the old setting. 

Regardless of how we present the 

setting, its going to upset some 
diehard fans. 

Knowing that, why update an old 

setting? for two reasons: lhe settings 

name has cachet with Dragon *s 

audience, and it'$ an event sure to get 

people talking about the magazine. That 

said, the settings nor yet updated offer 

diminishing returns in that regard, so 

further setting support is likely to come 

in the lorn of Irregular articles rather 

than magazine crossovers, 

Thanks, Brian. Were happy you 

enjoyed the issue. 

HOT DOGS 
Having been collecting Dark Sun since 

it's inception, I believe the version 

presented in OfrAGOtfdnd Dungeon is 

probably the besl version 50 far. I do 

have a few minor quibbles that I feel 

the need to address. First off, what's 

with all the bugs and reptiles but the 

lack of mammals? 

For those new to the setting, what 

I he wonderful people here at DkAGOti 

and DUfi/Ofibfi have done is bring in 

most of whai makes the Dark Sun 

world cool, critter-wise, However, the 

older encounter lables listed cheetahs, 

lions, and dire rats as being part of 

Dark Sun. but they did not find their 

way into the articles. Keep in mind I am 

very grateful for the fabulous job 

DpagoIc and OvNQZQN did, bui for those 

old schoolers, it wasn't exactly enough. 

I lost my old first appendix of Dark 

Sun crilters bur still have the second, so 

cmnS suhsciipiiotli^paisa.LOm cr -'ill 4*5) Svll^crlbe.flttflrii ar Ufliirxjcom 
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rPLisr rffipHs ytiijp fUl 

Disuczoti present three n^h-impact 

Dungeons Of Dragons adventures, and 

lhe last-over Polyhedron section offers a 

sneak peak ai starship templates, a kny 

element of ihe upcoming dzo Future 
expansion tor- the d® Mim Rottpteying 
Giimo. Polyhedron's also gut an overview 

of ihe RPGA’s Winter fantasy convention 

and this Liwng Gkevhawk Journal unveite 

ihe history arrd organization of ihe 

Knights of Holy Shielding. This Issue's 

advervti]r£a' indude: 

Practical Magic 
A low-tevel FoHGmrrN Realms adventure 
by Jason S'Mson 

An investigation into a wizard's 

disappearance bads io tables wiih an 

unusual mermaid soothsayer and her 

obedient servitors, a Fartoo-couered 

magied ghoul, and the deadliest 

hecrosnancer the city or Marsefritier has 
ever known, 

Foundation of Flame 
A mid-levd D&rD adventure 

by Christopher ThOmassnO 

Adventure Paih parr ft. 
All hell breaks Toose in iho city of 

Cauldron, as a long-dormanl volcano 

sputters to life. The heroes must deal 

■with Uvu terrible consequences, 

ushering citizens lo safely and 

negotiating fiend-filled streets littered 

with ooFlapsed buildings, With The death 

of the Lord Mayor, who will lead whafs 

left of The city? 

The Queen with Burning Eyes 
An EoeSrOn adventure 

by James WyaFt 

Take your first exciting journey into 

DDrD? newest -couipaign seMirtg with a 

deadly Foray into Sham, City of Tffv/ers. 

Descend into Ihe rumod undercily lo 

face Ihe l^acy of the daelkyr, 

aberrations from iha evil plane of' Xoriai, 

and coroe face to face with th# Queen 

with Burning Eyesi 

d twp Si. for cuvornep sun I n irq.jlr;: ;t-jjr (SlittK_iipr|5rii 
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J look forward Jo the second installment 

of Dark Sun critters in Dungeon and 

hope to sec more mammals there. I 

realize that there is no way for a half- 

etven ranger to get a pet wolf, but I was 

hoping he could eventually get a 

cheetah, coyote, or even a jackal as an 

animal companion. Bottom line: I love 

what you did with the place, but please 

let some of ihe mammals back in. 

Fenrys Star 

Address withheld 

DIE HARD WITH A VENGEANCE 
I've been following the Dark Sljn 

lbread on EN World, and I saw this 

quote from you: 

'"We developed Dark Sun to suit 3rd 

edition, not to stick to all the various 

constraints and design philosophies of 

and edition Dark Sun. First and 

foremost, DmuotJ serves the wider 

D&lD audience, and a series of articles 

that occupies roughly 30% of the 

magazine must be easily accessible to 

lhat audience'' 

As I read ii, it struck me as Ihe core 

of the misunderstanding that led to the 

unfortunate changes you made to the 

Dark Sun settipg. I'll briefly explain. 

Dark Sun hasn't been published in 

years. The only remaining folks who 

know it or play il are pjTObabJy veterans 

with an active Internet presence. It 

seems fair to suggest that the majority 

oP your current Dragon readership is 

unfamiliar and uninterested in Dark Sun. 

If you decide to devote 30% of your 

magazine to a relatively obscure second 

edition settit)g, It's likely lhaf you're 

already making it difficult to access for 

your general readership, since they 

know nothing aboul il. There's no sense 

in being concerned about alienating the 

general reader, since the general reader 

fs already atienaled. Once the decision to 

go forward with the Dark Sun issue was 

made, you should have put aside issues 

of accessibilily. 

Whai exactly does "acceasibiliry'1 

mean, anyway? Dark Sun is a package 

deal. I don't envision too many folks 

deciding lo use the material in a 

modular fashion, such as transplanting 

only the defiling rules to their 

homebrew games. Whal is so 'difficult 

to grasp when you lell players that four 

classes are simply unavailable? There's 

no I hing difficult to comprehend here. 

Do you risk turning off some assuredly 

tiny fraction of the readership who 

m,i|i i.iiltfcr-iimnfu'i-p.iixn.ee m Of r.il" SubcsCiibo OhTrV! at pnizc.iom . i .1 ihv* 
Lfnind1. iWocw-sbaui (^HloHsl.ajncefns. errsjll «cakr<Mil(?|Hito>CQn. Loner* ftipt'sd'ui >J i 
tun;; •:/. Out r« lime t eriSsralnr* hM Ihe vtiiwc of lulrism tccoIvwJ, Jr,drvldu?i rcKpsrsci 

refuse lo pJay Ihird edition unless ihere 

are sorcerers rn it? Probably, hut Dark 

Sun probably isn't for that tiny fraction 

of readers. The issue isn't accessibility, 

hut rather coRipatihility. When you 

sacrifice the essential flavor of the 

setting for ihe sake of compatibility, 

you've put the cart before the horse. 

The entire "shtick'1 of Dark Sun is that 

it's a radical departure from D&lD as 

we know it. The rules of the Dark Sun 

setting should reflect that, 

There's no use crying over spilled 

milk, bui t I hopgh I t would share my 

deep disappointment over the handling 

of this matter. Needless to say, I have 

changed my mind about purchasing the 

issues containing the Dark Sun material, 

Dave Turner 

Address withheld 

DARK SUN, INC, 
I loved the Dark Sun Du>\gcgn and 

Dragon issues, My group is about to 

start a new campaign and plans to 

incorporate elements from both issues. I 

especially appreciate rhe portability of 

some of the main ideas-l think it will be 

fairly easy to use some of the elements 

in a desert setting with gladiator arenas. 

Actually, we plan to use some of the 

gladiator articles from last year as well. 

My favorite Issues tend lo be the 

orossovens-there's always lots of good 

stuff to pull into campaigns. The 

gladiators, Incursion, and Dark Sun 

issues spring right to mind. I was also 

especially impressed with all the 

character ideas in issues #310 through 

£313. Thanks for Ihe great workl Keep 

them coming! 

Tom Lynch 

Chicago, EL 

LIKE FATHER, LIKE SON 
My son and 1 recently began reading 

Dragon and think it is full of very 

useful info. What we would like to see 

In future issues, if you all haven't 

already done So, is info on the lovely 

and deadly succubus! 

Johnny and Dylan 

Address withheld 

"The Ecology of the Succubus?”f bet 

that would bo both the most popular 

and most reviled article of Dragon i 

history. Wo 71 think about it... 

probably too much 

*a ■$'. Per cuiraiiiflE rifti vict eu-iut 
ihe m^jnzir; may b* e&ed IW c 
irv rvjf iiUny^ finnilhlr: 
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In the never-ending battle of 

good against evil, the odds 

often seem unfairly slacked in 

favor of the forces of darkness. 

The black-hearted denizens of the 

Lower Planes have always used 

mortals to enact their plans of 

violence, debauchery, and may¬ 

hem. In answer lo I he fiendish 

corruptions, the celestials have 

empowered ihcir most devout ser¬ 

vants, creating a now breed of 

holy warriors learned sages call 

'The infused/1 

The Infused are mortals Iho crea¬ 

tures of the Upper Planes dcern 

worthy of being agents for good in 

a rime of per il. Lach infused's soul is 

bonded with a celestial who ihen 

lives inside her, As the chosen mor¬ 

tal performs good deeds, the 

bonded celestial grants tire infused 

more of its powers. All those who 

are given this highcsl of honors 

receive a holy mark, an ieon of 

glory that is a graphic represents- 

rion of the blessings of the celestial 

and the divine powers ft serves. 

There exists a wide variety of 

infused, each with their own 

unique powers. 

Those bonded with angels have a 

predisposition to protect good 

extra planar creatures. Astral deva- 

infused often find themselves 

guarding planar portals or prelect¬ 

ing (hose who live near them. 

Planetar-infused doggedly seek out 

fiends to slay. Solar-infused enthu- 

sias I really perform great works of 

good whenever opportunity allows. 

Archons make infused more will 

ing to follow lasvs, so Long as they 

do not oppress people. Lantem- 

archon-infused are dir eel in their 

dealings with others, bur they lend 

lo be somewhat flighty. Hound- 

archon-infused become better team 

players and develop a protective 

mentality similar to the alpha male 

in a pack of dogs. Trumpet-archon- 

infused often sing merrily, whether 

while traveling, in combat, or when 

they are at rest. 

Eladrins make the infused more 

rebellious and resistant to authority, 

but not to Ihe extent of repulsing 

goodness- Bralani-infused are 

driven to Wanderlust, becoming 

traveling do-gooders. Ghaele- 
infused usually become leaders of 

freedom-fighter bands, inspiring the 

common folk lo rise up against 

tyrannical evil. 

Guardinals make their infused 

mor e pr otective of others and give 

them a new respecl for life. Avornl- 

irifused are more at home in Ihe air 

than on ihe ground and often gaze 

longingly at the sky, Leonal-infused 

are regal and proud, and are capa¬ 

ble defender of good. 

More often than not, the infused 

are chosen from rhe ranks of mor¬ 

tals who already revere good 

deities. Clerics and paladins of 

deities of justice,, light, and love ar e 

therefore the most likely to become 

infused. These individuals already 

have positions of power in the hier¬ 

archies of good-aligned churches, 

and the powers gran led by their 

bonded celestial arc strong tools lo 

motivate good in the world. 

Besides rewarding their most 

faithful followers, the forces of 

good also have a desire to 

redeem. In rare cases, a celestial 

fills the corrupt soul of en evil 

doer for the purpose of moving 

her life sway from The darkness 

and into the light. 

The infused, prestige class pres¬ 

en Is I wo paths of advancement, 

one for the spellcaster and one for 

Ihe combat-oriented character, A 

character who wishes to become 

an infused can choose from either 

prestige class path, but once a 

pash is chosen, the character can¬ 

not then progr ess in the other, 

Roth paths have the same class 

requirements, class skills, skill 

points per level, and abilities, but 

they differ in fighhiqg prowess and 

spellcasring ability. 

As Ihe infused grows in power, 

the celestial bonded with his soul 

pushes him toward performing 

more and greater acts of good- To 

reward the infused for his good 

deeds, the celestial grants him more 

and greater powers based on the 

celestial's own powers. 

If play mg one of the font's 

of light's chosen Few scejns 

appealing here are some suggestions 

cm bow lo ally with the denizens; of the 

Upper Planes. All of thus depends on 

what your DM allows,'pfacourse. 

Contact wiih an Artifact or Hoiy 

Relic: “The handiwork of the gods is 
everywhere, but every once hi a while, a 

deity &3 good tnlghi decide to take fan 

time to craft .in item devoted to Ihe 

defense of the forces of justice. The deity 

might send a servant io inhabit i he re$c, 

tp ju.t%e whoever finds ir end attempts r-o 

wield If.' Those who are found worthy 

might become the new host of the 

cele&iial creature inhabiting the relic, 

Inhurctanre: So much has beer. written 

dtxxii ancient family curses, few know 

cfexit the Weraed families. Those especially 

blessed often have-a divine gt^rdlift, 

devoted to the protection of the patriarch 

or matriarch of the dan, giving them 

ovine vision. When fae nswt ^srerarion s 

bom, the guardian & passed on, sometimes 

d?iectly bound lo the soul of one of iho 

family's hes?s, wailing to be awakened. 

Altrading the Attention of a God: It 

takes a lot to (So this, but iF you t3n 

perform a work of good that catches 

the wstchirg eye of deity or one of its 

servants, you may find yourself the 

hosr of a ceSesrial- 

Chamneling: Pqge 23 of the Book of 
ExaSssd Deeds describes channeling, 

which is. when a willing mortal merges 

its essence with that of a celestial. Thfe 

long-term bond heiv/sen ihe two can 

allow for ihe mortal to lake lewtts in 

the infysed prestige class. 

Taking a level of the infused 

prestige class should he a 

choice a plsyer tnakes for her 

,character, not a derision made by the 

DM. The OM should never force 

.character development in. one direct ion 

or iMiciiiLir. especially if Ilia7 path could 

be dangerous or disadvantageous, 

lorcing iln: il:L of njpituuus e!o--goecyr 

mighi nor sir well with some pleyers. 

but the creative DM can always find 

I lie right spin tor any situation. 

Divine Task: Nothing motivates 

players fe a god's wdl. If a god decrees 

I hat a character must go On a quest, 

pulling a celestial in her soul to iest her 

resolve could be a-good motivator. 

Pas I Transgressions: The character 

or her ancestors inighs havp ctoimnitred 

an act a daisy or celestial considers 

reprehensible, To purify their pout, the 

chat-actor's dead ancestors send out an 

angelfa agent to moke sure the 

character discovers, or in some oases, 

rediscovers, the path of fjght, 

www.paizo.com/dragon IT 



CLASS FCATUHCS 
All of The following are d-ass features 

of ills infused prestige class. When 

the celestial grants sputl-like abilities, 

they have a caster level equal to I he 

infuaed’s character level 

Weapon and Armor Proficiency: 

The infused gains no new weapon 

or armor proficiencies. 

Spdlcasttrs: No matter what their 

alignment, infused spelloasters can¬ 

not cast spells of the Evil descriptor. 

Clerics: Clerics who used nega¬ 

tive energy to rebuke undead and 

spontaneously cast inflict spells 

now use posilivc energy to turn 

undead and spontaneously cast 

cure spells. They do not increase 

rheir turning ability when they take 

levels of I he infused prestige class. 

Spells Per Day/Spells Known: At 

specified levels gained in the infused 

sptllcasler prestige class, the char¬ 

acter gains new spells per day and 

new spells known as if she had also 

gained a level in a speHcasting class 

she belonged lo before adding The 

prestige class. She does noi, how¬ 

ever, gain any other benefit a char¬ 

acter of I ha t class would have 

gained (metamagic or item creaiion 

feats, new familiar abilities, 

increased lurning ability, and so on). 

This means that she adds These lev¬ 

els of the infused spellcaster class 

to The level of another spellcasting 

class she has, then determines spells 

per day, caster level, and spells 

known (if a bard or sorcerer) 

accordingly. If a character had 

more than one spellcasting class 

before becoming an infused spell- 

caster, she must decide to which 

class she adds ihe new effective 

level for the purposes of determin¬ 

ing spells per day and spells known. 

Icon of Glory (Ex): Beyond a 

simple identifying mark, I lie icon of 

glory is a powerful glyph encoded 

into the Flesh of the infused. 

Typical icons of glory are runes in 

the Celestial tongue, the holy sym¬ 

bol of a good deity, or another 

powerful word or emblem of right¬ 

eousness. It grants the infused a 

bonus on all Charisma-based skill 

checks when dealing with individu¬ 

als of good alignment 

Celestial Power I: At znd level, 

rhe celestial begins to gift the 

infused with ils divine powers. The 

power granted depends on rhe lype 

of celestial bonded to her soul, 

■ Aslral Dcva-Spell-Like Abilities 

(Sp): y ds','-detect evil; 1 /day- 

remove /ear. 

■ Planetar-Resilient (Ex): The 

infused is immune to petrifica¬ 

tion and gains a bonus on all 

INFUSED CLASS REQUIREMENTS 
To qualify To tmeome an infused (speilcasrer or warrior), a character musr 

ttift fallowing criteria. 

Dase Attack Bonus: +4. 

Base Will Save: *2. 

Alignment: A creature of any alignment ntay become Infused, I 

hut un infused cannot advance in rhe class when -possessing an 

evil alignment. 

Special; The Character must share her soul wirh rhe personality 

of a particular celestial. See the for Your Campaign rind For Your Character 

sidebars in this ankle for Suggestions about bow To handle celestial 

in fusion ind Infused characters. The plrayer should work with rhe 

DM ra- decide which edestkd works best in ihe campaign. Ihe 

choice should make sense finr rhe character^ background ar'vd 

tbs situ.:Jiion ihat rhe character finds herself in, 

A character may only progress as an infused warrior or an 

infused spcJkasicr, she can nor rake levers in both classes. Once 

Ihe character chooses a celestial to become infused with she is bonded to lhal 

creature for rhe rest of her life and may noi lafar become infused wish 

another celestial, 

INFUSED CLASS SKILLS 
Ihe Inf used's class skills (amt ihe key ability modifier For each skill.1 are Climb £$fr), 

Concunlvaiiun (Cun), Cral'l (Ini), Diplomacy fCha), Heal (Wis), .lump (Sir/. 

Knowledge (arcane) (far), Knowledge (religion) (Ini). Knowledge (ihe planes) (Inti, 

Listen (Wis). Ride (Dex), Search (Int), Speltcratt lint), and Spot (Wis). 

3K1H Foints At Each Leveh 2 + Ini modifier. 

INFUSED WARRIOR ADVANCEMENT 
Ease 

Level 

Attack 

Bonus 

Fort 
Save 

Ref 
Save 

Will 
Save Special 

1 tl 42 40 +0 Icon of glory 

2 ,-a *3 -HJ +0 CefasNal power 1 

3 +3 +1 +1 Minor physical change 

<i +4 +] +1 CeJesrial power II 

5 +5 *4 n +1 Beneficence 

6 +6 +5 +2 +2 Moderate physical change 

7 +7 +5 ♦2 ta OJestiaJ power III 

0 +3 46 42 +2 Tongues 

0 4-0 +'3 +3 Major physical change 

10 +10 '*?■ +3 +3 Cdesltal power- IV 

INFUSED SPELLCASTER ADVANCEMENT 
Base 

Arrack Forr Ref Will Spells Fer 

Level Bonus Save Save Save Social Day/Bpells Known 

i 40 40 40 +2 Icon of glory 41 easier level 

3 +1 +6 40 43 Celestial power 1 - 

3 +2 ■M +1 43 Minor physical change 41 caster- level 

4 -3 +1 +1 -4 Celestial power II - 

5 *3 +\ +1 Beneficence -hi easier level 

6 +4 +E +E Moderate physical change — 

7 -42 +2 4.5 Celestial power IIJ +1 caster level 

3 i-e +E +E -S Tongues — 

9 +3- ■k3 ■6 Major physical change +1 Gasler level 

10 47 +3 +3 +7 Celestial power" IV “ 
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saves against poison 

equal To half her 

infused level. 

Solar-Archery 

Mastery (Ex}; The 

infused gains profi¬ 

ciency with long¬ 

bows and 

composite longbows, 

fn addition, any bow 

ihe infused uses {and The 

arrows ir fires) is treated as good-aligned for the purpose of over¬ 

coming damage reduction. 

Lantern Archon-lmproved Initiative: The infused gains improved 
Initiative as a bonus feat. 

Hound Arc hem-Ex perl Tracker (Ex): The infused gains The Track fear 

as a bonus Tea I and always considers Survival a class skill 

Trumpet Arch on-Min or Trumpet {Su): The day after the infused 

gains this ability, she awakens to find a gleaming trumpet lyipg at 

her feet. The trumpet functions as a masterwork musical instrument. 

If the trumpet is ever stolen, it becomes a useless chunk of metal 

until the infused can recover if. If fhe trumpet is destroyed. The 

infused musl receive an atonement spell. The day afler she atones, a 

new trumpet appears. 

In addition, the infused can, as a free action, transform the 

trumpet into a mas tor work gresi sword once per day per infused 

level- The trumpet can remain in its greatsword form for one round 

per infused level per transformation. The greatsword cannot be 

enchanted as a normal weapon, but it can be the target of weapon- 

enhancing spells. Ihe infused gains Martial Weapon Proficiency 

(greatsword) as a bonus feat, 

Bralani—Spell-Like Abilities (Sp): i/day— detect evil and gust o f wind 

Ghaele-Holy Energy {Ex): Whenever the infused altacks wilh a natu¬ 

ral weapon, unarmed attack, or melee weapon, she deals an additional 

point of damage to evil creatures and +id^ points of damage to evil 

This issue’s 
Kiddle: 
A tttge undated, 

A bo-ji-st within. 

Who jumps and bitfs Without tetnorse 

A oftgc-oE stone j k With towce built, M 
To tame the elemental force, ffl 

Gel a new riddle ustcti w&sfe to 

ytwr cltibcI Sign up ai: 
: id J Il's.c IollIJc ing (tom CONI 

I'ind ii:i nSdlt answer In our Ollwr ud :n Ihi* i: 

Need sernetbing 

more t bar? 

String or i>otbio§’ 

Kiddle Bootys 
Each Riddle Book contains 75-80 

riddles for use in role playing games 

or to challenge yon and your friends. 

Need a breah 
frott) 

Had* & Slash? 

Kiddle Reorps 
Riddle Rooms are riddles and puzzles 

presented as rooms that can he added 

to any dungeon or adventure. Each 

room has one or more illustrations. 

Can. be used with any system. 

For more riddles mid games visit us at 

w ww.c loudk ingdom .com 



outsiders and undead. This bonus damage does not 

stack with the holy weapon special abilily. 

■ Avoral—Lay on Hands (Su): This ability functions 

as I tie paladin ability of the same name (see the 

Piayer's Handbook, page 44). If I he infused already 

has levels of paladin, her infused levels and pal¬ 

adin levels stack for the purpose of determining 

how much healing she can do, 

* Leon a I-Lay on Hands (Su): This ability functions 

as the paladin ability of the same name (see (he 

Payer's Handbook-, page 44). If the infused already 

has levels of paladin, her infused levels end pal¬ 

adin levels stack for the purpose of determining 

how much healing she can do. 

Minor Physical Change: Al 3rd level, the infused's 

body begins to show signs of the positive influence 

inside her. The change does not grant any special 

bonuses or penalties, bul il oflen brings attention to 

those who see it. The exact change depends on rhe 

type of celestial: 

* Astral Deva: fhe infused's skin takes on a 

bronze sheen. 

- Planetar: The infused becomes completely bald, 

* Solar: The infused's eyes become a shining 

topaz shade. 

* Lantern Arehon: The infused’s skin takes on a sil¬ 

very shine. 

* Hound Arehon: The infused grows a doglike muzzle. 

* Trumpet Arehon; The infused's skin takes on a 

green shade, 

* Bra Ian i: fhe infused's hair and clothes always 

appear windswept. 

* Ghaelo: The infused’s eyes become pupil less and 

pearly white. 

* AvoraE: The infused’s arms grow feathers, and her 

hair rakes on a feathered style. 

» Leonali A I hick mane surrounds ihe infused's head. 

Celestial Power II: At 4th level, rhe infused is deemed 

worthy to receive more powerful gifts. 

22 July 20fM 
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* Astral Devs-Spell-Like Abilities (Sp): i/d ay-discern tics and 
remove disease. 

■ Planetar- Spell-Like Abilities ■I.Spjr r/day-dj$pef mngic and remove disease, 

* Solar-Spell-Like Abilities (Sp): i/day-dfoiflftsiona!anchor and Ihylssbiiiiy, 

■ Lanlern Arch on-‘Spefl-Like Abilities {Sp): ijfay-Teleport. 

■ Hound Archon-Chspge Shape (Su): Once per day. the infused Sains 

the ability ro turn into any canine form of Small to Large si/.& and 

back again ag a standard action. This ability functions like the poly¬ 

morph spell, except as noted here. 'Itie effect lasts for 1 hour per 

infused level or until she changes back. Changing form doesn't pro¬ 

voke an attack of opportunity. The form chosen must be thal of a 

doglike creature. For the purpose of this ability, canines include any 

doglike or wolflike creature With I tie animal type. 

The infused loses her ability to speak -while in animal form and is 

limited Jo the sounds rhaJ a normal uni rained canine can make, but 

she can communicate normally with other doglike beings of the same 
kind as her choaen form. 

* Trumpet Archon-Grealer Trumpet Sword (Su): When in greats word 

form, the infused'a trumpet acts as a -t'S-greatsword 

* B-ralani - Wind Column (Su): Two times per day, as a move action, the 

infused can surround her self with a column of' wind, While within this 

wind column she gains a fly speed equal to her base land speed with 

average maneuverability. The Infused can maintain rhis column of 

wind for 1 minute per infused class level. 

* Ghaefc-Gaze (Su): While not as powerful as (he gaze of a true ghaeie, Fhc 

Infused's gaze a I tack is still quite potent. Evil creatures of 5 HD or less 

within go foot that meet her gaze become shaken for id in rounds. Nonevil 

creatures and evil creatures with more than 5 Hit Dice can make a Will 

save (DC 10 + infused level + Charisma modifier) to resist the effect. 
* Avers)-Spell-Like Abilities (Sp); 3 / d a y - magic missile, 

* Leonal-Spell-Like Abilities (Sp): At will-s^^ with animals. 

Beneficence: At 5th level, the infused begins to show signs of her 

bonded Celestial's positive influence. If the character fails to help a person 

in need or perform another act of goodness when the opportunity pres¬ 

ents itself; the celestial becomes slightly disgusted with the character, caus¬ 

ing her to suffer a -1 penalty on all attacks, saves, and checks for 1 day. 

Moderate Physical Change: At 6 th level, the inf used's body undergoes 

another change, more dramatic than the previous one. 

* Astral Deva: Hie infused’s muscles grow, increasing her Strength by -+2, 

* Planetar: The infused grows beautiful wings from her back, giving her a 

fly speed equal to her base land speed with average maneuverability. 

■ Solar: The infused grows majestic wings from her back, giving her a 
fly speed equal ro her base land speed wilh average maneuverability, 

■ Lantern Archon: The infused’s skin gleams and her nose, ears, and lips 

become less pronounced. She gains resistance to electricity ro and 
immunity to petrification. 

* Hound Archon: The inf used's teeth sharpen into a powerful set of 

fangs, granting her a bite attack that is a natural weapon that deals 

ldfi points of damage (id4 for a Small infused). This can be a primary 

or secondary attack. Note that the infused does not gain multiple nat¬ 
ural attacks for having a high base attack bonus. 

- Trumpet Archon: The infused grows beautiful wings, giving her a Fly 

speed equal to her base land speed with average maneuverability, 

■ BralsnE: The infused gains the grace of the wind, increasing her 
Dexterity by +2; 

1 Ghacle: The inf used's muscles bulge with the might of the eladrin, 
increasing her Strength by +a. 

* Avoral: The infused's arms meld into wings, giving her a fly speed 

equal to her base land speed with average maneuverability. Her hands 

Blueprints 
Finished! 
Quasit prisoners 
complete mapping of 
World’s Largest Dungeon. 

Making their way to the surface, 
I I these intrepid demon,1? revealed 

mre than anyone knew about the 

World's largest Dungeon. Initial reports 

show over 1,500 rooms and include 

every monster from the SRD. We bad the 

chance to interview some of the freed 

QuasiL prisoners about the poor working 
conditions. 

"There were 

monsters at every 

turn, how was E 

supposed to map 

a room and keep 

to my schedule,,, 

honestly?” com¬ 

plained one qua¬ 

sh. Another quasit, 

confided, |;E told them to quarantine that 

underground lake weeks ago, and it took 

poor Jzernak gettin1 his flippin' wing bit 

off by a giant squid for anyone to do 
anyth Eng about it.” 

Quasit Foreman #391, Azzlirik, was can¬ 

did when asked about his day-to-day expe¬ 

rience, "There are so many climates and 

diverse environments, 1 simply decided 

to just Stop dressing for work! One day J’m 

in the snow, the next I’m cutting through 

elf-infested jungles. It’s ridiculous.11 

It would seem that poor working condi¬ 

tions, un for seen weather, and lost limbs 

are the price one pays for being a part of 

working in the World's Largest Dungeon. 
(Cont Dungeon* #110) 

For more information vJsIt 



are unaffected, but she can't use an item held in 

her hands while flying. 

« Leona!: The inf used's jaw extends, and her teeth 

sharpen into fangs, granting her a bite attack that 

is a natural weapon dealing idti points of damage 

{id4 for a Small infused). This can be a primary or 

secondary attack. Note that the infused does not 

gain multiple natural attacks for having a high base 

attack bonus. 

Celestial Power 111: At 7th level, I he infused is gifled 

with even more powerful benefits, due to her increas¬ 

ingly noble efforts. 

* Astral Deya-Spell-Like Abilities (3p): 1/day ■cure 

serious wounds and greater invisibility. 

* Planetar-Spell-Like Abilities (Sp): l/day-bhde bar¬ 

rier and remove fear. 

* Solar " Spell-Like Abilities (Sp): l/day -cure serious 

wounds and holy sword. 

* Lantern Archon-Lighl Kay (Lx): The infused can, at 

will, shoot light rays that deal idb poinls of damage 

and Ignore damage reduction of any type. These 

light rays have a range of 30 feel and requite a 

ranged touch attack to hit. 

Hound Archer—Immunities (Ex): The infused gains 

immunity lo petrification and poison. 

Trumpet Archon—Complete Trumpet (Su): The 

rnf used’s trumpet reaches its full potential. It now 

functions as a +4 gresiswordwhile in sword form. 

In trumpel form, the infused can now create a 

blast of paralyzing energy three times per day. All 

nonarchons and non infused within 100 feet that 

tan hear it must succeed at a Fortitude save (DC 

10 ■+ the infused's Charisma modifier + class level) 

or he paralyzed for 1 round. 

Bralani Spell-Like Ability (Sp): dday-cure serious 

wounds and wind wa//. 

Ghaele—Alternate form (Su): Once per day, for a 

number of rounds equal to her infused level, the 

infused can switch between her natural form and 

that of a glowing globe of eldritch colors. While 

in her globe form, the infused is incorporeal, and 

thus has no Strength score. While incorporeal, 

the infused can only be harmed by other incor¬ 

poreal creatures, +1 

or better magical 

weapons, and spells, 

spell-Iike abilities, or 

supernatural abilites, 

She is immune to all 

nonm^gical attack 

forms. Even when hit by 

spells or magic weapons, 

she has a 50% chance to 

ignore any damage from a 

corporeal source (except force 

effects or attacks made with 

ghost touch weapons). 

* Avoral-Spell-Like Ability (Sp): 

lightning boh and magic cir¬ 

cle against evil 

* Leonal—Improved Grab (Ex): To 

use This ability, the infused must hit 
with itli bile attack. It may attempt to 

start a grapple as a free aclion that 

does not provoke an arrack of opportu¬ 

nity. The infused can only use this 

against creatures al least one size 

category smaller than she is. 

Tongues (Su): At 0th level, the 

infused gains the ability to 

speak with any creature that 

has a language, as though 

using The tongues spell. 

Major Physical 

Change: At 9th level. 

The infused under¬ 

goes an extremely 

obvious physical 
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change; so much so Thai she now resembles The celestial she shares her 
soul with, 

■ Astral Deva: The infused is filled with an otherworldly grace, which 
increases her Charisma by +2. 

* Planetar; The Infused's skin turns emerald green, and she gains immu¬ 

nity to cold and peirifTcalion. 

* Solar: The infused's skin appears silver, and she gains damage reduc¬ 
tion 5/epic Or- evil. 

- Lantern Archon: The infused glows with rhe brightness of a lorch in 

the dark (20-foor radius of lighi). She can suppress or resume this 

aura at will as a free action. While the infused glows, she gains immu¬ 

nity to electricity and petrification, but she suffers a -8 penally on a IE 
Hide checks. 

* Hound Archon: The infused's skin becomes tougher, granting her a +2 

natural armor bonus, and her increasingly muscular legs improve her 
base land speed by 10 feet. 

* Trumpet Archon: The incredible power of the trumpel archon flows 

through the infused, increasing her Conslitulion hy +2, 

* Bra lank The infused is filled with the endurance of the eternal gale, 
increasing her Constitution by +2. 

■ GhaeEe: The infused gains the resiliency of the eladrin, granting her 

damage red uc I ion 5/cold iron or evil, 

* Avoraf: The infused's eyes become hawklike, granting The infused a +8 

bonus on Spot checks. In addilion, the infused's skin hardens, giving 
her a t2 natural armor bonus. 

* Leonal; The majestic power of The Iconal grants rhe infused spell 

resistance equal to 11 + infused level. 

■Celestial Power IV: AI 10th level, the celestial deems the infused worthy 
of its most power ful gifts. 

■ Astral Deva-Spell-Uke Abilities (Sp); i/day—blade barrier and dispel evil 

* Planetar—Spell-Like Abilities (Sp): 1 /day--greater restoration and poly¬ 
morph (self only}. 

* Solar-Slaying Arrows (Su): Once per day, rhe infused can make an 

arrow she fires from a bow into a slaying arrow (see page 22S of the 

Dungeon Master's Guide}, She must declare the creature type the 

arrow is lo affect before she draws il from her quiver. 

* Lantern Archon-Aura of Menace (Su): A righteous aura surrounds 

rhe infused when angry or fighting. Any hostile creature within a so- 

foot radius of Ihe infused must succeed on a Will save (DC 10 + 1/2 

infused level + Charisma modifier) to resist its effects. Those who fail 

lake a -2 penalty on attacks, AC, and saves for 24 hours or until they 

successfully hit the infused that generated the aura. A creature that 
has resisted this effect cannot be affected again by llic same infused's 
aura for 24 hours. 

- Hound Archon-Teleport (Su): The infused gain's the ability to greater 

teleport Twice per day, as the spell east hy a 14th-level sorcerer, 

except that the infused can only teleport herself and up to 50 pounds 
of objects, 

* Trumpet Archon-Cal/ to the Heavens (Sp): The infused's trumpel can 

be used to call for aid. Twice per day, rhe infused can blow the trum¬ 

pet and invoke a summon monster fX spell that can only summon 

creatures of lawful goad alignment, 

* Bralani-Spell-Like Abilities (Sp); g/day-M/r and lightnipg bolt. 

■ Ghaeie-Spell-Like Abililies (Sp): zf day-lesser gfove invulnerability and 
magic circle against evil 

■ Avoral- Spell-Lrke Abi liries (Sp): 3/day- true seeing i/day ■ - lightning holt 

■ Leonal-Rake (Ex): A leonal-Infused that successfully grapples using its bite 

arrack can make I wo rake attacks with its hind legs, each dealing idd points 

of damage plus her Strength bonus (tdg for Small characters}.^ 

landmark 
Project 
World's Largest Dungeon 
construction site breaks 
ground today. 

With, (i record-breakiugly large work¬ 
force the World's Largest Dungeon 

construction site broke ground today amid 

reports of possible delays and setbacks. 

After months of negotiation with Dwarven 

Teamsters Union #76, an agreement was 

made at the eleventh hour that wit] keep 
the project on track. 

Under the original plan, cheap Undead 

Labor would be used for the initial excava- 

Ltoru With rising medical costs and a strict 

deadline, Undead appeared to be a viable 

solution. However, when Dwarven Team¬ 

sters Union #76 threatened a Walk-Gut, 

the Celestials in charge of finance gave in. 

“The important thing is keeping the 

time table on track. With over 1,5 00 

spacious rooms and scenic views, this is 

a project where everyoEte winsf11 

"Tin just looking out for number one” 

said on angry Dwarf, "I mean, if we give the 

undead the dungeon-making industry, 

where will it stop? Soon we won’t be able to 

make our own dungeons, and where wiU 

that leave us in tin: global market?” 

Adventurers around the globe were 

relieved to hear that the settlement was 

reached prior to summer convention sea¬ 

son, when profits from the World's Largest 
Dungeon would be needed to pay for the 

entire affair. Every monster in the 3RD is 

expected to make an appearance, offering 

a virtual cornucopia of slaying-fun for 

heroes of all ages. 

(Cont Dungeon* #110) 



MACK ITEMS 
IN D&D MINIATURES 

by Michael Donats 

GREAT POWER IN A 
LITTLE PACKAGE 
The DfrtD miniatures skirmish 

game allows you to customize 

your warband by choosing your 

faction, commander, terrain tiles, and 

the heroes or villains that will fight for 

you. The one aspect it does not cover is 

what magic items your warriors wield 

as they head into battle, For many play¬ 

ers, personalizing the magic items that a 

D&ID character owns is as irnporlant as 

choosing that character's class. This 

article enables you to add a level of 

delai! and customization to your DDlD 

skirmish battles by presenting a method 

For pricing magic items and a list of 
prices for some of ihe mosr popular 

magic treasures in the. game. 

The article groups magic items into 

three categories: Lesser Magic Items, 

Greater Magic Items, and Flat-Fate 

Magic Items. 

High-cost miniatures rend to benefit 

more from magic items than low-cosi 

miniatures. For example, if you give a 

Ts lofjgfword (which gives +?. attack) 

lo a miniature that deals 20 damage, 

then it wilt benefit' more than a minia¬ 

ture that deals only 5 damage. 

Because of this, mosl magic Items cost 

more points if you give them 10 more 

powerful figures. 

WHO CAN USE MACK ITEMS? 
The simples I wa y lo determine who can 

use which magic items is to say that 

only a model with a weapon (listed on 

the DStD RFG side of the miniature's 

stat cards) can use a magic weapon, 

Only a unit with a shield can use a 

magic shield, and only a unit with 

armor can use magic armor. Most 

other magic items like rings, potions, 

and wondrous items can be used by 

any miniature with an In I el lienee score 

of 3 or higher. A unit can never wear 

two magic items that go on the same 

tocalion (like two shields or iwo pairs of 

hoots), Only models that have at least 

one spell can use scrolls. More com¬ 

plete rules for who can use msgic ilems 

are gi ven in chapter 2 of the 

Miniatures Handbook. 

MAGIC ITEM STRATEGY 

Magic items are better for some mod¬ 

els than others. If you buy +2 magic 

armor and a -tij magic shield For I he 

Gold Champion, his AC wilt go from 

25 to 29. Someone with +9 arrack 

goes from having a 25% chance lo hit 

ro having a 5% chance to hit. 

Opponents need to arrack him five 

times as often to get the same number 

of hirg. However, if you buy those 

magic items for the Eye of Gruumsb 

{AC ir\ you benefit a lot less. 

Someone wirh a +9 attack would go 

from having a 95.% chance to hit to 

having a 75% chance to hit. 

If a model already does a lot of dam¬ 

age, like the Minotaur, try to Improve 

its chance to hit with a or +2 

weapon. On (he other hand, if the 

miniature does not do very much dam¬ 

age but has multiple attacks, like the 

Bladcsinger, give it a Homing weaponj 

(or something similar) to increase the 

damage of its attacks. 

NEW SCENARIOS 
The simply way to use rhe magic 

item cost rules is to allow players ro 

purchase magic items with the stan¬ 

dard 100 points that a player uses to 

crearc his warband. Tournament piay 

does not currently allow m^ic items. 

For casual play, here are three sce¬ 

narios that integrate magic items into 

I he skirmish game. 

IN THE NAME OF THE CHURCH 

Infiltrators have robbed your church of 

valuable magic weapons and armor. 

Catch the thieves and recover the 

prized magic items. Your church has 

suffered significant losses hut manages 



Punch? 
mAG 

Roll Creafcr I term a Benefit 

fsAC 
■hi AC 

mnluR attach., magic damage 

+i ranged atrack, damage ts tnqgit 45 Flnr 
to morale saves 

1-1 melee attack, damage ism^lf: 45 Fins 
+1 melee attack, djmi^ is m^lc Cold 

+1 melee attack, ■danoBjje is nv^ie +5 Electric. 

* 1 rrstttee attack, damage Is magic +»o vs. evil 

*"i inefw attack, damage is magic +to vs. good 
Resist 30 Acid. CoM. Electriciry, fire, Sonic 

Replaces aitaris for 1 round: heals so hit points. 
Reroll one save pw haittn 

M bear's ettdurance (living creature gains *10 HP) 

Dimensioti door (self only- place wearer In any 
square it can sec at least part oft 

+? commander ratfrg (if any) 
Conceal 6 

Lesser Magic Items 
Value Potr 

Of Wieldw of 

Greater Magic Items 
Value Point 1 

of Wieider of Fti 

THE WEA1TJHY WAGE WAR 

Two wealthy merchant houses are 

pr eparing For battle. They both have 

access to many magic -items ro help 

their mercenaries defeat their enemy, 
and I hey spare no expense when honor 

and great riches hapgs in the balance. 

Setup: Add 20 points worth of magic 

items to your warband. If you are play¬ 

ing a aoo-point game, add ^0 points 

worth of magic items to your warband. 

Victory: Same’ as standard skirmish. ® 

Cost of Hat-Rate Magic Items 
Tlfti rare iiiejgfc items s™ items that do not scats 

in. powet; with'their widder: so they always coal 

the game nunTxjr of points. These are usually 

affweive Mfnlied-use itente ike a Scroll 

Defensive soiofls,and unllntited'-ust) items have 

to scale .life feasei- and greater frf&fc tarns. 

RANDOM D&D MINIATURE MAGIC HEMS 

PRICING MAGIC ITEMS 
Depending on their powers and whom you choose to equip with them, magic items used In a 
skinnrsh g&me can vary greatly in point cost. 

fo send oul your Warband in hopes of 

recovering' its holy relics. 

Special Rule-Recovered Kthe; Each 

time a player scores victory points in 

an increment of 20, I hat player's war- 

band gets 3 random greater magic item. 

Variant; If ihe game is being played 

fo zoo points, players continue gaining 

major magic items for every 20 victory 
poinls up to £00. 

Victory; Same as standard skirmish. 

pi.undered Hoard 

Perhaps ii was a dragon’s hoard or 3 

stash Jefi by illilhids centuries ago. 

Either way, a trove of magic items hss 

been loealed in a dungeon by compet¬ 

ing yarbands. Fight to recover the 

magic items, and use them to defeat 

your opponents. This scenario sets the 

players in a race to the treasure rooms 

and assures a great hattle once the 

Forces load up with magic treasures in 
1 he midst of the fray. 

Setup: Before rolling for terrain ini¬ 

tiative,. set up 1 wo Treasure Room tries 

in the cenler of the battle grid. Place 

them adjacent to each other in the 

exact center of the board, lengthwise, 

so rhur the doorway on the long side of 

each tile matches the long-side door 
way on the other tile. 

Special Rule-Magic Loot; Any crea¬ 

ture that ends Ms turn on one of these 

two Treasure Room terrain files rolls a 

&20, On a roll of mo the unit finds a 

random lesser magic item, on an 11-16 it 

discovers a random flat rale magic 

Hem, while on a 17-20 if finds a random 

greater magic item, if the unil cannot 

use ihe item {for example, it is a ranged 

weapon and that unil has no ranged 
atrack} rhen it finds nothing. 

Victory: Same as standard skirmish. 

t lessor Mggte tremg 
*1 armor 
+t shield 

i 4j meiee weapon 
4j ratted weapon 
Armor of command 
Shadow armor 
Spoil resumed armor 
Keen weapon 
Shield of arnpw delhcrioit 
Armor of fire resist;tnpc 
Armcw- of coid resistance 
Wingzrf'boots 
Potion of cure moderate wounds 
Beit of ono mighty bbw 
Soots of charging 
Soots of stride 

? Cloak of resistance 

+1 melee dunci;, magic danxtge 

+ 1 ranged arrack, m.Tgtn damage 

- 1 commend fAtipk (if jnv) 
Hide 

■Spell Resistance 
Critical fur on 1 g -so 

Defied Arrows (+4 AC v&. ranged attack] 
feist 10 ftre 

feist 10 Cct^d 

Speed FS m addition 10 ofd speeds 

Reptnce-s attach For 1 round': htafs 10 hit pginrn 
Smlre <45 damage) 
Powerful chonge +ro 4B Speed 

+2 save 

i"B *2 armor 
3 ->-2.shield 

4“i> +2 J7np.fet? weapon 

6 +> ftaming ranged weapon 7 Ltonfmrt armor 
fl Flatnipg weapon 9 frost Weapon 
10 Sdoci weapon 
11 Mpiy 

12 Unholy weapon 
'3^4 Arthur of resistance 

15 Potion of cure seriotv wounds 
16 Amulet of fortune 
17 Amuter of health 
i S Boots of big' stopping 

i:p Cfook of Charisma 
ho Cloak -3 f minor displacem e ri / 

Poinr Cost Rcril Flar Rare Magic items Benefit 

2 i-ti Scroti ofmqgk weapon Magic weapon (touch; +1 attack, (fif-orc DR) 
2 7-\i Scrotiot_ magic missile Mogg mhsiie (sight; 5 damdta) 

m 13^0 Scroll oi BryfM PfrehnHizi^U: 4 square radius, aq damage; DC 3=,) 
4 17-ao urclet ot bissting Searing tight (sight; 10 daraqjjfe; an da mag* to 

untf&ad) 
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^^"he D0NS£0n Masilr's Guide notes that '‘technology 

I defines a setting as much as culture,'’ and it.offers a 

I selection of weapons and items from societies far more- 

advanced than those commonly found in standard P&tD 

games. These fists are far from comprehensive, however. To 

reflect an era defined by rapid advances In scientific knowl¬ 

edge and new inventions, a DM should be equipped with a 

selection of appropriately advanced devices. With that in 

mind, this article presents a wide range of "high-tech'1 ilems, 

appropriate for use in nearly any campaign. 

GUNPOWDER WEAPONS 
Although varied in their range, strength, and usage, an 
assor imeui uf weapons from dislant lands and advanced eras 

made deadly use of gunpowder. From elegant dueling pistols 

to crude handcannons, there is considerably more to gun¬ 

powder weaponry than just pislols and muskets. Unless oth¬ 

erwise noted, a gun requires Iwo hands to load and i ounce 

of gunpowder for each shot. Reloading a firearm is a stan¬ 

dard action I ha I provokes attacks of opportunity. 

Blunderbuss 
The word blunderbuss is derived from Dutch and literally 

means, “thundbrgun,” Their trumpet-shaped barrels were 

designed to scatter shol across a wide arc, making them 

popular among both homeowners and naval board\ng parlies. 

Much like a primirive shotgun, the blunderbuss was not 

designed for accuracy of any kind. When fired, a blunder¬ 

buss does noi require the user to make an attack roll. Ralher, 

all creatures in a ao-foot cone must make a DC rg Reflex 

save or be struck by shot (see the Gunpowder Weapons 

table), Those who make their save suffer only half damqge, 

Because no attack roll is made using this weapon, a blunder¬ 

buss cannot cause critical hits. 

Blunderbuss shot consists of 1 pound of nearly any form 

of scrap metal, stones, or other improvised bullets. However, 

the sizable cone expelled by a blunderbuss requires that 4 

ounces of gunpowder he used in loading and reloading the 

weapon, instead of the standard 1 ounce, 

Carbine 

When it became dear 10 even cavalrymen that lance-wielding 

charges were finally obsolete, the need arose for a weapon 
rhat could be fired and reloaded from horseback. Bridging the 

gap between rifles and pislols, the carbine is 3 short, llghl 

weapon thal sacrifices range while maintaining firepower. 

Carbines are more or less Identical lo normal muskets, but 

they have shorter barrels ami lighler frames that reduce their 

range significantly. However, since carbines are buill for- 

mounted combal, a character firing from the back of a mount 

making ii double move suffers only a -a penalty to his ranged 

arlack rolls {instead of -4). Also, a character tiring from (he 

back of a running mourn suffers only a -4 penally lo his 

ranged attack rolls (instead of -8). Sec page 157 of the Player's 

Handbook tor more information about mounted combat. 

Hand Cannon 

Large and unwieFdy, hand cannons are relatively primitive 

firearms manufactured by cultures just learning how lo use gun¬ 

powder. Also known as an arquebus, a hand cannon consists of 

www.paizo.com,''dragon 3 



a smooth barrel bound lo a wooden slock 

by Tight iron hoops 

Due ro rheir simplistic design, 

band cannons do nol have ihe 

range or damaging capability of 

jriore advanced muskets. However, 

their simplicity makes them I he 

cheapest of all firearms, 

Pistol, Dueling 
Finely, crafted to suit the lasles of 

quarrelsome young aristocrats, dueling 

pistols represent ths height of the gun¬ 

smith's craft. They use ihe besl match 

als available and are heavily 

personalised and elaborately decorated. 

Dueling pistols ar e essentially mas- 

TerwOrk pistols sold in matched sets of 

two (see the Duhge&v Master’s. Guide, 

pqge 145). Masterwork firearms are 

treated just as any other masterwork 

ranged weapon, offering a m enhance¬ 

ment bonus on attack rolls. The price 

on ihe Gunpowder Weapons table lists 

the price of a matched set of two 

dueling pistols. 

Pistol, Grenade 

Grenade pistols look much like rifles or 

muskets wirb a blunt, wide muzzle rhal 

ends just inches beyond the firipg 

mechanism. Capable of loading and fir¬ 

ing a variety of thrown weapons, 

grenade pislols greatly increase the 

threat of these weapons. 

A grenade pistol can launch any of 

the following projectiles, which can also 

be used as thrown weapons (see page 

158 of the Pfoyers Handbook}. At the 

DH's discretion, grenade pistols might he 

capable of launch^ other objects, 
aEttiough items in flasks or bags are 

destroyed upon being fired. A grenade 

pistol requires 4 ounces of gunpowder 

to fire. 

Bomh: This round gunpowder bomb 

must be lit before it is loaded into a 

grenade pislol. Lighting a bomb 

requires a move action in addition to 

the Time it takes to load. While lighting a 

bomb, a character can decide how long 

he wants the fuse to be, choosing when 

it detonates from 1 to 5 rounds or upon 

impact if ihe weapon is immediately 

lured. This allows the grenade pislofs 

user to keep the weapon loaded for a 

time before firing or cause the grenade 

to explode several rounds after II has 

been fired. 

When ihe fuse expires, a bomb deals 

zfifi points of fire damage to all crea¬ 

tures within 5 feet. Anyone caught 

within the bias I radius can make a DC 

15 Reflex save to take half damage. As 

with thrown weapons, a bomb may tar- 

gel either a creature or a specific grid 

intersection end deviates if it misses. 

Bomb Casing: These containers are 

essentially weaker forms of normal 

bombs, the rnajorily of their gunpowder' 

replaced with a plugged empty hollow. 

If the user wishes, a wide variety of 

volatile chemicals Or danger ous Herns 

can be placed within, allowing them ro 

survive ihe blast of being fired. 

liven though ihe explosion deals no 

damage, a bomb casing must still be lit 

before it is loaded into 0 grenade pistol. 

I he charge breaking the casing open 

and scattering its contents. Lighling a 

bomb casing requires a move action tn 

addition to the time it rakes to load. 

While lighting ihe casing, a character 

can decide how long he wants The fuse 

to be, choosing when it detonates from 

1 10 5 rounds or upon impact if ihe 

weapon is immediately fired. This allows 

the grenade pistol's user to keep the 

weapon loaded for a time before firing 

or cause the grenade to explode sev¬ 

eral rounds after it has been fired. 

Bomb casings are. commonly filled 

with a flask of acid, a flask of holy 

water, a tanglefoot bag, a smokeslick, 

or a rhunderstone. Loading any of 

These (or similar) items into a bomb 

casing requires a move ac I ion Thai 

provokes an attack of opportunity. 

Once loaded, these items (and items 
like 1 hem) arc not damaged by being 

fired, and upon the bomb casing's fuse 

expiring, the small explosion disperses 

them jus I as if l hey had been thrown. 

See each item's individual descriplion 

For its exact effects. 

A bomb casing can also be used as a 

delivery method for some poisons. Casings 

can be filled with 5 uses of either a contact 

or inhaled poison, each qf which must be 

applied as a standard action and risks poi¬ 

soning the character as normal Once filled, 

the poisoned casing can be lit and fired as 

normal. Upon detonating, the poison is 

scattered in a 5-fbot-radius splash from ihe 

point it landed, exposing all the creatures in 

lhar area (see the effects of poisons on 

USING FIREARMS 
Several rotors commonly overlooked when 

using ether ranged weapons sfiould be tort' 

&idlened when using gunpowder arms. 

ATTACKING WITH FIREARMS 

Firearms are ranged weapons and iWlow all 

qF ihe rules for usipg such arms. As 1 hey 

have 3 sturdiness nor seen in less advanced 

ranged weapons, character^ can use firearms 

a& improvised mtfee weapons, sir -kins icar- 

gets with the weapons' butts (see one-handed 

and twO-handed melee weapons on ihe 

Gunpowder Weapons table’:. Using a loaded 

firearm in this fashion in melee js extremely 

dnngprous. as ihe weapon has a 50^ cfsanuu 

of firing after each successful airack. hitting 

its wilder and dealing normal damage, 

LOADING 

In addition to having lo he reloaded after each 

shot, firearms also require 1 ounce of gun¬ 

powder 10 Flm. Adding raadity available gpn 

powder (such as that held in a pawdethom) to 

3 firearm ts considered in the. time it takes to 

reload a Weapon, bul it is nevertheless an etc- 

ment charterers musr have ro reload their 

weapons. Drawing gunpowder from ?, paw- 

derk^g or alter- source can s.(gnifican!ly 

Increase lbs time ir takes to retold. so nearly 

aei characters that u£e Firearms should keep al 

leasl one powderhorn on hand at all times. 

More information pn gunpowder can be found 

on page 145 oi ihe Dungeon Mask's Guide. 

SKILLS AND FEATS 
PCs who f£an on using firearms should take 

the Exotic Weapon Proficiency (Firearms) 

feat, to avoid the -4 penalty to airack noils, 

for using weapons they are opt proficient 

with, Unlike other proficiencies fa exotic 

weapons. Exotic Weapon Proficiency 

(firearms) applies to all firearms, not just a 

single Type (see page 144 of I lie Dungeon 

Master's Gukie1,. Other fears like Point Blank 

Shot or Precise Shpt con also greatly 

increase accuracy, Haviipg a few ranks in 

Craft (alchemy) might also aid in dealing with 

and creating gunpowder. 

If a character plens on us^ng larger artillery 

weapons, taking ranks in skills like Profession 

(siege engineer) greatly increases Ihe rate of 

attacks using itwse massive weapons, while 

Knowledge (anchsteeture and engineering) 

might aid in picking-out prime defensive tar¬ 

gets. Also, siege engineers hi!$hr want to take 

the Leadership real to assure that they always 

hpve a crew on bund to aid them in moving 

and firing artillery weapons. 
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zg? of \he Dw&crt MaSttrs Guide}. 

However, since The broad spfesh is a less 

than an optimal method of Transferal and 

does not assure direct exposure* the DCs 

of fortitude saves to resist these exploded 

poisons are decreased by -£. Poisons 

spread usiftg bomb casings are used up 

after detonstH)g arid do not affect crea¬ 

tures on later rounds. 

Canister; These light, cylindrical con- 

teinwra fund ion much like bomb tas* 

Ings, only they conlain no gunpowder. 

A cork at one cml of ihe iron canister 

allows an iTam the size of a potion or 

folded scroll to be fired from a grenade 

pistol and land without damage, A can¬ 

ister may target either a creature or a 

spool fie grid Intersection, as If It were a 

thrown weapon, and deviates iF it 

misses (sec page 156 of the Ptayer's 

Handbook}. If the canisters target is a 

creaTwe, the target may attempt to 

catch it. if it has 3 free hand, by making 

a successful DC 15 Dexterity check. If 

the target fads this Dexterity check, the 

canister deviates as «F it had missed. 

Pistol, HI it 
The most prolific of all combined 

weapons, hilt pistols are firearms built 

into another weapon Nearly any 

weapon can have a pistol built into it. 

History provides examples of even 

whips and axes with attached gyns. A 

hilt pistol allows a welder to choose 

between attacking with either the melee 

weapon or the hill pistol, without hav¬ 

ing to switch between weapons. A 

character with multiple attacks can 

even make a single ranged attack using 

The hilt pistol as part qF 3 full attack 

action, without suffaring the penalties 

for fighting with two weapons, A hilt 

pistol used in melee combat Is still con¬ 

sidered a ranged weapon and provokes 

arracks oF opportunity. An enhance¬ 

ment bonus on the weapon the hill pis¬ 

tol Is attached to does not apply 1o the 

attached hilt pistol as well, although the 

pistol can bo enhanced separately, 

Pistol, Holdout 
Commonly used by gamblers, spies, and 

other professionals who need easily 

GUNPOWDER WEAPONS 

Mi'Jfr Wnnpom 

Pistol b«ei wSg «4 - -■ .Bludgwnlng 

TwoLvuioti Mtiitft: Weapons 

Rllirc bun - mLj ntfl - - SludgwnJns 

Qnn-Handrd Rtotypit Weapons 

PtsraJ* &> idS *dio M3 50 p, 3 lb. Pierring 

Bufetohot 3 up - - - - 1 lb. 

Pistols, dueling (aj i.itrii gp «ho *3 gp'ft 3 to Pirtndng 

BUHels hoj |gP - - - - it h 
Pistol, grenadn 300 up - - - 40 ft 4fc. - 

Bomb' WfM *d6 ssffi * w ft.** 1 la. - ; 

bomb casing special special - 10 ft*1 1I1, ■ — 

Cnnlsicr - - ifl ft." rib - 

Ptsfpl. hilt *300 £P *ts nfio K3 H5 ft. Psereliyi 

Bullets ho) .asp - - - *£_ 2 IF 

Plstot, hfiWLHj-i LtMJgJ] site m *2 10 ft. ■ lb. PunrclF^g 

Bullftis IrjJ 36P - Hi - *fo 
Pistol, shield ,3o&gp ■d, xte H TCft. 12 lb Piercing 

Bullets (to) - - - - .-II, - 

PistoL sptsr SP *HiO -.j tb. Pierdnu 

ballEts hb) ■ iPJP - .tj'1 V - a lb. 

Two-Handed Ranged Weapons 

Bfunderbuss 200 £p *4.. ■J[- - special 10 lb. Ptarring 

Carbine w>® idfta *3 HJOfk 7 lb, Forcing 

Sufeto fio) 3fiP - - it 
Hand cannon 5°SP nkS 1dw *3 yj ft. '5 t Piercing 

Builds 1’iaj j a? - - - - ? b. - 

Musket* $oogp td» hJs* *3 t^oft 10 lb. Piercloiff 

Bullets (to) IBP - : - 2 lit. - 

Ride Sonfip tdi© d<2 *3 33 lb. Piercing 

flullefs tin) 3«P - - - - It! _ 

Rocket laurtc+itir 30° gp - - - - 4t 
Explosive W £P spec** 3PKP& - So Ft. a fe. - 

ItHWEftsry 30 gP speo^i jptxioi (te ft. lb. - 

Spear •5«P nM MfS *3 HO Ft. 4 It. Piercing 

■those Hans areally appear In she LktoOitw Mu'Jtt'i Gpde 

'*Rilrtgf Incrnnwil wh™ ihruwn. 
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WEAPON ATTACHMENTS AND MODIFICATIONS 
Type Con Weight 
Bayonet, Fixed ft 

Baycmor, pl^ *a> 7 it' ’ 
BmvcwmT, rif^ ai5P 1 ft. 
Bnyemrl, spring ■ > gp w ft 
BnwchlnaiJlrtg +51? gp 

FIRING MECHANISMS 
Firearm! funcitcn on the explosive reaction 

fiyflpewdfir has whnn exposed 1o fire, unir^ 

ihia blaat to c*pd 4 pro|eciik or dangerous 

ripeed-i. Ftislorkillfy, numfirou:i dftVlCes ^fiCO 

used lo CTMta the npnrk needed 14) ignite 0 

FirearWa gunpowder priming. A Fnw of thn 

moa( popular and wnldy used firing media- 

nimis anq presented hare. Unkwi ihn DM 

wIiFp^i, therm: fifing macKimyrm da nwl 

-itfwt the price or oupoblUrlcti of firearms m 

Ipnv) play, 

FLINTLOCK 

Upcm puUng rhn rirnnrm'n rrngger, thu pan 

LON I,urn iv; 11 if gMripowdnr la nxpmnil Jlllil .i 

piece of flint rvcmpnd nbrjMr It, rlio requiring 

r-pathi Ignltf this priming, cflurvlng tiki 

wwapon to fire. Tint alogoni nimpliciiy and 

%peed of (hit mfiihod nruikta it ono of tha 

moit widely osod jind favored firing meefw 

rii’ims of bath gprifighiare jmd guniumths. 

MATCHLOCK 

Ojm of the airllnit firing nwyJiiinirnns uuncl. 

iJ'"i nierhod required lhr firearm^ hjlkt to 

li-ghi it slow-burning fuae auupendad ahciw? 

ihtr pjn. Every rime tho trigger Is pulled, 1l)o 

primed piin Is exposed end the fUsa tn'jartod, 

appfyirg the Tiro directly und frrizi^ rhn 

weapon AlrhiJMSh widely used, this cheap, 

simple mechanism is slow and Ineffldem. 

If J'lrearnis -J5Q matchlock mechanisms in a 

specific campaign world, I he DM might rule 

that a move action must be apejm to light a 

firearm's fuse, before it r_an tw tired, 

WHEELLOCK 
By applysng a piece of iron pyrife to a spin¬ 

ning wheel, rhis mechanism creates sparks 

that shower the pan and ignite the priming, 

Although more efficient than matchlock Firing 

mechanisms, the compfewty and price of 

whedlocks prevented Then* from seeing 

widespread usecS, 

coticfcalablcs firepower, holdout pistols 

are smoil find light enough In be carried 

without being noticed. 

Due to their size, holdout pisTols 

have n severely lltnlled range, bui 

charucters gain a +a bonus on Sleight 

of Hand checks made la conceal hilt 

pitiful ft on their bodies (see pttgtt ftt of 

ihn Player's Handbook)* 

Pistol, Shield 

One of ilie few forms of combined 

weapons that meld weapons and 

urmor, shield pistols are firearms That 

run directly through a shield and can 

easily be fired by its user. Any shield, 

except a buckler, can have a pistol 

hull! Into It, usually protruding from 

rite top or directly through the center. 

A shield pistol can be used to either 

make a raided attack or ro increase 

the dam^a of a shield bash. When 

used to make a ranged attack, the user 

can fire ii like a pislol. When used with 

a shield bash, a successful attack deals 

the pislol damage rn addition io the 

shield bash damage. The damage dealt 

by a shield pislol in a shield bash is 

multiplied using the shield bash's criti¬ 

cal multiplier on a critical hit. An 

enhancement bonus on a shield or 

shield spike does not apply to the 

attached shield pistol as well, although 

the pistol can be enhanced separately. 

Pistol, Spear 
One of several forms of combined 

weaponry, spear pistols meige the 

defensive capabilities of a spear with 

(he destructive power of firearms, Any 

spear or similar piercing pole-arm can 

have a small pi si a I built into ii„ fusr 

below I be blade, A spear pistol fires 

rhe first lime a target is hir using rhe 

spear ir is ailathed 1o, dealing addi 

i Iona I damage. Since it does noi have a 

normal trigger, a spear pislol cannot 

he fired as a ranged weapon. An 

enhancement bonus on the spear does 

not apply to the attached spear pistol 

as well, although the pistol can be 

enhanced separately* 

Rifle 

In contrast to the smooth-barreled 

musket, rifles have a series of ridges or 

iroughs spiraling along the tnsldc of 

their barrels, which spsn rhe buffer as If 

Is fired. This greatly improves range 

and accuracy, allowing troops ro hir 

Individual targets at tar^j range, rather 

than relying on massed firepower. For 

Hus reason* Ihey quickly became popu¬ 

lar with snipers and irregular troops 

such as skinrushers who fought away 

from live main barde lines. 

Rifles function essentially fhe same 

as muskets but they have considerably 
be tier range. 

Rocket Launcher 
Although not widespread, Chinese 

advances in missile technology 

throughout the twelfth century were 

considerable. Over the course of a few 

centuries, rockets advanced From 

improvised metee weapons to. in one 

case, a mdti-stage naval rockeT capable 

of traveling almost a mile, 

The rocket launcher presented here 

is a small, man-portable variety that 

can fire three different types of ammu¬ 

nition. As a delivery platform,, it is rela¬ 

tively unsophisticated, consisting of 

little more than a reinforced and fire¬ 

proofed metal tube. Firing a rocker 

Launcher is a Full-round action that pro¬ 

vokes an attack of opportumty. The 

three types oF rockets are: 

Explosive: Explosive rockets are 

made by packing scrap metal around a 

core of gunpowder These rockets can 

larget either creatures or specific grid 

intersections and deviate if They miss* 

just as thrown weapons do (see page 

tgB of the Player's Handbook) When 

the mckets strike a tatgel, the gunpow¬ 

der charge is ignited, dealing tdio 

points ol damage on a direct hit and 

idq points of damage to every creature 

within 5-foot radius. 

Incendiary: This is a container of 

alchemists fire mounted on a small 

rocket. These rockets can target either 

creatures or specific grid intersections 

and deviate if they miss, just as thrown 

weapons do ($cc page 158 of the Pfwtr's 
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Handbook). Upon hilttrig a target, an 

Incendiary rocket is treated exaclly as a 

thrown flank of aldmsr's fire (see page 

raft of the PteyftM Handbook). 
Spear: By attaching small r aclasis to 

I he front of a heavy metal spear, a new 

OPTIONAL RULES: PRICING 
AND DAMAGE 
Ihn Dmxoiv Masttr'# Guide presents, 

iKlvonccd weaponry ni techndloglcfll riNtl« 

on tint with ihn equipment pfttomed tn rhe 

Pipypr'n Hmdbwk* A, taw thaltgas re 1 hrr 

WWtdird rulnrt Pot Thn pricing nnd dwnagfl cl 

itieao ilnmh can easily nwika them more av^l 

,-iLite find appanllng options to PCs cm 9 world 

tilled with gunpowder JechmotegV. 

PRICING 

Gunpowder weapons have the wlvjinipge of 

hetpg easily ninss-produced, this mearu that 

ones ."! r-nnnpDfgn world's craftsmen develop 

I he required sklflx, l’i rearms ran poreni lolly 

l?i*nonie cheaper to rrnAc then 1 rossfcmwv -A 

PM who wishes ro lower 1 he prices nf MK.h 

weapons could refllmtiopHy have art 

advanced culture produce most of ihe 

equipment presumed here at ihree-quiriera 

to one-half the listed prk*s, 

DAMAGE 

Increasing tfw damage deali by gunpowder 

weapons Is sure to raise the PCs' eyebrows 

and imeresl them In using new technology. 

One option Ls in let firearms deal damage as 

ff they were a size category Sw-gtr. which 

more ihan compensates for their Icpg refcad 

times. Another possibility is to increase Ehesr 

threat ranges or critic^ muhipfiers, simulat¬ 

ing the unpredictable nature of early 

firearms. Be careful when advancing shrear 

range and critical multipliers, as increased 

critical hits tends to benefit hff Cs and mon- 

slurs more Thun player cheracteira. 

pnojecsile is created with range and 

peneiratirtg power far in excess of any 

musde-powered javelin., 

Weapon Attach me Fits and 

Hodf Stations 

Hhiloricdly, the often stow and danger' 

ous task of reloading 3 firearm made 

Traditional weapons seem more appeal¬ 

ing, To overcome their weaknesses, 

several Improvement were developed 

10 increase tiw threat and usefulness of 

gunpowder weaponry. 

Bayonet* Fixed 

To allay the ddficidnes of loading and fir¬ 

ing pos! an obiniH've blade* the fixed 

beyond is a daggerEikc point with a 

curved elbow affixed directly 10 (he 

murito of a firearm. Although they can¬ 

not be removed, fixed bayonets are 

fashioned in such a way that ibey don't 

impede ihe use or loafing of the weapon. 

A weapon augmented with a fixed 

bayonei can be used in melee, just as 

any other bayonet, but it does not take 

additional lime to draw or affix, and 

does not impede the loading or Firing of 

the weapon. 

Bayonet* Plug 

The first bayonets were litrfe more than 

daiggers, their hiirs lammed imo the 

barrels of fireanns and generally used 

only in emergencies. 

Plug bayonets can be attached to any 

firearm as a move action* but this pre¬ 

vents the weapon From being loaded or 

f red for as long as it remains attached. 

When fined to a one-handed firearm, 

bayoneis create a dagger, while bayo¬ 

nets on two-handed weapons are 

treated as shortspears. 

A plug bayonet must be drawn like a 

weapon in addition to the lime it takes 

to afFfx one ro a firearm. 

Bayonet. Ring 
As gunpowder weapons became more 

common, the shortcomings of the plug 

bayonet became progressively more 

obvious. Many of (hestr problems were 

solved by the introduction of a bayonet 

(hat fitted around rhe muzzle of the gun, 

Ring bay on fits function exactly 05 

plug bayonets in combat, except as 

noted here. While a ring bayonet Is In 

place, the weapon may still be fired, bul 

at 0 -2 penally to attack rolls. 

Attempting to reload while a ring bayo¬ 

net is fixed requires a lull round action 

as it is difficult to reload around tho 

protruding blade. 

A ring bayonet must be drawn like a 

weapon In addition to the time ii takes 

to affix one to a firearm* 

Bayonet, Spring 

A spring-loaded hiqge attached lo a 

firearm's muzzle keeps these bayoneis 

out of ihe way while firing and loading, 

yet still allows them to be deployed 

swiftly. With only a simple adjustment, 

these bayonets make a firearm melee- 

ready in a momenr, 

Spring bayonets can be added to any 

firearm and can be set into place (or 

withdrawn) as 3 move action. As the 

blade extends above the muzzle of a 

firearm it can still be fired while the 

bayonet is fixed, although at a -a 

penalty an attack rolls. 

Breach loading 
Although reliable, breach loading 

weapons were not introduced until the 

latter half of the nineteenth century. 

Individual craftsmen in your campaign 

might experiment with weapons that 

can be reloaded through a hatch near 

the base of Ihe gpn. a far easier and 

Faster process than ramming shot down 

the barrel. 

Breachloading can be added to any 

firearm, making it much easier to load 

than comparable bore-loading firearms. 

Weapons with breachloading lhal previ¬ 

ously required a standard action to reload 

may be reloaded as a move action, 

ARTILLERY 
The discovery and use of gunpowder 

s<iw Us first applications in artillery and 

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS 
Item 

Bapdollnr 

Coil 

l&p 

Weight 

rb 

Eyesling cylinder 3* & 

Gunntsi l gp sKr 

Powdsrtom* 3SSP »* 

PowfJer keg' *5° SR io 6T 

Springbox JtHJ gp 
sIMHI 

V/hlrttgig Soo $p 

" These Hernia orlgtruiiy njpeuned Ih the DMOtOK Wit■?-L' .-i Gitidf 

.ds. 
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Kidd gun 3.500 gp fidfl - "'Special 

Organ gun 3,000 gp AdS - SjMxfel 

siege-worthy weaponry, AnilFery 

weapons mako use of many of' lhc same 

roles as sJegO weapons (found on page 

100 of the Dungeon Mastlh's Guide), 

Bombard 
Mm ancestors of modern ariHlery, 

bombards look much like small, rounded 

cannons or mortars. Varying construe 

tion melhods lent Ihftsc weapons a wide 

variety of appearances, from a series 

of crude iron hoops ro ornate shapes 

resembling dragons and other mon- 

sirosiiies. Although Inefflclcm and 

prone 10 spectacular malfunctions, 

bombards rapidly supplanted catapults 

as the dominant siege weapon due to 

their sheer destructive power. 

To fire a bombard, the crew thief 

makes a special check against DC 15 

using only his base attack bonus. 

Intelligence modifier, range Increment 

penalties, and any appropriate modi¬ 

fiers from the CafapuFr Attack 

Hod I Piers table on p^ge iqq of the 

Dungeon Mask's Guide. Ff the check 

succeeds, the cannon ball hits the 

square it was aimed at, dealing the mdi 

cared damage to any object or charac¬ 

ter in the square. Characters who 

succeed on a DC 15 Reflex save rake 

half damage. Once a cannon ball hits a 

square, subsequent shots hir the same 

square unless the bombard is reaimed 

or the wind charges direction or speed. 

Since no attack rdls are made, bom¬ 

bards cannot cause critical hits. 

If a bombard misses, roll tdfl to 

determine where ft lands. This deter¬ 

mines the misdirection of the shot, with 

i being back toward the bombard and 2 

through £ counting ebekwtse around 

the target square. Then, count 3 

squares back for every range incre¬ 
ment of the attack. 

Loading a bombard requires a series 

of full-round actions. A DC 15 

Profession (siege engineer) check is 

required to set the fuse and then 

another DC 15 Profession (siege engi¬ 

neer} check loath the powder charge. 

Finally, a DC in Strength check is 

required to load a cannonball Into the 
bombard. It rakes four full-round 

Jettons to realm a bombard (multiple 

crew members can perform these 

actions In the same round, so It would 

rake a crew of four only 1 round to 
reairn a bombard). 

A bombard Is a large object with ,1 
to-foot space. 

Field Gun 
Although iron cannons performed ade- 

quardy during sieges, their weight and 

delicate construction made li almost 

impossible to use them in combat. 

Bronze, on the other hand, was lighter 

and could be cast whole using techniques 

borrowed from medieval bellmakers. This 

allowed the construction of small, quick- 

firing cannons that couFd respond rapidly 

10 fluid battlefield conditions. 

Firing a loaded field gun is a simple 

act, requiring only a standard action (that 

provokes attacks of opportunily). Upon 

being fired, the field gun shoots a can- 

OPTIONAL RULE: MISFIRES 

In certain wldl, fir™ -night si* be in thdr Ktfmty and-ara rw>1 ^ If the DM Wbfea, ^ a , * t%M on an attack *! «jg ^powder 
wftBfKint'v, roll another d» and consull Use Ebtlow^g sab* t;>r j rn,;-firc effect 

D20* Roll Result 

I The. firearm expludw. destroy ihe ^eapmi ar*d jnfSoik^ «tf5 d*"^ ujk*» >h$ :«tefcfer. 

Ttm V.i-Hapcm's firing.trrfVhtw^tr, breaks. The vewfxjfl «nat tc n?p#rstf uied agjm. whiUk iojtj, one-quarter of the 

ve^pcni's tOiiai pride end rwnires a sufctwfu# DC 15 Crift 

****** prevents the Wtept^'s firti^ mechanism fnxr, Dtrtenn^ and *w problem require* afolt-rwndaction.The firearm 

may nol ht usod again until the problfrn ia flved. 

Mbisrure c* fh« wrdng amMnt «unpowriw pqiyffx* if* &N# fawn frag. Ale must be tit&m befor* a «n be Iinfer agvln. 

h merhur.lrnl problem prevents the fire*™ from hn% The jiik! fafe ih.i ftondbur may be rcirfed -with j new *ftack wnhoul rela.idll^. 

Ah li'iF»rffcrioti <ft i-hr riijula ,.W* th!» Ihp. mgo n«n TV wr.i nu*e* jikhV/ wa* ontwoitw creator* wnhln 5f^r tfiha pr^NI 

unffot, ntfKtptnly *tram*wig which ireitw ii rtiwt ar* tm-Me If there jt« m> ^ h*r tnr^eM within 5 fear, the shot narely misses. 
No ftflfeci, 1 he firearm miWca ai normal, 

rtftll manrnrwm'k rrrsenm add their enhftiVnmenF bit-om 1o rttflij rdb on the .1^ 
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nonball in a goo-fpor-tong, g-fnoriwidQ: 

siraighi line directly m from of d, affect¬ 

ing ail creatures in Thai line. Creatures in 

this line are allowed a DC 15 Reflex save 

to take half damage, field guns do noi 

have a standard range Increment and 

caraiol Lie fired fan her than 500 feel 

Since no attack rolls are made, field guns 

cannpi cause critical hits, 

loading a field gun requires a series 

of Mi-round actions. A DC 15 

Profession (stage engineer) check is 

required lo sei ihe fuse and then 

another DC 15 Profession, (siege engi¬ 

neer) check bads ihe powder charge, 

Finally, a DC 6 Strength check is 

required to load a cannonball No the 

fieW gun. Ii lakes iwo full-round actions 

Ip realm a field gun (multiple crow mem 

bars ran perform ihese onions in ihe 

same round, so II would lake a crew of 

two only 1 round 10 reaim a field gun). 

A field gun is a Medium object with a 

fj-foot space. 

Gngan Gun 
Organ guns saw limiied use as ami 

Infantry weapons, displaced by 

grapeshot rounds fired by newer, more 

versalile cannons. These complex 

weapons look like a series of large rifles 

or small cannons, arranged in a hori¬ 

zontal row and capable of being fired 

at a rapid rale. 

Firing 3 loaded organ gun requires a 

full-round action (rhai provokes'attacks 

of opportunity). Upon being fired, the 

organ gun discharges a lo-fooi- wicie 

barrage in a 300-FooHong line directly 

in from of It. Creatures in this line are 

allowed a DC zo Reflex save to lake 

half damage. Organ guns do not have a 

standard range Increment and cannot 

be fired farlher than 300 feel. Since no 

attack rolls are made, organ guns can¬ 

not cause critical bits. 

Loading an organ gun requires six 

DC 10 Strength checks to toad Ihe can 

non halts and a DC an Profession (siege 

engineer) check to set and bind ihe 

fuses. Re aiming an organ gun lakes 

three full-round actions (multiple crew 

members can perform these actions in 

1 he game round, so it would rake a 

crew of ihren only 1 round to reaim an 

organ gun). 

An organ gun is ,:i Large object with a 

lo-fool space. 

31* fuly 20CM 

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS 
Due to the versatility and power of 

gunpowder weapons, a wide variety 

of equipment swiftly appeared to aid 

and augment their use. 

Gunman's Bandolier 

A gunman's bandolier is a wide belt 

worn diagonally across the chest that 

developed as a replacement for the 

archer's quiver. 

A gunmans handover has space for 

live iieutt about the size of a potion, 

powderho-m. or bayonet. these items are 

readily avoibWe. idlowing an item on a 

gunman's bandolier 10 be retrieved as a 

move action that does not provoke 

attacks of opportunity. A character may 

wear a maximum of two gunman's ban¬ 

doliers at once, atthopgh the second holds 

Only four items la space fe lost where one 

gunmansbandofer overlaps the other). 

Eyostfrtg Cylinder 

Eyesting cylinders are fragile tubes filled 

with an airborne irritant that causes the 

eyes to fl with tears and neffextvefy dose. 

Evesting cylinders are treated as 

thrown splash weapons in that they may 

larger creatures or specific grid intersec¬ 

tions and can affect multiple creatures 

(see page 158 of the Ptayer’s Handbook). 

Upon striking its, target, an eyesting cylin¬ 

der breaks, FiTtng the adjacent squares 

with a cloud of dust. Anyooe caught in or 

entering this area must mate a DC 15 

Fortitude save or be bfinded for h!6 

rounds. A moderate or smoker wind dis¬ 

sipates The cloud sn 1 round, otherwise the 

doud dissipates in 4 rounds on its own. 

Gun rest 
Used by musketeers to keep their 

weapons level during long bathes, gun- 

rests took something like slender, two- 

pronged pitchforks. 

Flaming a gunrest firmly in the 

ground and taking aim requires a stan¬ 

dard action but gives the user a +2 cir¬ 

cumstance bonus on hts attack roll 

when using a two-handed Firearm For as 

long as he remains stationary. Gunrests 

cannot be used with one-handed 

firearms or other ranged weapons, 

Powderhotn 
These shoulder-strung horns or leather 

flasks are filled with e pounds of gun¬ 

powder. As a firearm requires 1 ounce 

of gunpowder every time it is reloaded, 

powder horns contain enough gunpowder 

to fire 32 shots from most firearms. 

Drawing gunpowder From a powderhorn 

to reload a weapon Is a free action. 

Powder Keg 
These smalt kegs hold 15 pounds of 

gunpowder, As a firearm requires 1 
ounce of gunpowder every time ti is 

reloaded, powder kegs contain enough 

gunpowder to fire 340 shots from mosi 

firearms. Powder kegs are not water¬ 

proof and gunpowder exposed to waler 

can nor he used to fin? a bullet, 

Because powder kegs arc consider¬ 

ably more awkward than powderhoms, 

a move action is required to ilr'nw an 

.amount of gunpowder that can bo used 

in loading a firearm, This is In addition 

ro however long ii normally rakes to 

reload a firearm, 

Springbox 
Gunpowder was a porenr battle field 

weapon, but it proved more difficult to 

adapt to defensive purposes. 

Springboks were one of the Pew pas¬ 

sive defenses to utilize gunpowder, 3 

simple precursor ta the modem land¬ 

mine that explodes when stepped on, 

Ihcse simple boxes are often covered 

in dirt or otherwise disguised to blend 

in with their surroundings. 

Springbox: CR 1; mechanical; touch trig¬ 

ger no reset; 20 Ft. blast ted6 fire, DC 20 

save half damage); Search DC 22: Disable 

Device DC so. Marker Price: zoo gp. 

Whirligig 

Although expensive and relatively easy 

to notice, whirligigs are short cylinders 

with several loaded muzzles attached to 

a rotating gear. Effective anti-personnel 

weapons, these items are essentially 

portable traps that can easily he rigged 

to a tripwire or other trigger. When 

activated, the flat cylinder-shaped 

device spins around, effectively attack¬ 

ing all creatures within 30 feel by 

spewing pistol shots in all directions. 

Whirligig: CR £■; mechanical: location 

trigger; manual reset: Ark +8 ranged 

(idm/x^, bullets): multiple Isrgets (all 

targets within 30 ft.): Search DC 15; 

Disable Device DC zo. Market Price: 

8pq gp, ^ 
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ayuiis of fhe Outer Planes 
pus who 1 rave I 3 he Infinite planes encounter 

Ihe most fantastic and unusual cnalures. f 

these are the planar dragons, great beasts as 
massive and impressive as their Material Plane 

cousins hiri hearing the locus of the Outer Planes, Fjve 
new planar dragons are presented here. 

Planar dragons are true dragons similar to the chrq- 

mallc and metallic dragons that dwell on The Material 

Plane. Like their m el a I lie and. chromatic wunter parrs, pla¬ 

nar dragons possets powerful physical bodies, draconic 

Ini muni lies, and SpfllMke abilities. Where They differ Ts 

in irmpin spoil casting abilities: planar dragons don't have 

an... Pbn.r dragons have all the other frails and abilities 
c omtnon ro all true dragons. A planar dragon uses its age 
category as its caster level for all speit-lFke abilities. Planar 
dragons have the dragon rvpe, rather than Ihe outsider 
type, despite rhe fact they are native lo planes other than 
the Materiel Plane. 

The pfan.tr dragons rn this article originate From the 
Outer Planes; Arborea. fhe Beastlands, Bylopia, Meehan us, 
and the On Hands. IT your campaign's cosmology lacks 
these planes, von should assign different homes for each 
of these dragon types. For more inform&Horr about drag¬ 
ons and fur other planar dragons, see the Dt^otwmkon. 



ADAMANTINE DRAGON 

Dragon {Extra planar) 

Environment; Twin Paradises e>F Bytopis 
Organisation; Solitary (t dragon. any 

agek dutch (**5 wyrmlangs, very 
young, young, or [uvenitesJi or family 
ii-a mature adults and 2-5 offspring.). 

Challenge Rating: Wyrmling 6; very 
young 3; young 10: fuvenit* 13 young 
odtih 15: adult 16: mature adult 19; dd 
20; very old si; ancient as; wyrm 23; 
great wyrm 24 

Treesurt; Triple standard 
Alignment; Always neurral good 
Advancement: Wynn ling 1*0-11 HD (Medium); 

very young 13-14 HD (large); young 
16-17 HO fijMfl&J; (uvenitc 19 -so HD 
[Larger, young adult 22-23 HO (Huge); 
adult 25-26 HO (Huge.); mature adult 26- 
29 HO EHugete oH 31-32 HD (Gargantuan); 
very ofei 34- 35 HD (Gargantuan); ancient 
37')1® HD (Gargantuan); wyrm 40-41 HD 
(CatossaQt great wyrm 43*- HD (Gdoaial) 

Levgi Adluatment1. Wyrmling +4; vary 
young +5; others - 

Adamantine dragons patrol Bytopia, aver on aiarf for invad¬ 
ing fiends, spying rilmani, and other unwanted Intrusions, 
These self-appointed guardians of the Twin Paradises take 
the security oF their home plane- seriously, rarely visiting 
Other planes. Adamantine dragons are widely regarded as 
exempted of basic goodness. They are helpful to a Fault, 
never failing to aid good beings in rimes of need. 

An adamantine dragon's body Is small in Comparison fa 
its dfspropbrtlonatety large daws, wings, and tall. It has a 
smooth hide that gleams like a silvery metal coated In dia¬ 
mond dust- Sweeping horns fan back from the dragon's 
snout, forming a radiant, crownlike crest,. 

Gnome petitioners oF By topis, the closest all ies of adaman- 
tine dragons, often build them magnificent* castles to use as 
lairs. These castles are usually built near gnome Towns the 
adamantine dragons have sworn, to protect. Occasionally, an 
adamantine dragon lairs in uncivilised Shurrock, in order to 
watch over travelers to that layer. 

Adamantine dragons speak Celestial, Draconic, and Gnome. 

Combat 
Adamantine dragons favor using their hold monster breath at 
the start of combat, then they wade into batlle swinging their 

!l~; massive claws and trying to destroy any equipment ihalr ene- 
wires might have. They have no compassion tor evil creatures 

; and banish evil threats they cannot slay outright. 
Breath Weapon (Su): An adamantine dragon has two lypeS 

l »of breath weapon, a line of searing white hot tire and a cone 

(Wpf bold transfer gas. Living creature's within a Cone oF no!d 
^rnenstergas musr succeed on a Will save or be jfidd regard- 

fos or HD. for id6 rounds plus 1 round per age category of the 

jraftgon. This is a mind-otYecting compulsion nm:hflnirr>nnt effect, 

k Increased Damage (Ex); Because of their oversized limbs and 

^rSEirymJ weapons, .Islam,in tine dragons deal damage as if they 



were one size category larger than they 

really are. ‘The adamantine.dragon doesn'i 

gain the additional attacks of the iargen 

size, only the greater damage. 

Adamantine Touch (Ex): An edamanttne 

dragon's natural weapons are treated 

. as adamantine weapons for the purpose 

dF overcoming damage reduction and 

bypassing hardness. 
Improved Sunder: An adamantine 

dragon has iho Improved Sunder Feal 

as a bonus fear, and H frequently 

attempts to destroy its opponents' 

weapons and armor. 

Afleiria'fe Form ($u): An adult or okfer 

adamantine dragon can assume any ani¬ 

mal or humanoid Form of Medium sire or 

smaller 35 a standard actFon three (femes 

per day. This Ability functions as the pofy~ 

morph spell cast by a tarh-kvtl caster, 

except livii the dr^on does not n*gain 

hit points tor changing form and can only 

assume the form of ah’ entnwl or human¬ 

oid. The dr^jdn can remain tn iis animal or 

humanoid farm until it chooses to assume 

a new one or return to its natural form. 

Spell-like Abilities: 3/day-mirror 

image (very young or older), dimension 

1ioor (juvenile, or older);, dispel evil (adull 

or older), banishment (old or older); 

t£$^mrlpathy (old of older), power 

word stun {anctenT or older), reverse 

gryyiry (great wyrm). 

Skills: Heal and Tumble are consid¬ 

ered etas* skills for adamantine dragons. 

X 
adamantine dragons by age 

Age She Mil Diet Ihpi Sir De* Con Ifli Whs Ch* 

Base 
Attack,■ 
Qreppio Attack 

fort 
Saw* 

M 
Save 

Will 
Saw* 

Breath 
Weapon 
m 

Frightful 
Presence 

DC 

Wy railing M pdti*d$ hp) 19 id ’5 ■I >3 u V*'J +*$ -8 +& .a atffl ii&) - 

Very young L iifdit!*3(i [114 tipi *3 10 V >4 '7 •4 *tt *S HI 4d8 (19) 

Voung L iidiif4^j (141 hp) n 10 V M 17 *4 **$!'*? .22 *ig HI -0 6dfi (00) “ 

Juvenile L fiBq lip) y 10 '9 ■6 <9 ■8 **7 + » +>5 m (23) - 

Young nduli H aid!*+105 (241 lip) n 10 11 ifi <8 -C *2tf*40 ->? ♦H H® lOtiH (25) “3 

Adult H 127S tipi 33 to ji 16 21 tft *34 +M +19 ud8 (27) aft 

Mnturc adult H apd'itHfli i33? hp) 17 IQ *3 <8 21 4 ’*7/’4a +2t wtj H-ifO 14^8 (a&) *7 

Old G 3WJ12-210 1405 hp) 4* id 20 ■*3 a® *3°/*57 *4> +24 *'7 i®d® (32) 30 

Very old 0 hP: 43 10 *7 *0 *3 20 ^/►6l *45 -j6 *[8 .24 'Qd8 (34) 3' 

Ancient G 3^124324 I.558 lip: 43 10 29 22 *5 £2 *38/*&5 *43 +J0 2nd® (37) 34 

Wynn G j^dia+ggo hp) 47 10 31 22 *5 u M3 -21 +a$ 3?d®(39) 35 

□ rcsi wyrm c <2di7+4Ba [735 hp} 40 10 33 H ®7 24 "42A77 *53 *34 +31 24d8 (42) 36 

ADAMANTINE DRAGON ABILITIES BY AGE \ 

Ago Speed Initiative AC SpMial Abilni« SR 

Wynn ling $0 ftH fly iao R. (goedi, 

swim 40 ft. 

*0 ifi <*8 nartund), 

touch 10. jlst-fwisct i3 

Immunity ro fire, adamantine touch, 

■rcreased dampga, Improved Sunder ‘ 

Very young So ft,, tty 150 Ft. fsvera^ci. 

Swim 40 ft. 

*0 ao isiie -1. -» naJuraft, 

touch 9, Rshfnald 20 

Mirror 
' 

Y&ung 6q Ft., Fly 15D ft. (average), 

swim 40 ft. 

*0 23 isre -i. *14 natural), 

[ouch g, rias-ibofKf 23 

Damage reduction j/msgtc — 

Juvenile So t'L ily 150 ft. (average:!, 

swim 4D il. 

+0 2S isiie ■!, -*17 riaiu^i, 

JpucP 9, fbt-footed zfi 

JiiTte.rJS.^ ciccr _ 

Young ad uli 60 ft,, fly 150 ft- (avcrage 1, 

>wim 40 ft. 

*0 28 {silt -s, -20 naftyrai:. 

touch 5, ftaaTooied 25 

Darriage reduction |b:magic 16 

Adult So fi.. fly 15a fi (average), 

swim 40 ft. 

-0 .3L I'ssje -2, -23 natural),, 

ieuch 8. fltf-twied 31 

AtrefMTe Form, d/spef eviV ifl 

Mature aduli do It., fly igo R, (average), 

swtrn 40 ft. 

-0 34 (site -2, -2ft rwlurad 

Touch 6. ibe-foored 34 

Oamaige r&ducfiqn 15/magic ■20 

Old &□. R„ fly atm fi. (po&t), 

swim 40 R. 

-*0 35 3ii,’& -4. *29 natur^). 

touch 6. rtat-fpoiHid 3s 

SjnishnKint EE 

Very old 60 ft., ily 200 ft. (poor), 

swim 40 ll. 

+0 jS (sirs -4. -32 ttatufaft. 

Touch ft. FLal-fnclerf 38 

Oj'fQge retfuctipn 15/m.^ic and 5/adamaTitirve 

Ancient 60 ft,, Ily 20P R. (poor;, 

swim 40 ft. 

+0 41 tstfe -4. *3S naiunJt. 

touch ft, nat-Footed 41 

Pow$r world1 jTijti 2§ 

Wynn do R„ fty 250 ft. idutnsyi. 

swim 40 ft- 

»o 40 (sire -A -38 ruiunX), 

louch a. FLit-footed 40 

Ehmugu reduction ati/magic mid 1 n/.irkn m.in 1 im-: E& 

Great wyrm Do Ft., fly 250 ft. (clumsy), 

swim 4U ft. 

*0 43 ftue -8, - .|i n.UurjJ], 

touchi, ISai’ftdd 

fteverje gravity 3ft 



ARBOREAL DRAGON 

Dragon (Extraptonar) 

CnvEToninsnii Olympian Glades of 

Arborea (ArvemdoH 
Grganitarionr Solitary (i dragon, any 

ageh dutch J2-5 wyrmllnjgs, very 
young, young, or |uvenife5), or 

family (pair of mature adults and 
2-5 offspring) 

Challenge ftating: Wymnling 3: vary 
yourtg 5: you rug Q; |uvemle g; yOupg 
Adult 1?; adult 13: mature adult 16; old 
16: very old 19 : ancient ao; wyrm 21; 
great wyrm 22 

Treasure; Triple standard 
Alignment: Always chaotic good 
AdvancemanT: Wyrmiing ti -7 HD 

IMclSiuitt): very youpg 9-10 HD 
(Medium); young 12-13 HD (Large); 
juvenile 15-16 HD {Large); young 
,id,ili I in (Large)' jdult 21-22 
HD (Huge); mature adult ^4^5 HD 
(Hugeh old 27-26 HD (Huge); very 
old 30-31 HD (Gargantuan); ancient 
33-34 HD (Gargantuan}: Wyrm 3El- 
37 HD (Gargantuan); groat wyrm 
3g * HD (Colossal) 

Level Adjustment: Wyrmlltig +6; very- 
young +-6; young +6; others - 

Arboreal dragons are fay like cr ear urea Fiercely dwvbied 

to promorifig freedom and goodness far all, They hold 

holy crusaders in the highest regard and often under¬ 

take missions to aid noble heroes struggling in evil 

lands. These honorable demons are frequently found 

envying wine and song In the company of elves, fay. 

and other nature-friendly creatures. 

Among the true, dragons of the multi versa, arbo- 

real dragons possess the least draconic appearance. 

They have no horns, no spikes. and no back ridges. 

Iremehdous gossamer wings that sway in rhe wind 

extend from their backs. Their streamlined bodies 

are covered in a patchwork of sc inti I la ting scales that 

sWfy change m color and hue. They have elf-like 

syos of the deepest black. Whether Flying or walking, 

arboreal dragons leave a trail of sparkling hnrst In 

their wake. Despite their fragite-appearances.dhough, 

arboreal dragons are powerful defenders of peace 

and beauty and: are nor to be trifled with. 

Arboreal dragons speak Celestial, Draconic. Elven, 

and Sylvan, 

Combat 
Arboreal dragons are unpredictable opponents, switch¬ 

ing randomly between SfttHlke abUiriftS, breath si lacks, 

and their natiLtrji weapons. They often use tucries io 

scatter opponents ami prevenr them from coordinating 

attacks. Arboreal dragons retreat when drastically uui 

numbered or hard pressed, using bskfof polymerpb on 

foes 10 cover their escape 



Brea I h Weapon (Su): Art arboreal 
dragon baa Pne breath weapon, a cone 
qF .razor-sharp thorns that deal pierc¬ 
ing damage. A creature within rhe 
cone may make a Refle* save lo lake 
half damage; 

Alternate Form (Su); A young or 
older arboreal dragon can assume 
any animal, fey. or humanoid form ol 
Medium $\it or smaller as a standard 

action ibree times per day. This ability 
functions as a polymorphspeil cast 
on ii by a lOSh-levd caster, except 
lhal ibe dragon does not regain hit 
points for changing' form snd can only 
assume the form oF m animal, fey* or 
humanoid. The dragon can remain, in 
its animal fey, or humanoid form until 
it chooses to assume a new one or 
return lo fis natural form 

Spell-like Abilities: day-Teleki¬ 
nesis (young adult or older); baleful 
polymorph [mature adult or older); 
■\i day-Otto's irresistible dance [very 
old or older), polymorph any object 
IVyrm or older).. 

Skills: Climb, Spoilt raft, and 
Survival are considered doss skills 
For arboreal dragons- 

X ARBOREAL DRAGONS BY AGE 

Age Slid HU Dies fhp) Sir On: Can far Wu CM 
B*ifl AttKfc/ 

Grapple Arrack 
Fort 
Save 

FVfl, 

Save 
Will 

SilVA 

drenth 
Weapon 

(DC) 

Frjghii 
Pranim 

GC 

Wyrrrtllng M 5415.10 <45 hpi 'S ID 4 ia II »3 «51*7 *7 M *4 ■ dl i> (14) - 

Very young M Srii?i5^ I7O hp? V to it 11 ■3 ■s *6/+h pH *9 +6 *7 4dl0 (I?) - 

Young l G04 hp) ■9 (O i5 <4 '7 + 14 4IU +7 *S Odto (iS) - 
.Juvenile i 146^-56 (147 h|» 11 m M *5 *7 H4/*J3 410 *13 *0 +H fldig - 

Young mduti l 174^05 i t us hp) *5 1(1 ite id •B *9 *17/- 18 *73 4 IS *10 '+» 1(1(1 Hi l/vl 

Aduli H lodr^iOQ tipi *Q 10 50 iC *7 ►9 *io/*37 457 *17 +W +15 radio !?;>) £14 
M.lliJI'i; IhHllll H 53dif+i3!l (irfl? hp) 31 10 « 10 (0 li •*3; *41 ♦31 ftg -17 ipjdni (sfl aO 
Old H [351 hpj 33 10 M 18 tt 31 •*^M5 '*35 *sa *'S *im ifl.dio (30) aS 
Very qIcI G (ujsu hpl 35 10 ?e 3tf *3 n '*9/+53 +37 ,14 ♦ lO *53 sftdio (3a i 30 
Annlent G 3?difr.20!l (496 hpj 37 id jfi 22 75 ♦3*/*V M» wJ? nS 2oriio (35) 33 
Wynn G 35^*35° ^77 l'P> 39 ni 3*1 ii ij 75 *35^ MS ka9 Hfi >*7 wdio (37) 34 
Great wynn C 30di*+4sfl (06,5 lip) 4> 10 3® M *9 17 *30/1-Bp MS *3* 42| 43a ;v|dn> (414) 37 

ARBOREAL DRAGON ABILITIES BY AGE \_ 

Age Spaed Intrieiive AC Special Atilliridj Sft 
Wy milling 6o iK fly 100 ft, (average) mi 16 1-6 n3lura3>, touch >0, ftflt-Eboted ifi tnvmunlty to acid, sonic, and 

enchantirent m^gic 
15 

Very young 60 Ft, fly ioa ft. (average) 40 19 I-9 naruraff. touch id. tbt-foored 19 Damage reduction 5/nuiglc H 

Young 5d, ft., fly 150 fr, (average? ■HJ it {-i sire. *n njhif aft. much 3. ei Alternare torm '5 

Juvenile Ga fr., FIy 150 ft. 1 average) +0 24 (-1 Hze. -15 n^twah. touch 9. flar-footed 24 Ctemage reduction ici/mssic 10 

Young adult 6b n., Fly 150 Ft. 1,average) *0 £/ i-r tfit, -fB ntdurai). rguch g. Efer-faoted ay Jr/C,i./nCLS{S rlS 

Aduli 60 ft, fly 150 Fr. Ipoer) +J3 ag i i +« rMturat.'. touch a. Flal-footed 5g Damage reduction lg/megic an 

Mature aduli 60 Ft, Ply 15d fr. Ipoort +0 3a i-2 Siie, -24 natural), touch a, ftar-ftmlwJ 33 83’ntvi poiymorpti 22 

Old 60 Ft., Fly 150 ft. {poor? +0 3S (-* ^iie. 4?7 nsurai?. tooth ST har-Fnoted 35 Damage rcduciran rg/magJC 

and ddmaga redcirrlijn 5/law fu 1 
23 

Very old 60 Ft., Fly 1.50 fr, Iclumsy) 40 3C 1-4 sin*. +30 naturiiJr. touch e, fiar -ftraicrf 36 Otto's irresistible dance *5 

Anc4?m &Q ft, lly r^o Ff. {clumsy? ■40 39 T4 s^ie, 433 naiuratt. touch 6, flat-Poured 39 Damage raduttion ao/nva-glc 

and damuge reduclton 5/jawful 
Wyrm &D Ft, lly ime ft, (clumsy) +0 45 i-4 si?c. 43O mrigid}, touch 6. rbr-ruoFed 45 Potymurph my object Z9 

Greer wyrm 60 ft. FEy ft- (tlurnsy) *0 41 (-a site. *jg natattQ. Damage reduction ap/tpagic 

jnrl damage redur.rlon ip/lawful 
3» 

wwvyphizacom/dragon 47 



AXIAL DRAGON 

Dragon (Extraplaner) 

Environment: Clockwork Nirvana 

of Media nus 

Organization: Solitary (i dragon, 

any age}, pair (young adult or 

older), or Family (pair of mu lure 

adults and 2-5 offspring) 

Challenge Rating: WymnElng 4: 

very young 51 young S’ juvenile 

to; young adult 13; adult 17; 

mature adult i&; old at; very old 

22; ancient 23; wyrrn 25; great 

wyrrn 27 

Treasure: Triple standard 

Alignment: Always lawful neurrd 

Advancement: Wyrrnling 7-$ HD 

(Medium); very young id 11 HQ 

(Medium); young jg-ty H 

(Large); juvenile 16-17 HD 

(L*irge); young adult ig-SO HD 
(Huge); adult 22.-23 HD (Huge): 

mature adult 25-26 (Huge); old 

2g HD (.Gargantuan); very 

aid 31-32 HD (Gargantuan); 

ancien t 34-35 HD (GArg^nfuan); 

wym 37-38 HD (Colossi): great 

wyrrn 40* HD (Colossal! 

Level Adjustment; WyrmJing +5; 

very young ^5; young +6: 

others - 

Axial dragons are awe’Inspiring, draconic 

embodiments of law who make their homes 

on the Clockwork Nirvana of Mechanus. 

These mighty dragons devote their lives to 

the'perfection of thought and body, both 

in themselves and in all other creatures of 

the multi verse. 

As there are no true standards of perfec¬ 

tion, each axial dragon's perception of what is 

perfect differs. Purity, order, and symmetry 

are just a few examples of the many ways 

the universe can be perfected Axial dragons 

might pursue the Correction or destruction 

of half-breeds, Flawed gemstones, anarchic 

civilizations, illogical philosophies, and so on in 

their crusade ro order reality. 

Axsal dragons consider themselves to 

have the perfect draconic form. Their flaw- 

less bodies are sleek, sharply angular, sym¬ 

metrical, and perfectly proportioned- Their 

horns and scales sparkle ap if just polished. 

They have two pairs of rigid, fan-shaped 

wings. Wyrollings begin life leghi blue in color 

but gradually turn deep purple as they age. 

Despite any wounds received, axial dragon:-! 

never scar Once healed, 1 hey are among ihe 

healthiest and mosl robust of dragons, and 

they are flawlessly sure of Ihcmselvos. 



Axial dragon's speak Cefcslisl, 

Common, Drac.Dn.ic, and Infernal. 

Combat 
With ills mjnd bent an perfection, an 

axial dragon Turns each baffle into a 

iraining session Id better its fighting 

skills. 11 attacks Ibes wlib deadly accu¬ 

racy, often guided by the insight gained 

from its dcvHnatkjn Citifies 

Breath ’Weapon ESu>r An axial dr-agon 

has one type of breath weapon, a com 

of force, A creature wthm the cone may 

meke a Fortitude save to take half damage. 

Spelt-like Abilities: j/dsy-arcanei 
Sight, true Strike {very young or 

older), and ptane shift [wyrm or 

older); t/day—magfc cirtffa Against 
chaos (adult or older). Forcecage 
(very old or alder). 

Skills: Spellcreft h considered a class 
skill far axial dragons. Axial dragons 

receive a +4 racial bonus on all Sense 

Motive' checks. 

AXIAL DRAGONS BY AGE 

Ago Siici Ha Dice (hp) Sir Dux Cod tor Wii Chj 
Bjifl Aflac!/ 

Qnjrpic Aflac! 
Forr 
Save 

Rfir 
Suva 

Wil 
Save 

Brealh 
Weapon 

sd£) 

Frightful 
Preacncd 

DC 

Wyttnltog M Odia-llEI (57 hp) n ib «7 u >3 » •fiM *0 *3 +5 +fl adS (10) - 

Very ynung M gdi24 3<3 (94 hp3 *3 10 >9 14 u ♦9/■» HO *10 +6 *B 4dtl 1.8) 

Ytmnfj L (Wll24 0fl ll^fi hp) 57 ip *L >4 +5 MiZ+ip M3 +3 *10 Odd (ai) * 

Juvanlh L i$dia+po (187 t*p) <9 ip *3 iO 9 *4 +'V'*3 *i3 *■5 *6 SdO (a3) - 

Voung oiiull H iSdiSH id-0 i^^hp: #1 10 *S iQ 9 Hl *v mS +11 *14 ipdG faC) *7 

Adult H s-mOsth 1Q-B I304 hip] a3 10 J7 »s '0 *ai/*35 +*5 *30 ti* mS liCifl (20) 

Maluro adijll H ^di-r+ztft (37? hp) *ft ip *9 18 in 3D **4/‘3fl ‘26 **a *14 m3 uyd(5 (31) 3a 

Old a 2pdi&*a?o (44 s hp) *7 ip 3‘ 30 a3 34 *V/*47 *3* m •IS *20 iftdG (33) 3ft 

Very eld G gadu* 530 (523, hp) *9 10 33 to *3 30 *30/4 5t *35 *?B +t? +22 Mfl (3d) 30 

Ancient G 33dr?+3@fi (flio hp) 3' ip 35 it 30 +33^+55 ♦30 -18 +*5 jortn (33) 40 

Wyrm C ^J-kibs 1-4O& (70? hp) 33 10 37 *4 A7 40 *30/+®3 +36 +33 -JO +23 azdt) (41J 43 

Grpai wyi'in c (799 hp) as id as *9 4* +3fl/+0? M3 +3S +ei +30 i4dfi (43) 4ft 

AXIAL DRAGON ABILITIES BY AGE 

Age Speed tniliatrvB AC Special Abilities Sft 
Wyrmling 6d ft-. )ly 50 ft. {perfect) +P 18 M iwnjralt. 

touch <0. flar-Foowd tft 

tnuounLty ro aetdr fine, and dtseaae 

Very young Co fl_ fly ldo Ft. (perfect;- +* 2. (411 naiudl, 

touch ip. Els-tqqfed 

Arcane sight, true strike “ 

Young Do ft,, fly 100 ft. (good) +0 ?3 {-1 site. *14 twturaa). 

touch g. fiijr-FoPCed 23 

Immunity to cold and nonletha! 

damage 
~ 

Juveniln Co ft., fly 1-n-n R. (good) ■m aC A r sic. -y na!urat)T 

touch 9. flst-fewteef 26 

Gampge reduction s/twgb “ 

Young adult 60 fl„ Gy 150 ft, (average) +0 £8 f-a *20 (Uturali. 

touch S. Gal-Footed 28 

totifiuniry ro peraon and mind- 

atfecting cFFe-cts 

Adult: Co ft., fly 150 ft. {average) hj 31 f-j *?3 natynaff, 

touch 8. flat-fooMd ji 

M$g.\c circle against chaos ’S 

Manure-adult Co R., Fly 150 it. {average' *0 34 {-a left, -2® rtSftrrat), 

touch 8. flat-fooled 34 

Damage rcdoctkin tD/mpgrc if 

Old flo Ft., fly 150 ft. {average; +0 35 H site, +29 natwal 1. 
touch 6. [tot-footed 35 

hnmuoity to polymorph effects 

and death eFFects 
19 

Vciry old fin fl_ fly 150 ft. {average! +0 38 (-4 siit -32 itafurnb. 

touch 6. itot-fwTfld 3& 

Forcccagh at 

Ancienl flo ft., fly 150 ft. 1 average) *0 41 f-4 w:, *35 turitfttU, 

touch G. (tot-Touted 41 

Daircige reduction 20/mpgic 

and damage reducrlon g/chflOtfc 
23 

Wyrm ftp JT^ fly iuo R. (poor) *0 40 bft 5iH7. *38 nattiraiL 

touch z. flirt -Footed 40 

Immunity fo critic-tf hit1) sne^k, 

attjeka: pbne shift 

=5 

Qrenr wvriti ftp fiH fly 20Q R, (poor) +0 42 (-6 lire, *40 Miurof). 
touch i, ftm ‘footed 4j 

Damage reduction io/mriglc 

imdl damage reductiop tp/chaoiic 
a? 



BEAST DRAGON 
\ 'jJragon {txrrapfanar) 

J ir LnvTrenmtnt; Wilderness of the Beasrtands 

[ ■ .Qxgkniulfeft: Solitary' fi dragon, ,iny age), clutch 

te*5 wynrikngs, very young, young,, or juveniles), 

or family I parr of mature adults and 2-5 off spring) 

Challenge Raring: Wyrmling 3: very young 5; young $7 

(iivenife g; young adult 1?; ;ldu1r 15: malune adult it); did 

#: very old 19: ancient zq- wyrm 22; great wyrm £3 

Treasure; Double ■standard 

Alignment: Always good {neutral ar chaotic) 

Advancement: Wyrmfjng 7-8 HO (Small); very 

young io-it HO {Medium}; young ig-iq HD 

iMecfiumh juvenile 16-17 HD (Large;): young adult 

10-ao HD (Large}; adult 33*23 HP (Huge); mature 

adult ?5-2fi (Huge), old *8-29 HD (Huge); very 

old 31-32 HD (Gargantuan 1; ancient 34-35 HO 

(Gitrganman). wyr'm 37-38 HD (Gargantuan); great 

wyrtn 40* HD (Colossal) 

Uvd Adjustment; Wyrmlmg +3; very young +4; 

young *4; others - 

Ri;;bi dragons are savage hunters who never forsake prey once 

ihev have ii« scent These ravenous carnivore relish the taste of 

brood and roam the Beasriands continuously in search of food. They 

prefer hunting large dinosaurs but chase down anything that proved 

0 good rest of their skills. It rumor of evil creatures on the plane 

reaches them, beast dragons apply all their hunting skills toward 

tr.xVii; down the evil incursion and taking such cralures i\§ prey, 

fhese magnificent predators hav* powerfully muscled bodies 

covered in rough scales that range in color from earthy brown 

lb olive green. Bone spurs: resembling rocky thorns |ut Prom the 
dntgon j neck. These spurs run the length of the 

beast dragon's spins down to the end of Its tail. A single, lagged 
horn sits atop its head. 

Bens* dragons are highly social .creatures and use their female 

farm abi'ity ro assume the shapes of.other predators to hunt and male 

with rhem. Not surprising^, □ large number of half-dragons throughout 

the Beasriands claim beast dragon ancestry, 

Combat 
A oeasr dragon; approaches any hostile encounter as a'hunter 

dosing in for the kill. 1r takes down foes quickly and efficiently 

wiih ils efews and bite. An older beast dragon uses, its horn ro 

gouge prey; if the creature survives this initial attack, the dragon 

switches to its natural attacks. Beast dragons only use their, breath 
weapon when on the defensive 

Breath Weapon (Suh A beast dragon has one type of breath 

weapon, 3 cone comprised of cokl and electricity, The breath weap 

ons damage is one-half cold and one-half electricity. A creature in 

she area of the cone may make a Reflex save to take half the cold 

damage and half the electricity damage. 

•Track: Wyrmling beast dragons gain Track as ft bonus feat. 

Scent itxh Very young beast dragons develop I he scent 

ability. See She Monster Manual, page 314, for the full descrip¬ 
tion of the scent ability. 

Alternate form (Sul: A juvenile or older beast dragon can 

assume any animal or magical beast Form of Large-size or smaller1 

r> a standard acnon three times per day. This ability functions as 

a potynwpft spell cost an it by a 1 nth-love! caster, except that the 



dragon does not regain hit points for 

changing form and can only assume the 

form of an animal or magical beast. The 

dragon can remain in its animal or magi¬ 

cal beast form until it chooses lo assume 

a new one or relgrn to its natural form. 

Gore Attack (E.xk !n addition, to all its 

normal natural attacks, a young adult 

or older beast dragon can make a gore 

allack with ils horn. This ts a secondary 

natural atlock dealing the listed- damage 

plus Mf the dragon's Strength bonus. 

Powerful Charge (Ex): An old or 

older boas I dragon lypl rally begins 

a bsnle by charging at an opponent, 

lowering its head to bring tis bam into 

piny* fn addition to the normal benefits 

and hazards of a charge, this allows 

the beast dragon lo make a single gore 

attack at ihe dragons highest attack 

bonus that deals the indicated damage. 

Spelt-like Abilities; 3/day-jump; 1/ 
iijy-regenerate- (wyrm or older), 

Skils: Batencc. Hide* Jump. Move 
Silently, end Survive ere considered 
class sktlfe for beast drpgons. Beast drag¬ 

ons receive 3 14 rarid bonus on Survival 

checks made to track a creature 

BEAST D*\AGON GORE DAMAGE 

Powerful 

Gore Charge 

Size Damage Damage 

Urge MS 4CW+(m/s 

Strength bonus) 

Hpge adfi 4tia+(i-i/z 

Stnepgih bonus) 

Cflrgsfituan a<ja 8d£Mn/2 
Strength bonus) 

Cdflwai 4d0 8(l8+(i-l/z 

Srrengib bonu*) 

BEAST DRAGONS BY AGE \ 

Sraiirlh Frlghtfol 
Bane Attack:' fort Ftef Will Weapon Preimnoe 

Age Slie Hit Dtea (hpJ Sir 0«k Cm bit Wit Cha Grapple Aitadt Save Save Save (DC) DC 

Wyrmlihg § (Miit+fi (45, hp) 13 >0 >3 M '5 14 *6/*3 its t-B hS *7 (14) - 

Very young M [jdlfnijj ]yfl hp) IS to 15 16 *T ifi *11 rfi +6 *9 .pi,] (iflj - 

Y(JUi>| M (ioif hp) 17 ID iS (0 •7 ifl ►u/.ig -15 -to *8 *11 iicby (18) - 

Juvenile L Indians (141 bp) <0 10 yj 18 ■9 18 *^-73 *>B + fl h0 +13, 8d4 (so) I 

Young dun i ifldiin^Gyi hp) 1% *0 17 iif ■t) t? -il/iaS +13, *n +it *ts iod4 (sa) 33 

Adult H uidir*^ fuzo hp) 37 ID ijj to at an *W*37 *a7 *18 n» 417 iad4 (74) 35 
M;injr<5 dull H judim m Utyfl hp) *9 to Ji JO n ttt *24/441 *gt -i® -t4 *ao (4^4(47) ?7 
Old H i7dw+p6i? [337 tip) 31 to *3 ** *5 » *35 +zt *tS w iflc)4 iag) =9 
Very,dd G godis+^io (405 hp] 33 » aj » 17 a *30/*S3 'J7 4i4 • f? *as >ad4 (a^) 3’ 

AncletH G ^difi+ssGq i^/fj hp) as * a7 2A *9 *4 *33/*5? '41 -ad ► iti -27 20d4 (34) 33 
Wynn 0 36811*3*4 (55S hp) 3? «? *4 3' ?4 '3<j/*6j +4s rjo i-^n aad4 fg?) 35 
Greai wyrni C 39dia+39P (5^3 hp1 39 10 31 a* 33 afl tftfrftO *45 +3" ■m 432 24*14 l3D> 37- 

BEAST DRAGON ABILITIES BY AGE \ 
Speed hjilifftrve AC Special Abibhes SR 

Wyrnding 40 Ft., burrow ia ft., fry hju ft. (average) ■HJ 16 t*i s*w, *5 nruurat). Track,, rmmunity ta cold - 

loudi iQ, flat-footed tg and electriGilv, jump 
Very young •40 ft., burrow 10 ft, fly 150 ir. (poor) *0 iS (*3 natural). Scent - 

touch 10, ftet-footed r& 

Young 40 ft., burrow 10 fi„ fly 150 rr. I poor) *a 211+11 nalyri'. Damage reduction g/mifiic 16 

touch id. ftar-roored 21 

Juvenile 40 Ft., burrow 10 Fl., fly 150 Ft. tpoor) +0 23 i-i sire, +14 natural), Alternate (form '9 
■Ouch 5, Flat-footed 23, 

Yeung adult 40, Ft,, burrow ia ft., fly 150 Ft, Ipoor) +0 iB «-t sfie, -14 naturaik .Gore attack n 
touch 9. tlat-foctd ifl 

Adult 40 Ft., burrew 10 ft., fly 150 Ft. (peer) •0 2ft (-2 sue, +2o natural], D^n^ge reduction 10/magic 24 
touch 8s r tat-footed z8 

Mature dull 40 ft., burrow id ft,, fly igo If. (poor!1 *0 Jl {-z B2C. +23 naruratt. 26 

touch 8, flsi-fooied 3t 

Old 40 Fr,. burrow m ftM fly i^u fl. (poor) 34 (-2 sue. *28 natural). Powerful charge *S 
■ouch 5. nai-ftraEcd 34 

Very .old 411 ft., burrow n> Fl,, fly 15a ft, (clumsy 1 +0 35 (-4 site, -ap nahrml). Dam^ redudwn 15/magic 3o 
touch A flat^tootod 35 

Andeiil 40 Ft., burrow id Ft., fry 200 ft, (clumsy) HO Jfl t-4 size. 132 njiurat). 3a 
touch 6. Hit-tooted 38 

Wynn 40 Ft,, burrow 10 F)„ Ify 200 fl, (dum-sy11 *0 41 (-4 iue, *35 natural!. generate 34 
touch 8. Bar-footed 41 

■Omar Wy rm 40 ft,, burrow so ft,,fly ft. (clumsy! *0 401-8 nlre. *38 lUtuftQ, D.inuige rdduetlon Wmpglc 3S 
touch a. ft,rr-f»red 4U 

Mi 



CONCORDANT DRAGON 

Dragon i.Extnaplanar) 

Environment: Concordant Domain of 

the Gutlends 

Organization: Solitary (i dragon, 

any age), clutch ^5 wynmlingB, 

ves7 young, young, or juveniles), 

or family fid* mature adults and 

2-5 offspring) 
Challenge Rating: Wyrmllng very 

young 5; young j\ juvenile 10; 
young ^duEr 12; adult 15; mature 
odulr \j, old icj; vary old 21; ancient 
sa; wyrm 13; great wyrm 2j| 

Treasure: Triple standard 

Alignment: Always neutral 
Ativan cement: Wyrrnling ti 7 HD 

'Tiny); very youpg g-io HO 

(Small): youths 12-13 HD (Medium!: 

luvenlk 15-16 HD (Medium): young 

adult ifCtg HD (Urge); Enlult ?i 

w HD (Liirgc); mature adult 24-25 

HD fHugd; old a? HD (Huge)] 

vary old 30-31 HD (Huge): ancient 

33-34 HD (.Huge); wyrm 36-37 HD 

(Gargantuan); great wyrm gg-t HD 
(Gargantuan) 

Level Adjustment: Wyrrnling 13: very 
youpg +4: youpg ^ others - 

Concordant dragons silently watch over all 

dragonkmd, They are the. secret keepers of the 

balance, ensuring Thar dragons and their kin 

are neither increased nor diminished in some 

disastrous manner. 

Concordant (dragons are the draconic branch 

of the rilrna-rti, They work dosefy; with the 

auromacha to prevent any one ethos (chaos; 

evil, good, or law) frqm achieving dominance 

in thd universe- Among rtlmani, concordant 

dragons ana known as the Uranaeh, 

Concordant dragons have a bulky appear¬ 

ance with crude, bFocky Features. Their. bodies 

are covered in chunky, lead'■colored scales, 
and their hide emits a Faint green glow. 

Concordant dragons speak Common, 

Draconic, and Rjtmani. 

Combat 
Concordant dragons use their breath attack as 

often as possible in bailie, focusing on foes wilh 

rhe most extreme alignments. Against other 

enemies, they rely on their brute strength and 

natural weapons. Concordant dragons of sub 

rlctenr age do noi hesitate 10 summon rrlmani 

reinforcements il the situation warrants, 

Breath Weapon (Su): A concordant 

dragon has one type oF breath weapon, a 

m ■■ ol ,mt*rhelical energy. Any crcaiurc 



hit by this breslh Takes a certain 

kind of damstge depending on how 

Its fllignmanl varies from neutral, 

suffering The fisted breath weapon 

damage For eaoh sicp away from 

negrral. Thus, a lawful good crea- 

lure si ruck by a wyrmllng lakes 

4<M' points of dunnage. Creatures 

with one neulral aspect'to their 

alignment at ruck by a wynrdlng's. 

breath weapon lake only adg points 

of damage, while neutral creatures 

take no damage from ihe breath. A 

creature in the line may make a Will 

save to rake half damage. 

Spell-Fike Abilities: At wifi-(ferret 

chaos* timed evil detect good, detect 

I&n gfday-trif/ts/biftty (fuvenlle or 
older),' scrying (juvenile or older): 

l/dp-nondelcctbn (very young or 
older], teiftporet dssis told or older). 

true seeing (adult or older I. 

Summon fUknani (Sp): Once per day, 

a concordant dragon can summon t 

aurumach with a 39% chance of suc¬ 

cess. idz cuprilachs wirh a 60% chance $ 

of success* or id3+1 ferrumachs with a ;!j 

75% chance of success. The con cor- | 

daftt dragon gains the ability to summon | 

rho different rilmani as It ages, Rilmanl |f 

afe describe I in the Fiend hotio. 
Skills: A concordant dragon has a +6 X 

racial bonus on Sen.'te Motive chocks. 

CONCORDANT DRAGONS BY AGE 

Ap Sfpiq Htl Dicr» (hp) Srr Dox Con tnl Wfl ChB 

Wyrmllng T jjdi* (3? hp] ■0 11 IP ■s ■2 11 

Vhry youn^i S fldut3 (flu hp) 12 11 13 >7 >4 *3 

Young M iidi2-22 hpj M 11 M 17 19 

Juvanlln M '#21.4* (133 hp) i& 11 ifl ift “5 

Youu^ adult L i^dm-ea (ij&hip) ifl 11 i& >9 20 <S 

Adult l jodi2+ioo (230 hp) » <1 an 21 H 17 

Mului'Li LiiJull H ■238124138 (287 hp) 11 33 21 *4 »S> 

OM H iflcluii&a1 (3^1 hpl *i 11 *1 n it “3 

Vory otd H agdiz+aga <420 hp; 30 11 *3 *8 21 

Andnni 11 328124188 (496 hpl 3* » 28 *s y> a3 

Wyrm Q 35diH+35-P 1577 hp) 11 30 3J J3 

Great wymn G 3^12+438 (665 hp) 3& u 3* *7 34 *5 

Hrrsiih Frightful 
Bm* Aitflcl; Forf Ref Will Weapon Pmian 

Otapplo Arrack Ssv* Save Save IOC) DC 

^*3 ‘7 ‘4 + 4 +5 ad4 (ia) - 

«8/+$ 410 4? tfl ,8 4# (15) - 

41^+13 413 +7 4|f} 6d4 (i?) - 

*>? +12 -0 4Tfl 8it4 (20) - 

+ 20 +14 +10 +15 1084 I>m) *0 

■20/450 4*5 +17 41S I2(f4 (25) *3 

■*3^39 *t0 +'3 +20 141)4 (a?) 

+28/443 433 >22 415 +23 1EW4 (30) *7 

■*&/*47 437 +24 tifl 1-6(14 ^ ag 

-32/. 51 H* +*7 +tfl +3fi 20^4 {35) aa 

*3^-59 M3 +>fl (37) 33 

*38/463 H7 43? tii +33 Md4 {40) 3g 

CONCORDANT DRAGON ABILITIES BY AGE 

Speed Inififflive AC Special Abiliries SR 
Wymdlng 6 u Ft., fly 5a ft, (perf'acd -HJ ij (42 sue. 45 namratj, 

tfiudi 32, fliH’-foOlESlJ 17 
Imm-jTPd to pens on, dereef ebavs/t vit/gooii/hw ifl 

Very young flu ft,. Fly 50 ft. (good) 40 19(41 Silt 4fl naiursll), 

touch is, ilaf^misi 19 
Ncndeiecrkw ■5 

Young So Ft,,, Fly 100 h„ i)good) 40 ^(*1 SiK^ «ii iwrufaf'S. 

touch 33. ifet-foied ze 

DSmgge reduc hao ^/magic V 

Jwenlle 6o Ft., fly too ft. l£ood) *a £4 (-*34 iQlurd), 

touch 10. itet-foesed 34 

tovishifity. scrying 

Young adull 60 Fl„ Fly IQO fr, 1 average) 40 26 r’i aiz* -17 naturalJ, 
tEMirJi fal-Ruicd 2fl 

Damage r^uction ro/mggk, 21 

AduFl So fr^ fly 15a ft. (av*r*gD) (-1 +20 UBS^r^l, 

touch a, Hat-fcojccf 33 
Simmen riSmani fferrumachl true setting *3 

Manure ndutr flo ft., tly 150 ft. (poor) + P 31 i-tr sire, 423 itaiunolk 
toudi 8. itui - s"dc-red 33 

DpMgB rtduCFrOn 15,/Tnagtc *5 

Old Ad ft., fly 150 ft. (ppar) *a 34 t-2 sue, 42S imfurdS), 
louch £, ilatToared 34 

Ttfnporrf stasis a? 

Very old 60 f<„ fly 150 Ft. (poor) ♦ 0 37 ("£ Jiiit, 4 ?g nasunj;, 

loucfo 8. ikff-ioorflJ 37 
Damage reifucthm so/mg^ic Bold 5,'Silver 

Ancient Go f(., ITy 150 n. (poor) 49 ('£ size, 432 mduizir, 
loudi 8, flat-Footed 4a 

5tjTi3(7?(in rtimjn/ tcupfUnch or ferTurrtachf 3’ 

Wyrm flu ft., Ily jOO d. klumsvl 40 431-4 lire, *35 njUqral!, 

nxidi 6. ItarTtroreid 43 
DflttiafliS rttlutflw Eo/ntaglc jrrd lo/silvor 33 

Grea1 wyrm flit it., Ily ?dp It. felurnsy) 40 44 i‘4 ViJ;. *38 ujtur jJ), 

lowh 6. Ibt-fouPed 44 
SvtnmoA ritfmni (aymtnsch, r.uprtfach or fenvmacto) 35 

www*palitD.ccnn 'dragon S3 



ARCHDRAGON 

Fierce, primordial beings composed of 

the multi verse's elements. dragons are 

among lhe most powerful creatures 

tied 10 any specific elemental form. 

There are those, however, who also 

| become: inexorably linked Wllh the drtv- 

forces of jKc. mu hi verse: alignments, 

A (telly sometimes bestows orch- 

’ dragon status upon a dragon as a 

reward for, exceptional service. Other 

times, dragons traveling lo ulhes planes 

1 might find themselves overwhelmed 

or corrupted hy ihe unbound planar 

i energies existing there arid unwill¬ 

ingly Unn&Form Imn an orchdrngon, 

I Arcbdragons uppem similar Jo other 

- dragonu of their color, with some alter- 

atlons to form based on the allgnnwfli 

with which they link. 

An archdrngon speakt, any lan- 

I guages It knew before becoming an 

nr oh dragon. 

II Sample Archdragon 
Young Adull Red Evil Archdragon, 

Huge Dragon (Evil, ExirspEsnar, Fire) 

Hit Dice: igdis^ f?ig hp) 

1 Initiative: +q 

- Speed: 40 fu, % 150 h. levered 

* AC: 28 [-2 .size, 418 natural}, touch B, 

* flat-footed 26 

- Base Aitack/Grapplc: —ig.-’ +37 
<*. Attack: +27 melee (adB-no, bile) 

I Full Attack: *27 melee tadfl-in, bite), 

+22 melee fed 645, 2 claws), *?a 

melee bM-rg, 2 wings), +22 melee 

fed 6 415, tail slap) 

[ Space/Reach: 15 ftjio ti. (15 ft. with bite) 

j Special Allacks.: Aligned aura (corrupl 

irg aura), breath weapon, crush, 

frightful presence', improved snatch, 

spe lb like abilit ies, spells. 

1 Special Qualities: Blindsense 60 ft,: 

damage reduction 5/magjc; 

darkvsion 120 ft.: immunity To 

disease, fear, fire, magic sleep 

effects, paralysis, and polymorph 
effects: improved Right, low-light 

vision: resistance 10 acid and coki to: 

spell resislance 19: telepathy, true 
seeing, vulnerability to cold. 

I Saves: Fori +16, Ref +n, Will +13 

Abilities: Str 31, Dex io. Con 21, InJ 14. 

Wis vgf Cha 14 
I Skills: Appraise +2t, Bluff +7, 

Concenlralion +21, Diplomacy +Q. 
Hide -ft, Intimidate 123, Jump 133, 

Knowledge (arcana) 4-15, Knowledge 

(history) Hg, Listen +21, Search 

+zi1 Sense Motive *7, Spellers ft +12, 

Spot +iz 

Feats: Cleave, Flyby Attack. Hover, 

Improved Snatch, Power Attack, 

Snatch. YAngover 

Enviromoenf: Hades 

Organization: Solitary. pair or family h- 

2 and 2-5 offspring! 

Challenge Rating: 

Treasure: Triple standard 

Alignment: Neutral evil 

The young adult red evil archdragon's 

natural weapons are treated as evil 

and magic for purposes of overcoming, 

daniagc reduction, 

Corrupting Aura ($u): A corrupt^ 

aura appears as thick shadows inter- 

spea'sed with ghostly, translucent images 

swirling about within. Any nonevjl living 

creature wlthm the aura must make a 

DC 2t Fortitude save each round. Or 

rake 1 point of Constitution and 1 point 

of Wisdom damage. The dragon may 

activate |hfc ability once per day; ir lasts 

5 rounds, and extends out to a ieiu- 

foot radius From the dragon In addition, 

due Jo the shadowy Fight within the 
aura, all creatures I except the evil arch- 

dragon) suffer a -4 penalty bri Search 

and Spot checks while in ifc aura. 

Breath Weapon fSuf: 50-ft. cone, 

lodiu fire, Reflex DC 24 half. 

Crush (Ex): Area 15 ft. by *5 ft.. 

Small or smaller opponents take 

2dS+<5 points of bEuifgfi-Qrung damage, 

and must succeed on a DC 24 Reflex 

save or be pinned, 

Frightful Presence lExfc 150-ft. radius, 

HD 18 or fewer. WiH DC 2r newsies. 

Infectious Breath (So): The young 

adull red evil archdragon's breath 

weapon spreads the demon fever 

disease, A creature damaged by the 

breath weapon fe automatically infected 

by the disease, which then manifests 

itself as normal. 

Telepathy (Su): The young adult red 

evil arebdragon can communicate tele* 

parhicsfly with any Intelligent creature 

wrih 3 language In a radius of too feet- 

True Seeing (Su): The young adult 

red evil arebdrqgon cm confiriuaSfy see 

Through 10unions and invisibility. This 

acts as 3 continuous true sv&ng spell, 

which the aydhdragon can suppress or 

renew as a free action at will. 

Spelt-1 ike Abilities: 
object Caster level 51b. 

Spells: Aa 5th-levd sorcerer. The 

young oduh rod evil jrebdragon con 

also cast cleric spells and those fr om 

the Chaos, Death, Evil, Fire, and War 

domains as arcana spells. 

Sorcerer Spells Known (G/7/5; save 

DC is + spell level); 0-arcane mark. 
delfrJ msgfc. thro, ray of frost reed 
mpgk, resistance; $-3farm, magic 
missile, protection from good, yentrifo- 
ifulstn, and- darkness, obscure object. 

Creating an Archdragon 
"Archdragon1" is an acquired template 

1 har can be added ro any true dragon 

(referred to hereafter as the base 

creature), ft Is an enhancement of the 

dragons form centered on un alignment 

focus. There arp four types of ardv 

dragons, one for each nonmsutnii nltgu 

menh chaotic. evil, good, tmd lawful. 

An jrchdragon gains I Ik: oXtruplanm 

subtype and rha alignment liubtypo 

appropriate Jo its arch dragon Type, 

Upon becoming mi srohdragon, the 

base crealura loses any other alignment 

subtypes. If rhf* base creature changes 

the aspect oF its alignmoni Etisoclated 

with Its archdragon type, li loses' the 

archdragorc template. 

All Archdragons 
Regardless of Its type, every arch- 

dragon has The following quail Ties. 

Speed: An archdragon's Hying 

maneuverability improves by one step. 

For example, a base creature with poor 

maneuverability becomes an arch- 

dragon with average maneuverability. 

Special Attacks: An ardnjragon 

retains'all rhe special attacks of 

rhe base creature and gains those 

described beloW- 

Altgftetf Ayra (Su): Once per- day, an 

anchdragon can surround itself with 

an aligned aura. Each aura's effect is 

dependent on the archdragon's align¬ 

ment type. The aura extends in a radius 

equal to 20 feet per age category and 

fasts for iff<| rounds plus the dragon’s 

pgb category. 

Breath Weapon (Su); An archdrag- 

on 5 breath weapons gain an additional 

quality dependent on |rs alignment. 

Spulls (Sp); If il can already east 

spells from cleric domains, ihe arch- 

dragon gains access to additional 

domains based on Its alignment typo. 

The archdragon loses access to spells 

with an alignment subschDo! opposite 

■Is archdrogon sllgnmonl. If the Itase 

creature is not .m Innate spekaster. il 

l» unaffected by fhi-j. 



Special Qualities: An arthdraggp 

retains all the special qualities of 
the base creature and gains ihose 
described befow, 

Immunities (Ex): Archdragons are 

immune to disease, fear, and poly¬ 

morph effects. 

Tefepathy {Suk An archdr^gon can 

communicate idapathfcally with any 
Intelligent creature that has a language 
wiihin loo feel. 

True Saving (Suk AH srchdragqns 

can continually see ihrough Illusions 

and invisibility. This acts os a continu¬ 

ous rrui Hixifig spell, which (he arch- 

dragon can suppress or renew as 0 

free action at will. 

Chaotic 
A chaotic arebdragon is unrestrained 

turmoil given form. Ns horns and scales 

Frequently and randomly grow and 

shrink. Ihe Umbra of its voice iron- 

Stanlly changes in lone and pilch from 

hlgh-piichcd squeaks to a rumbling 

bass. Tltc coloration of its hide, scales, 

and eyes flickers between different 

lines with each passing second. 

Special Ailecks: A chaotic arch 

dragon retains all ihc special a) racks of 

1 he byge creature. It gains the special 

attacks of all archdragons, and it also 

gains those described below. 

Blinding Breath (Su): A chaotic 

archdrpgon's brealh. is infused with 

sparkling dusl identical in effect 10 the 

tfimrdusi spell. A separate Will save 

negates the blinding effects of the glri- 

Jerdusi-infused brealh. All effects of 

the giitterdusl remain untji the dragon 

can use 11$ breath weapon ag^in. 

Chaos Aura (Su): A chaos.qura 

appears as a swirling mist of scintil¬ 

lating sparks. Anyone inside the aura 

hearf a steady hiss of harmless static. 

Creatures without the chaotic subtype 

take td6.points of damage each round, 

as jolts of magical energy and small 

physical.objects whirl around and ran' 

domly strike those within it. Creatures 

with I ho chaotic subtypfc are immune id 

this damage. 

In addition, all aitacks made within 

the Chaos aura (except those made by 

I he chaotic archdragOn itself) suffer a 

miss chance. Melee attacks have a 20% 

miss chance. Ranged attacks have a 

50% miss chance. 

Spdfc: Chaotic archdragons have 

access to the Chaos. Luck, ami Trickery 

domains in addition lo any olher 

domains they normally hove access to. 

As with other dene and domain spells, 

the chaotic arebdragon casts these as 

arcane spells. 

Special Qualities; A chaotic ardi- 

dragon retains all the special qualities 

of ibe base creature and gams the 

special qualities of archdragons, lr also 

gams acid, fire, and sonic resistance io. 

Evil 
Evii archdragons are foul versions of 

their former selves. Tbetr bodies seem 

to exude shadow, giving them an oth¬ 

erworldly malevolence. Whatever fea¬ 

tures the base creature had are greatly 

exaggerated in a ghastly way to make 

the archdragon appear more frightful. 

These dreadful archdragons dine on 

intelligent, living beings to the exclusion 

of ell other fare. 

Special Attacks: An evil nrctidragon 

retains all the special attacks of fins 

base creature, It gams the special 

arracks of all arthdragorts, and It also 

gains those described below. 

Corrupting Aura ($uk A corrupt¬ 

ing aura appears as thick shadows 

interspersed with ghostly, translucent 

Images swirling about within. Any non- 

evil living creature within the aura must 

make a Fortitude save (DC 10 + 1 /* 

dragon's Hit Dice + dragon's Charisma 

modified each round, or take t point of 

Constitution and Wisdom damage. 

In addition, due to (he shadowy light 

within the aura, all creatures (except 

ibe evil archdragon) suffer a -q pen¬ 

ally on Search end Spot checks while 

fn the aura. 

Infectious Breath (Suk An evil 

archdragons brealh weapon spreads 

the demon fever disease. A creature 

damaged by the breath weapon is auto¬ 

matically infected by the disease, which 

then manifests itself as normal. 

Sprits: Evil archdragons have access 

to the Death. EviJ, and War domains 

in addition Ib.any other domains they 

normally have access, to. As with other 

cleric and domain spelts the evil arch¬ 

dragon oasis, these are arcane spells. 

Special QuflFFfitK An evil ai-chdragun 

retains ok the special qualities of the 

base creature and gams the special 

qualities of archdragons. It also gains 

acid, cold, snd ft re resistance io. 

Good 
The base creature acquires a more 

noble and regal appearance upon 

becoming a goad archdragon. If the 

base creature Is chromatic, |ts cofor 

takes on softer tones, lessening its 

sinister appearance. Good archdragons 

radiate a soft white glow, lending them 

an angelic Took. Good archdragons limit 

themselves to only eatiqg nonorganlc 

matter, although occasionally they will 

dine on the corpses of fiends and other 

incorrigible creatures. 

Special Attach: A good archdragon 

retains ail the special 'attacks of the 

base creature. N gains thtt special 

arracks of all archdragons, ami it also 

gains those described below. 

Aura of WhphsQmemas (Suk An 

aura of wholesoroenoss appears as 

a soft white light wilh glittering gold 

motes floating about within. Good 

creatures gain fast healing 1 as long as 

they remain within tltc aura, Evil crea¬ 

ture s must succeed at a Will save each 

round (DC uj + 1/2 dragon's Hl,t Dice 

+ dragon's Charisma modifier) or lake 

tdG point of damage. Evil ou I alders and 

undeed take add points of damage each 
round instead, 

In addition, dun to the relaxing nature 

of the aura, all creatures (except the 

good arehdregon) suffer a -1 on attack 

and damage mils (minimum 1 polni of 

damage) while in the aura. 

Holy Breath (Su): A good archdrag- 

on3s breath weapon gains a disrupting 

quality dangerous to undead. Undead 

damaged by the breath weapon musf 

succeed at a Fortitude save or be disin¬ 

tegrated and utterly destroyed. 

Spefis; Good archdragons have 

access to the Good, Healing, and 

Protection domains in addition to any 

other domains they normally have 

access to. As with olher cleric and 

domain spells the good archidragon 

casts, these are arcane spells. 

Special Qualities: A good archdragon 

retains all the special qualities oF the 

base creature and gains the special qual¬ 

ities of archdragons. Ii also gains cold, 

electricity, and sonic resistance to. 

Lawful 
Regardless qF the base creature's 

appearance, the hide and scales of all 

lawful archdragons are steely in color 

and texture, and they are cqol to the 

Touch. Lawful dragons eat only tnetel 

and gems, and they enjoy spending 

hours cataloging their treasure. 

Special Attacks: A lawful archdragon 

retains all the special otfacks of the 



base creature, If gains the sped si 

-attacks of all archdrqgons, and il also 

gains l hose described below. 

AnHmagk: Breath (Silk A tawful arch 

dragons breath weapon gains an anil- 

triadic quality. Creatures damaged by the 

dragons breath are affected as if in art 

yntirnagte field that covets Ibetnsdvits 

and ihuir equipment; The antimpgk 

tiffed of the breath jam idi rounds. 

Aura of imposing Order (So): An 

aura of imposing order appears lo 

contain perfectly vertical ''raindrops'' 

of enurgy lhal fall 31 a uniform rote 

and spaed. Nonlawful creatures arc 

affected as by a doom spelt ns long as 

they remain within ihe aura, 

In addition, attache based on an 

energy type, such as flntS^t or tftht- 
nlpgbotr (except those originaling 
from the lawful orchdragOn it sell"), 

deal minimum damage within ihe aura. 

Energy effects arc affected regard¬ 

less of whether or not they Originate 

within the aura. 

11 Spells; Lawful arebdrntjons have 

access to ihe Knowledge, Law, and 

Strength domains in- add ii ion 10 any 

other domains they normally hove 

access to. As with other cleric and 

domain spells the Eawful arcbdnpGffl 

casts, those" are arcane Spalls, 

Special Qualities: A lawful sreh- 

dragon retains all the special qualities 

of the base creature and gains the 

special qualities of archdragons. Il gains 

cold, electricity, and fire resistance iu. 

Environment!, Upon becoming an 

j arch dragon, the dragon becomes a 

j native of the plane where it gained ihe 

archdragon template. 

Challenge Rating: Same as base 

creature +t 

Alignment: A chaotic archdragon's 

■ alignment changes to chaotic neutral, an 

I evfl archdragoh’s alignment changes to 

j neutral evil, a good arthdragon's align - 

‘ ment changes to neutral good, and a 

\ (awful archdragon's alignment changes 

\ lo lawful neutral. 

Level Adjustment; +4 ® 

PLANAR DRAGON COHORTS 

FTjne-Jwppmg cltjA«Tur^ mig.hr \x ibin 

10 acquire planar dragons as mount!, 

friendi. or ^tihwls. A planar dragon 

m^hl fl1» be intltfted bv tiniwif? one to a 

cktnrcta-s taiary v current situation, 

penkutedy IT ihe choraicr frequently or 

even 5>ccowoJia®v Intveb Id MW or dif- 

Ferwi pinner 

due Ltatlenhip feat ter Dragon 

Cohort frji from ihe firarrawnwent, you 

might be aWe Acquire a planar dregem 

3 cohort, The, fulfowing laW* jhpw* 

whrn Age hind of planar drsiggn cam 

be attracted bauxt on ihe fevet of tobon 

vw cum attract, for more information, 

see ihe f>r*raj5£wniecvjL page 13Q,. 

Effective 

Character 

Dragon Alignment Lever 

Archtl ra^on (any r Nautral (anyl +4** 

Concordant (wynnElng) N S 

@e«t (wyrmlirtg) Good (any) g 

Arboreal (wyrrnlin|;) CG 11 

Axial (wynnting) LN it 

Gcmc.orrfi)nt (very young) M 12 

Adamantine (wyrmllng) NC 13 

Beasr (very yguT^gl Good I any I 13 

Arboreal (very young) CQ 14 

Axial '.very yoUn^i l IN 14 

fkflsr (ysurtgl Good tony > ifl 

Cunccrdanl (youri^) N it) 

Adam.iriHn* ivrry young) NG 17 

Afbureat (young) CG ij 

Axial (young) LN iU 

'Subtract 3 if iming I ho Dmgon Cohort feat, 

fTYgu MU apply [hil tiMupliiln |q mvy true 

drjtgon. causing |t$ £CL W inciftttlse by M 

HALF- PLANAR DRAGONS 

M&m qI dw pbnnr dragons presrmPwt m ihcs article creole halt drpgpn offspring, |uui ua 

otter 1 rue jJr^crs do. Afehdmgoni that have flffsprlng do nor p.aan .iloqjJ any frairw from 

she archdragon re repine A*-ji dragons, do no' produce half-dragon offspring, consider¬ 

ing such 1 ^ghjrCF m impure and repugnant. To circate half-pianJr dragom. ujSts lilt; h:ilI- 

dragon ictaptaFt. giving liatF-plafrar dragons (he fattening Bfollitisa, 

Dragon Verity 

Arbarc^l 

Bmst 

Concemfanr 

0rfl«fh Weapon 

Cone of fire 

Come of iframs 

Cone of cold and eJcEtritlly 

Cons of antithericaf energy 

Immuiury or R 

Immunity fo fire 

Reatsiance to add 20 and sonpc bo 

Rcwsriintu; to CjcSU ho and electndiy ao 

tmmunlry 10 poison 

Ahflrruiively, if ypu -warn to do ■somcshiing dtfferent for your character with planar 

drj^on inceatory. you mgbt ctw^e 3 different Template to apply ro the character rather 

ihm ibe h*!-dragon ren’.p'aFe. For rnsrance, a half-adamantine dragon might be closer in 

abtlides }p a ha!f-cesesrtas I from the Afo.rT.srtr AtirtuajL or a h-alF-beast dragon m^ht woric 

belter as a ferat creaiors (from Sjvjg? ^pecrej.l. 
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5ig Fish in a Tainted Pond 
The Temple of Elemental Evil computer game is 

abodt as classic: Dungeone Dt Draqons as you can 

get. Designed to run with the revised DGtD rules, it 

features a series oF dungeons waiting for stalwart 

adventurers-to. plunder, and most are large enough that 

il lakes several trips to clear them out completely. The 

game is the most thorough translation of DfttD into the 

computer-game medium ever. A combination oF turn- 

based combat.and radial menus presents you with nearly 

every option your pen and paper characters have on the 

battle mat: 5-fdot adjusts, charge attacks,. trip and disarm 

•attempts, defensive casting, and more. Because of the 

detailed and true translation of the pen and paper rules. 

There isn't a large amount of original material in this game. 

01 though a few hew monsters from previous ed 11 ions of 

rhe rules appear. 77?e Temple of Elemental Evil is al-so rife 

with NFCs, manyi-o^-whom you ean hire to travel With you. 

Turtle ; , 
Hailing from the far north;1 Turuko is a monk and 

wandering adventurer in search of fortune and knowledge. 

He Is a terse man.^vitii a manner as cold as his homeland, 

• \ *A 

who makes friends slowly and seems distinctly uneasy in 

large crowds. However, he is capable of fierce loyalty to 

those few who earn' his Trust, Turuko seems to have a 

fondness for the slow-witted. He claims these people need 

enlightenment more than most, and he humbly accepts it 

as his duty to educate them. 

However, much of Turuko’s image is a lie. His shyness, 

his desire to educate the ignorant, even his search for 

adventure, are all lies crafted around his one driving goal: 

tg serve Hex Tor. Turuko devoutly worships the tyrant god 

and serves as a high-ranking operative of his faith. 

Turuko's standard operating procedure is to Travel To 

a site near his ultimate objective. Since many of Turuko's 

missions involve the destruction o.f m^ic hems, this means 

he often finds himself at the entrance to a dungeon. Thus, he 

finds the nearest inn and begins scouring for a small group 

of adventurers eager to Find wealth and excitement and who 

could use a hand. Along rhe way, he keeps an eye out for 

folk long on muscle and short on brains. 

Such a group of adventurers become his dupes, doing 

much of rhe fighting for him and taking the brunt of 

the damage, Turuko is careful to befriend the dullest, 

strongest party member he can. As the party approaches 
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his goal, he Turns on his erstwhile comrades when they 

are weakest, often with his large friend aiding in the 

betrayal When it's over, all that remains Is another group 

of adventurers slain by a dungeon. Turuko has mastered a 

special technique that makes him particularly effective at 

destroying magic items, so most of his missions involve the 

destruction of good-aligned items. 
Turuko. Human Mnk 6: CR 6; Medium humanoid (human); 

HD Gd6+6; hp 33; Init +2: Spd 50 ft.; AC 15. touch 15, 

flat-footed 10; Base Ark +4; Grp +6; Atk -7 melee (fdS+2, 

unarmed attack); Full Atk +6/+6 meiee (id 3+2, unarmed 

attack); £A flurry of blows, kl strike, shattering fist, stunning 

attack; SQ evasion, purity of body, slow Fall 30 ft-, still mind; 

AL LE; SV fort -6. ReF +7, Will ^7; Str 14, Dex 14, Con 12. Int 

ig, Wig 15, Cha 8. 

Skiffsr Hide tn, Knowledge (arcana) +9, Knowledge (religion) +3. 

Listen +5, Move Silently hi. Spot +5, Tumble +11. 

Feats: Cleave, Combat Reflexes, Improved Disarm, 

Improved Sunder, Power Attack, Stunning Fi$t, Weapon 

Focus (unarmed attack), 

Possessions: Phylactery of faithfulness, ring of 

sustenance, potion of bark skin +3, potion of cure moderate 

wounds, potion of resist energy (ftps) 30. 

Furnc!< 
Furnok fancies himself a dashing adventurer, with 3 big, 

well-groomed mustache, stylish yet functional clothing, and 

a wide-brimmed hai. He's a rascal, but a good man. 

Many adventurers are known for their love of treasure, and 

this is doubly true of rogues. Being an accomplished rogue, 

the game could be said of Furnok, Although he lands himself 

a good score new and again, and his skills are good enough 

to earn him steady work, Fumok's fortunes seem to ebb and 

flow like the ride-only less reliably. He goes from destitution 

to fortune and back again, always by some windfall or tragedy, 

He’s the epitome of easy come, easy go. 

Someone so plagued by luck’s fickle affections might 

seek to eliminate randomness in his life, but Furnok has 

made peace with his fate. He's a daredevil of sorts, 

willing to press his luck hy attempting wild stunts, When 

not adventuring, he lusts his luck in other ways, such as 

moonlighting as a professional gambler. 

Being a theif, his peace of mind isn'l completely serene, and 

his' acceptance of fate does have limits. Furnok isn't above 

cheating at dice or cards in order to get a little extra coin now 

and again. Sometimes it works, but sometimes it gets him run 

Dut of town. I) all depends on how lucky ha is that day, 

Furnok, Human Rog 3: CR 3; Medium humanoid (human); 

HD 3d>6-^3; hp 13; Init +6; Spd 30 ft.; AC *4, touch 12, flat- 

footed 12; Base Atk -1-2; Grp +2; Atk/Full Atk ^3 melee (td6+i, 

rapier), +4 ranged (tdfi, light crossbowb SA sneak attack +ed0; 

SQ evasion, rrapfinding, trap sense +1; AL CG; SV Fort +2, Ref 

+5, Will i-o; Str ib. Dex 15, Con 13, Ini 14. Wis 8. Cha 12. 

Sfilfc; Appraise +8, Bluff +7, Diplomacy +7, Disable Device 

^■8, Gather Information +7, Hide +8, Move Silently +8, Open 

Lock -8, Sense Motive +5, Sleight of Hand +8, Tumble +8. 

Feats: Dodge, Improved Initiative, Mobility. 

Possessions: Masterwork leather armor, +1 rapier, light 

crossbow, 20 bolts, masterwork thieves' tools, courtier's 

outfit, potion of cure fight wounds. 
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Creatures of the Temple 
Lut^ir^' abodl in the swamps surrounding 

5he-!temple are several monstrously laige 

vei^iorls of normal animal. 

Gianl Crawfish 
Large Vermin {Aquatic) 

hit Dice; ^dti+c? (30 hp) 

Initiative: 2 

Speed: ?o ft (4 squares), swim 30 ft. 

Armor Class: ib 

(+9 narural, -2 Oex, -i size), 

touch (j, flat-footed 16 

Base Attack/Grapple: -1-3/+11 

Attack: Claw 1-7 melee (ldfi^) 

Furll Attack: p daws +7 melee (idfi-i-^) 

Space/Reach: so PI./5 Pc 

Special Attacks: - 

Special Qualities: Amphibious, 

darkvlsfort ffdfk vermin traits 
Saves: Fort h/, Ref -1, Will -1-2 

Abilities: Stv 20, Dex 7. Con 16, 

Inr Wis 1^ Cha t 

Skills: Swim 1-13 

Feats: Improved Initiative1', Run" 

Environment: Warm aquatic 

Organization: Solitary 

Challenge Rating: 3 

Treasure: None 

Alignment: Always neutral 

Advancement: 5-8 HD tLapge), 

6-12 HD (Huge)" 
Level Adjustment: 

This massive creature rises from the 
waters, its large pincers clacking excitedly 
as it moves toward you. A six-limbed, hw- 
hodied crustacean, it holds its large, narrow 
ctevrs in front of its body as it moves 

Giant crayfish measure 8 feet or more 

in length. Like Their smaller cousins, they 

prefer fresh water and spend most of 

their time crawling along the bottom of 

lakes and slow moving rivers. However, 

unlike their more mundane relatives, 

giant crayfish are aggressive carnivores 

and attack smeller creatures on sight. 

Combat 
Giant crayfish lie in wait by heavily 

trafficked areas, covering themselves 

with muck from the lake bottom. They 

erupt from the water to ambush prey. 

While somewhat ungainly on land, they 

□re capable of' greet speed in the water. 

Some crayfish attempt to kill prey on 

land, but few ever engage in prorracted 

combat out of the water. Upon meeting 

any significant resistance, the grant 

crayfish attempts to grapple a single 

target and drag it under the water, 

where the environment, greatly favors 

the predator. 

Amphibious (Ex): Although giant 

crayfish are aquatic, they can survive 

indefinitely on land. 
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Skills: A giant crayfish has a +6 racial 

bonus on any Swim check to perform 

some-special action or avoid a hazard. 

It can always choose to fake 10 on 

a Swim check, even If distracted or 

endangered. It can use the run action 

while swimming,.provided it swims in a 

straight line. 

■mi* r 

Giant Gar 
Huge Animal (Aquatic) 

Hit Dice: 5dS +25 (50 bp) 

Initiative: h-2 

Speed: Swim 60 ft, (12 squares) 

Armor Class: 19 (+9 natural, +2 
Dex, -2 size), 

touch iQr flat footed 17 

Base Arrack/Grapple: i-3/+18 

Attack: Bile +8 melee (add+to) 

Full Attack: Bite -1-8 melee fedb+io) 

Space/Reach: 15 Pt./iq fr. 

Special Attacks: Improved grab, 

swallow whole 

Special Qualities: Low-light vision 

Saves: Fori +9, Ref +6, Will +1 

Abilities: Sfr 24 Dex 14, 

Con ao, Int i, Wis jo, Cha 1 

Skills: Lislen +2, Spot +6, Swim +19 

Feats: Alertness, Toughness 

Environment: Temperate and warm 

aquatic 

Organization: Solitary or school 

(3-0 
Challenge Rating: 5 

Treasure: None 

Alignment: Always neutral 

Advancement: G-10 HD (Huge), 

u-15 HD (Gargantuan) 

Level Adjustment: - 

This enormous fish has a long, narrow, 
spearlike mouth fitted with needlefike 
teeth. Its eellike body has small fins but 
large scales. 

Giant gars inhabit the deepest parts of 

lakes and rivers, aggressively hunting 

down prey in an attempt to safe their 

.perpetual hunger. Pure eating machines, 

they fear nothing and consider anything 

small enough to swallow to be prey. 

vn 
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Com ha l 
Cianr gars are straightforward 

•predators, charging into melee and 

attempting to swallow their prey. They 

have no subtlety or sense of tactics. 

Improved Grab (Ex): To use this 

ability, a giant gar must hit with its 

bite attack. It can then attempt to start 

a grapple as a free action without 

provoking an attack of opportunity, if it 

wins the grapple check, it establishes a 

hold and can attempt to swallow the foe 
the following round. 

Swallow Whole (Ex): A giant 

gar can try to swallow a grabbed 

opponent of smaller size than itself 

by making a successful grapple 

check. Once inside, rhe opponent 

Takes id Sr 3 points of bludgeoning 

damage plus 4 points of acid damage 

per round from the garJs stomach. A 

swallowed creature can cut its way 

out by using a Eight slashing weapon 

to deal 10 points of damage to the 

stomach (AC 14}, Once the creature 

exits, muscular action closes the bole; 

another swallowed opponent must cut 

its own way out, A Huge gar can hold 

a Medium, 8 Small. 32 Tiny, or 128 

Diminutive or smaller opponents. 

Skills: A giant gar has a +3 racial 

bonus on any Swim check to perform 

some special action or avoid a hazard. 

It can always choose to take 10 on 

a Swim check, even if distracted or 

endangered, it can use the run action 

while swimming, provided it swims in a 
straight line. 

GianL Tid{ 
Small Vermin 

Hit Dice: 3d# (13 hp) 

Initiative: +3 

Speed: 10 ft. (.2 squares), climb 10 ft. 

Armor Class: id {+1 size, +3 Dcx, 

+2 natural), touch 14, flat footed 13 

Base Attack,■'Grapple; i-a/'-g (+5 

when attached) 

Attack: Eire +7 melee fid^-i plus 
attach) 

Full Attack: bite vj melee (id^-i 

pins attach) 

Space/Reach: 5 ft./g ft. 

Special Attacks: Attach, blood 

drain, disease 

Special Qualifies: Darkvision Go ft., 

vermin trails 

Saves: fort +3, Ref -1-4, Will -4 

Abilities: Str 8, Dex 17, Con 10, Ini 

—, Wis i, Cha 1 

Skills: Hide +.g 
feats: Weapon Finesse, Weapon 

Focus (bite) 

Environment: Temperate forests 

and underground 

Organization: Solitary or colony (10-15) 
Challenge Rating: 2 

Treasure: None 

Alignment: Always neutral 

Advancement: 4 HD (Small), 5-6 
HD (Medium) 

Level Adjustment: - 

A skittering bbated sack of fluid lunges 
out of the rubble. Its wedge-shaped 
face stabbing expectantly at the at. 

Giant ticks are enlarged versions of 

normal ticks. Like their smaller relatives, 

these dog-sized insects hide in foliage 

and attempt to attach themselves to 

unsuspecting victims. Their increased size 

means they have a much harder time 

going unnoticed, and once they attach 

themselves to a person, they must be 

much more aggressive to get a meal. 

Combat 
Giant ticks often hide in trees, dropping 

on animals and travelers as they pass 

underneath, They Then attack with 

their bite, dig their barbed legs into 

rhe victim's flesh, and drain blood as 

quickly as they can. 

Attach (Ex): If a giant rick hits with 

an attack, il uses its hooked legs to 

latch onto the opponent's body. An 

attached tick Is effectively grappling 

its prey. The tick loses Its Dexterity 

silicon Sorcery 
^ \ %■ 

bonus to Armor Class add' has aivAC 

of 13, but holds cm with great terJpity. 

Giant ticks have a +8 racial bgnu^n 

grapple checks when attached (already 

figured into the Base Attack/^pi^r'■ 
entry above). 

An attached tick can be struck wifi 

a weapon or grappled. To remov&’a^r 

attached tick through grappling, the 

opponent must achieve a pin agarnsf 

the tick. Ticks also release their 

opponents when submerged In water or 

subjected to fire damage. 

Blood Drain (Ex): A giant tick *\ 

drains blood, dealing id4 points of 

Constitution damage in any round 

when it begins its turn attached to. 

victim. Once it has dealt 5 points pr; 

Constitution damage, it detaches .Itself-' 

and scuttles off to digest its meal. If 

Its victim dies before the Tick sates its 

appetite, the tick detaches itself and 

Seeks a new target. 

Disease (Ex): Filth Fever-proboscis. 

Fortitude DC 10, incubation period id3 

days; damage ldg Dex and icl^ Con. The 

save DC is Constitution based." "" 

Skill: Giant ticks have a -f-6 racial 

bonus on Hide checks, c 



A Tour of the Plane of Radiance 

by Bennet Marks ■ Illustrated by Michael Phillips In perfect opposition ro the dark and threaten Ing Plane of 

Shadow, there exists a place of brilliance and intensity, an 

infinity of scaring luminescence so bright it blinds, a 

realm of severe beauty known as The Plane of Radiance. This 

place is one of pure illuminations, swirling colors, and 

entrancing patterns far more beautiful than any shadowy 

r<salm~bul by no means less dangerous. This article describes 

a new plane that can be added lo any D£rtD cosmology, 

ready for daring planes-traveling adventurers to explore. 

THE PLANE OF RADIANCE 
Above, the sky is filled with swaths of shimmering, over- 

changing lights, an aurora that extends from horizon to hori¬ 

zon. Below lies a twilight bowl filled with uncountable stars of 

every color, thick as grains of sand in a windstorm. This is 

The luminous infinity that is the Plane of Radiance. 

Running between these endless extremes is the magnifi¬ 

cent, mysterious structure known as the Rainbow Bridge, a 

multicolored, multibranched ribbon of enormous length Thai 

stretches Through The largely empty space of the plane. At 

various points it curves, bends up or down, and forks and 

rejoins. The Rainbow Bridge connects innumerable fixed 

islands, accumulations of solid matter that statically floal 

wilhin I he plane. Even more rare arc the drifting islands, 

which are not connected to the Bridge but Instead coast 

about on planar winds. 

The Plane of Radiance is a stunningly beautiful realm of 

glowing light and shimmering color, a Transitive Plane coter¬ 

minous wirb the Material Plane. The plane itself does not pose 

a physical risk lo mosl visitorsHhc air is breathable, the tern- 

peratures unremarkable-but its effects on mortal minds are 

more threatening. Many that see the lights of the Plane of 

Radiance become entranced by their ever-changing patterns, 

falling into a hypnotic state from which some never wake. 

RADIANCE TRAITS 
The Plane of Radiance is an idealized vision of the cloudy 

heights that drift above most material worlds. However, 

any who visit the lofty realm swiftly recognize the obvi¬ 

ous extra planar differences. The Plane of Radiance has 

the following traits. 

* Objective Directional Gravity/No Gravity; The Plane of 

Radiance has definite directions; the waves of light are up 

and ihe stars are down. If you are above the Rainbow Bridge 

or an island (fixed or drifting), and within ioo feet of it, you 

experience gravity of normal strength in the direction of the 

bridge or the island. If you are more Than ioo feet away 

from the bridge and Ihe islands, there is no gravity. 

Flying creatures can navigate in the gravityless spaces 

(often simply called the empty spaces) normally. Other crea¬ 

tures drift randomly; traveling idExio beet in a single direc¬ 

tion in i round, then changing direction at random and 

moving another id6xio feet, and so on. If a creature's path 

comes wilhin ioo feel of Ihe Rainbow Bridge or an island, 

the creature is caught In its gravity and falls ioo feet to its 

surface (most likely suffering iod6 falling damage! 



* Normal Time: One hour on ihe Plane of Radiance equals 

i hour on the Material Plane. 

■ Infinite Size: Creatures than attempt lo reach rhe auras 

above or stars below the Plane or Radiance can fly forever 

and never reach them. 

■ Alterable Morphic. 

■ No Elemental or Energy Traits: Some regions 3nd fea¬ 

tures of the Plane of Radiance (primarily radiant clouds, 

chromatic huiTr.canes, and some islands) have the minor or 

major positive-dominant trait, 

- Mildly Chaos-Aligned: Lawful creatures on the Plane of 

Radiance suffer a -z penalty on all Charisma-based checks. 

- Enthralling: Whenever a nonoutsider arrives on the 

Pfane of Radiance ii mu si make a DC 15 Will save or he fas¬ 

cinated by the plane’s shifting lights and auras. The creature 

remains fascinated indefinitely unless the effect is broken as 

described on page 301 of the Dungcon Master's Guide. This is 

a mind-affecting effect. 

■ Enhanced Magic: Spells with the pattern or light descrip¬ 

tor are enhanced on the Plane of Radiance. Such spells are 

cast as though they were prepared with the Enlarge Spell 

and Extend Spell feats, although they don't require higher- 

level slots to cast. 

* Impeded Magic: Spells with the darkness or shadow 

descriptor might Fail when cast on the Plane of Radiance. A 

spellcasfer attempting to cast a spell with the darkness or 

shadow descriptor must succeed at a Spellcraft check (DC 15 

+ spell level) or lose the spell. 

RADIANCE UNKS 
Travelers typically access Ihe Plane of Radiance using spells 

(such as plane shift) or temporary rainbow passages. Rainbow 

passages Ibai connect the Plane of Radiance lo the Material Plane 

function similarly to portals or vortices on other planes, although 

they have a significantly different appearance. A link to or from 

the Plane of Radiance appears as a stretch of the Rainbow 

Bridge, either reaching up from a material world into the sky or 

dipping from the Rainbow Bridge on the Plane of Radiance into 

the starry basin below. These dramatically ascending or descend¬ 

ing paths off the Rainbow Bridge are as substantial as the main 

bridge itself, but they are temporary. 

Whenever a rainbow appears on the Material Plane, there 

is a chance that it holds a connection Jo Ihe Plane of 

Radiance. Any creature that finds one of these connections 

must merely set fool upon it lo he immediately transported 

to its corresponding end on the Plano of Radiance and vise 

versa. Rainbow passages are always. I wo-way and conned a 

fixed location on the Material Plane to a fixed area on the 

Rainbow Rridgc, all hough creatures on either side of a pas¬ 

sage do not know where it leads until they actually pass 

through. There is little danger In 1 raveling between planes in 

this way. Rainbow passages exist for relatively short periods 

of time, rarely appear ing for more than an hour. Determining 

how long a rainbow passage has before ii vanishes can he 

discerned merely by watching one, as they initially appear 

just as vibranlly colored as the Rainbow Bridge but immedi¬ 

ately begin fading until they vanish completely. An extremely 

rare handful of permanent rainbow passages are known to 

exist, usually connecting lofty mountaintops or places of sig¬ 

nificant fey influence directly to the Plane of Radiance. 

’I he Plane of Radiance does not eonnett to rhe Astral Plane 

or Ethereal Plane, Spells and spell-like abilities that use or 

access these planes do not function on the Plane of Radiance. 

FEATURES OF THE PLANE OF RADIANCE 
Most creatures find Ihe Plane of Radiance relatively hos¬ 

pitable. The Rainbow Bridge makes travel through the plane 

easy, allowing creatures to visit an infinite number of fixed 

islands, many of which are similar in geography to the 

Material Plane. Moving through the empty spaces to count¬ 

less drifting islands is also a simple I ask for creatures that 

can fly. Although a place of constant brightness, there is no 

actual sun on Ihe Plane of Radiance. Thus, creatures nega¬ 

tively affected by sunlight can travel the plane freely. 

THE RAINBOW BRIDGE 
The branches of the Rainbow Bridge spread thi'Oughout the 

Plane or Radiance, seemingly withoul a beginning or end. 

Fixed islands rest just off rhe Rainbow Bridge, accessible by 

direct connections from the bridge or by short leaps. 

The Rainbow Bridge is 15 feet wide in most places, 

although there are areas both wider and thinner. It is solid 

and hard, feelipg like smooth stone to the touch, and ils 

sharp, bright colors are clear against the pastels of the sky 

and the stars below. The Rainbow Bridge has no hardness or 

hit points, as ii is effectively indestructible. 



PLANAR TERMINOLOGY 
Thii Wigs a v.pri£ry oF terms dinJ dGSGripMoriS Tiril [fttiroduced 

In tire Nwuai of tbs fltomfesi, The Mabusf of the plane.I fiction nf i h:: 

D&D 3.5 Accessory Uijd^lc (which con: bt= downloaded f'rcnn the 

Dungeons £j| Dragons of l ht; Wizards oF l he CudSl websilfc, 

www. wi^ands,com!' updsit®3 th£s inFormahar. and might h« useful jis 

well. The planes-relared terms roo&l relevant to this article are pre¬ 

sented here. 

transitive Plana- These planes are tSSIlttiaBy COnfieelinns lo and 

hetween other planes, allowing travel from plane to plans or From 

place la place on a specific plane. Trans]live planes usually have 

rlnnr-:;nts □( the plpccs they connect, including si’niiur types oi malts- 

rlars, creatures, and travelers from n^rhy planes- The Plane of 

Riidianue it a Tinnshive Plane as it can b£ used to travel from place 

tn place on the Material Piane. 

Coiftrmino'u'it One of severed traits used io destrifce how certain 

planes link io Gibers, udrermincus planes are those that conned 10 

one armdmr hut do not overlap. The Plano of Radiance is a e&tfiihfhi- 

nous plane with the Material Plane as it direr-Hy links to a rnyhitude 

oF places on that plane, 

Alterable Morphia: Any plane I ha! can be changed or iroPuartuctl, 

If a creature con move a feature °F the plane, cnak:: charigci 

through physical force, or otherwise affect change on a plane wlth- 

uui using niyfliu, il is alterably nidrphic. The Material Plane is 

unolhor Exampleof an alterably inorphiL plane. 

Certain sections of the Rainbow Bridge can serve as pas¬ 

sages io fhe Material Plane (see the "Radiance Links" section). 

FIXED AND DRIFTING ISLANDS 
Both fixed and drifting islands are accumula¬ 

tions. of solid matter, ranging in size from 

a few hundred feet to miles across. 

Fixed islands connect to the Rainbow 

Bridge and are easy to reach, rela¬ 

tively speaking, as lhe Bridge leads 

directly to them, and they stay in place 

over time. Drifting islands are not con¬ 

nected to The Rainbow Bridge and, as 

fhe name suggests, drift at random 

throughout the plane. Only flying 

creatures or Those capable of tele- 

porting can reach ihese islands, 

although they might pass close 

enough to rhe Rainbow Bridge that crea- 

lures cats jump to them. Since they move, 

creatures trying to locate a specific drifting island 

require divination spells or native guides to find the 

one They arc looking for. 

Both fixed and drifting islands reseEtible either stnall land- 

masses from the Material Plane or masses of interconnected 

crystal. Countless creatures make their homes on the Plane 

of Radiance's floating islands, as each island has its own 

unique ecosystem, Intelligent creatures also make their homes 

on hospitable islands. Such island communities can cover 

par t or all of a single island, somelitrses even stretching 

across several islands, bound together through mundane or 

magical means. 

RADIANT CLOUDS 
A radiant cloud is a thick, billowing concentration of gaseous 

radiance. From the oulside they are opaque, all hough crea¬ 

tures inside Can See up to 5 feel through the misly aura 

(which acts as an obscuring mist spell). Radiant clouds rarely 

come within 100 foci of the Rainbow Bridge or the islands. 

Mosi radiant clouds ar e between 200 feet and 2.000 feel 

long and half that in width and height. Every round that a 

creature is inside a radiant cloud, it must make a DC 15 Will 

save or be dazed for idq minutes. A creature does not have 

to make Will saves while dazed, hut as soon as the effect 

wears off, it must make another save or he affected again. 

This is a mind-affecting effect. 

CHROMATIC TORNADOES 
These windstorms. Tilled with crackling, mulrlhued energies, 

rapidly rush ihrough I he Plane of Radiance, sweeping up all 

things in their paths. A chromatic tornado typically passes 

through a particular location in sdto rounds, affecting both 

creatures and unaltended objecis as a Material Plane tornado 

does {see page 95 of the Dungeon -Master’s Guide)- Due to 

the violent radiant energies that roil within the storm, crea- 

Tures caughl within the funnel cloud suffer 6d6 points of 

damage and are affected as if by the spell Color spray (DC 15 

Will save negates) every round until they are expelled, 

Fortunately though, due to the plane's gravity and lack of 

solid surfaces, victims of chromatic tornado rarely suffer 

falling damage after expulsion. 

RADIANCE INHABITANTS 
The Plane of Radiance is home to a wide variety of creatures 

That flourish in the plane's brilliance. Some are simply curious 

or apathetic about visitors, but others can be quite 

aggressive and dangerous. Intelligent, sophisticated 

creatures who love beauty and 

color often visit this ptenc or 

make I heir homes here-par¬ 

ticularly if they are capable 

of flying. Most common 

among these creatures are 

CouStls, lammasus, and lil- 

iends, although more sin¬ 

ister threats such as 

harpies, rakshasas, 

ravids, and Will-o- 

wisps are almost 

equally common, 

Several races and species 

of creatures are also native to 

the Plane of Radiance {see the “Creatures 

of Brilliance'1 article). 

Native creatures with an Intelligence of 4 or more usually 

speak An ran or Celestial, the two most commonly used lan¬ 

guages on ihe Plane of Radiance. 

MOVEMENT AND COMBAT 
In areas with gravity, movement and combat are a$ usual for 

the Material Plane. In the empty spaces, flying creatures can 

act normally, bur non flying characters experience random 



SPELL UPDATE 

RAINBOW 

Conjuration (CreationJ 

Level; Clr &, Radiance G 

Components: V, S, DF 

Casing 1 ime; i .standard action 

Range: 0 It. 

EfftM: Rainbow bow. quiver, and arrows 

Duration: i hour/lovel 

Saving Throw: Non:: 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

A. rainbow- hued longtxjw appears in your hard, along with a full 

quiver of arrows Reached in a variety of colors. The longbow Is 

sreatnri in oil ways a£i a ft fongfoow that the CflStpr is proficient ill 

using, regardless of having the proper 1'eals. The quiver holds an 

endless supply of seven different colored arrows. each being made 

of a different material and having the following effects: 

flptf: h ekmen&f-biifre adamant/fie arrows. 

Orange: ■ t coristrciGfrif&nQ stiver arrows, 

Yt'iiovs: tlj pla/tt-bffde 3ivgw.?. These arrows are considered evil— 

aligned for the purpose of Overcoming dam^e reduction. 

Green: ft m$c$l-be&tdwie arrows These arrows are consid¬ 

ered gucd-aligned for the purpose of ovcrconi mg damage reduction- 

Bkte: rr vrxkad-hanc- arrows. These arrows are considered law¬ 

ful-aligned for the purpose os overcoming damage reduction, 

Indigo; jr ab&T<itton-bttf>e arrows. Thsso arrows are considered 

chaotic-al-gnecf for ihe purpose of overcoming damage reduction. 

YiOiet: +? rir$gf/n-bane coki iron arrows. 

Only the caster can use-the longbow, quiver, and arrows this speJi 

creates, as they immediately appear bac* in his possession iF 

dropped or given away. Tim caster can drop the longbow and quiver 

lo use other weapons during this spoil's dura I ion: rhey ramaferialiie 

For use when the coster wifts it (a free aciion). Hie longbow, quiver, 

and arrows ereaied by this spell have no weight and cannot be sun¬ 

dered or destroyed, although a successful dtspel attempt dispels all 

the items created by this spell- Once the spell's duration expires, the 

bow. quiver, and all arrows created by the spell disappear. 

driPl (sec The Planar Trails section). A randomly drifting 

creature engaged in combat is obviously limited hy ifts inabil¬ 

ity to control its movemenl, In addition, if suffers the same 

penalties lo attack rolls as a creatur e affected by the spell 

teviffie. Drifting characters cannot stabilize themselves as 

described by the hvitife spell. 

PLANE OF RADIANCE SITES 
Among the Plane of Radiance's floating islands are countless 

curiosities and dangers. Of these. The wandering metropolis 

Coni Pa-Aid and the elusive birthplace of the Rainbow Bridge, 

Prisme, are the most ponderous. 

CONIL A-ALD (HARP OF GLASS) 
This vast, beau life I city is located on a massive drifting 

island, With towers of spun glass, streets of opal, and cool 

breezes that seem alive with the echo of dislanl songs. Conil- 

a-Ald is truly one of the wonders of the mu Inverse. A lillend, 

Chyseria of the Luminescent Voice, governs there with the 

help ofher seven children, a fair and light-handed dynasty 

inieresled in creating and preserving art throughout Ihe 

planes. As such, music and art of all varieties and to all 

extremes fill the city to an exlcnl seen nowhere else 

throughout the planes. 

Coni!-a-Aid is home to a multitude of glimmerfolk, I Mends, 

sphinxes and a few very fortunate gnomes and humans. 

Violence is prohibited in the city, a rule strictly enforced by 

a population eager to protect all that they've created. 

PRISME 
This legendary location is said to be the starting point (or 

perhaps the end) of the Rainbow Bridge. A huge, roaring, 

multicolored waterfall pours from a gigantic crystal prism 

onto ihe Bridge. According to tales, the place where the 

waterfall strikes the Bridge can be used as a portal to any¬ 

where in the multi verso, or beyond-even to other times. A 

radiant titan named Rim, a powerful and ancient guardian 

who wields a sword called Crystal Lightning, defends Pristne 

from all intruders. ^ 

RADIANCE DOMAIN 
Deities: Pdor. 

Ebehrun Deifies: T he Pdh of Light. 

Forgotten Realms D-eiiies; Hotus-Rg, Laihandur. Lliira. 

Cjrsntfid Power: You are immune to pattern effects. This is a supernatural ability. 

RADIANCE DOMAIN SPELLS 

i Color Spray; Knocks unconscious, blind*. and/or stuns idG creatures, 

£ Hypnotic Pattern: Fascinates fedq -i level) HD of creoturfca. 

5 Staring Light; Ray deals ici&/iwa levels damage, more against undead, 

4 faerie Fire, Widened; Outlines subject* in a iis Fr.-radius burst of :lght, canceling blur, concealment, and Ihe like, 

g Rainbow partem: Light* fascinate 24 HD of creatures. 

6 Rainbow: Creates a iongfoow wit h arrows I hat have e variety of properties. 

7 Prismatic Spray; Ray hits subjects with variety of effects. 

5 Scintillating Pattern: Twisting colors confuse! stun, or render unconscious. 

0 Prismatic Wall: Waifs color* have array of effects. 
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Inhabitants of the Plane of Radiance 
by Ben net Marks - illustrated by David Wahl$trom 

With endless floating vistas and 

oceans of searing brilliance 

connected only by vast expanses of 

unfathomable nothingness, it’s easy to 

believe that the Plane of Radiance is too 

hostile an environment to create life. 

Amid the blinding auras, shimmering 

clouds, and infinite depths flourish a 

multitude of beings, both beautiful and 

deadly. Presented here are a number of 

new creatures native to or infused with 

the power of the Plane of Radiance, 

planar beings just as dangerous as the 

searing light that spawned them. 



I 

GLIMMERFOLK 
Glimmerfolk, rsf-Level Warrior 

Medium Outsider (Native} 

Hit Dice: td8+i (5 hp) 

initiative: +4 

Speed: 30 ft. (6 squares} 

Armor Class: 15 (+4 chain shirt, +i light 

shield}, touch id, Hat-footed 15 

Base Attack/Grapple: +1/+1 

Attack: Longsword +1 melee (vdfi/i'jj-ao) 

or longbow +1 ranged (idjB/xg) 

Full Attack: Lopgsword +1 melee (ldS/ig-ao) 

or longbow +1 ranged (idS/xg) 
Space/Reach: 5 Fr./5 ft. 

Special Attacks; - 

Special Qualities: GlimmerFolk traits 

Saves: Fart +3, Ref -*-0, Will +0 

Abilities: Str 11, Dex ii, Con 12, Int 10. 

Wis if Cha 8 

Skills: Climb -h, Handle Animal +1, Hide 

-g\ Perform (sing) +2, Ride +2 

Feats: improved Iniriative 

Environment: Temperate forests 

Organization: Solitary, team (2-4), or 

company (5,-20 plus 2 ^rd-level 

lieu tenants and 1 leader of grd-^rh 

level} 

Challenge Rating: 1/2 

Treasure: Standard 

Alignment; Usually true neutral 

Advancement: By character class 

Level Adjustment: +0 

77?/? regal humanoid 1$ slightly taller end 
leaner then a human. With skin an 
almost luminescent golden tan, it stares 
at you sternly, its head rung by a halo 
of three slowly orbiting, fist-sired fights. 

The glimmerfolk are a plane-touched 

race, native To the Material Plane 

where they live in eerie forests infused 

with radiant energies. They are fiercely 

isolationist and have little contact with 

other peoples. 

Glimmerfolk ana taller but slighter than 

humans. They have deeply tan skin, 

ranging from brown to bronze. Their hair 

color can he of any of the fairer shades 

That occur [n humans, while their eyes 

are night-black with tiny, flickering lights 

of many colors. Their lifespans are also 

similar to Those of humans. 

Glimmerfolk garments, weapons, and 

other equipment are always of excellent 

quality and artistic design, and are 

extremely well cared for, frequently 

appearing new. 

In their homes and communities, 

Glimmerfolk speak Sylvan, although they 

often know Auran, Common, and Elven, 

Combat 
Glimmerfolk strive for excellence in all 

they do, be it art, magic,- or warfare. They 

are usually well organized a™3 work well 

together, using both their martial talents 

and their spellcasting abilities to protect 

themselves and their forest, 

Glimmerfolk Trails: Glimmerfolk pos¬ 

sess the Following racial Traits: 

■ +2 Dexterity, -2 Strength. 

Glimmerfolk have an otherworldly 

grace that stems from their planar 

heritage, but they possess a frailty 

That makes them ill suited to the 

harshness of the natural world 

■ Medium size. 

* A glimmerfolk’s base land speed is 

30 feet. 

* Low-light vision. 

* Immunity to pattern effects, 

* +2 racial bonus on Perform checks. 

* +4 racial bonus on saving throws 

against spells of the shadow subschool 

or with The darkness descriptor. 

* Automatic Languages: Sylvan. 

Bonus Languages: Auran, Common, 

Elven, Gnoll, Gnome. Goblin, and Ore, 

* * Nimlis (Sp): All adult glimmerfolk 

have three globes of immaterial col¬ 

ored light, about 3 inches in diameter, 

which float within 1 foot of Them at all 

times. These lights are called nirnlls and 

are an extension of a gfimmerfolk’s life 

force. Nimlis slowly orbit glimmerfolk 

in random paths, usually just above 

their shoulders. Nimlis are a natural 

part of The glimmerfolks' existence and 

are thought of in the same terms most 

races consider hair color. 

A nimli glows with a constant light 

equivalent to a candle. Since several 

lights usually surround them, glimmer¬ 

folk suffer a -2 penalty on Hide checks 

for each nimli they have active. Nimlis 

do not interfere with spells such as 

mirror image or invisibility, 

As a standard action, a glimmerfolk 

can use one or more of her nimlis to 

cast a spell. Going so causes the nimli 

to 'burn out/' fading from existence 

until the glimmerfolk has a chance to 

rest for at least 8 hours, After that 

time, any used nimlis reappear. A glim¬ 

merfolk usipg one of her nimlis can 

reproduce the affects of the spells 

dancing lights, daze, or flare. By using 

two nimlis, a glimmerfolk can cast color 
spray or magic missile. By burning all 

three nimlis, a glimmerfolk can cast 

mirror image. 

» Favored Class: Ranger. 
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The gljmmerFolk warrior presented here 

hod lhe following abiliiy scores before 

racial, adjust me ms: Str }$-, Dex 9. Con 

12, Ini 10, Wis it, Chit 8. 

Glimmorfoltt Society 

Glirriifinrfolk are a civilized, learned 

race, huI I heir xenophobia can make 

them distrustful arid dangerous. 

They follow a prince, a hereditary 

office passed down From Father to 

eldest son. 

Giimmerfpjk children do not have 

nimli. Ai puberty each child goes 00 a 

solo '’wolknbnur called the Bright 

Journey. A small number do no I sur¬ 

vive, hut the rest relurn with their 

Full complement of nimlis and arc 

considered adults* 

Climmerfblk are usunllv encountered 

in their loresis and are not hospitable 

to strangers. Rare glimmerfolk found in 

I ho oulside world have usually been 

senl by the prince and his council, 

either For diplomatic purposes or on a 

quo si to find items or information 

needed by the glimmer folk. Even more 

rare are runaways. glimmerfbtk who 

turn their backs on their people and 

Fheir home 10 explore the world. These 

Free spirits arc considered outlaws and 

ore shunned. 

The glimmerfolk live in a wide vari¬ 

ety of communities: large forest 

cities, smaller towns, family estates, 

and druidic enclaves. They love art 

and poetry, as well as the natural 

beauty of their Forest, but see all 

other races (with the possible excep¬ 

tion of elves and fey) as threats to 

that beauty. 

PRISMFLY SWARM 
Fine Magical Beast (Ex fra planar. 

Swarm) 

Hit Dice: lodio (55 hp) 

Initiative: +n 

Speed: 5 ft, (1 square), fly 60 ft. (good) 

Armor Class: 25 (+8 size, +7 Dex), 

touch 25, flat-footed fS 

Base Attack/Grappfe: -"io/- 

Attack: Swarm fed 6' plus idS acid) 

Full Attack: Swarm fedC plus ldfi acid) 

Space/Reach: 10 Ft,/o Ft, 

Special Attacks: Acid, confusing swarm, 

distraction 

Special Qualities: Darkvision 80 ft., 

immune to weapon damage, low-light 

vision, swarm traits. 

Saves: Fort +/, Ref +18, Will +3 

Abilities: Str i, Dex 24, Con 10, Int :, 

Wis u, Cha 15 

Skills: Hide +8, Listen +9, Spot +f2 

Feats: Alerluess, Improved Initiative, 

Iron Will, Lightning Reflexes 

Environment: Plane oF Radiance 

Organization: Solitary, sheen {2-5 

swarms), or glare (6-12 swarms) 

Challenge Rating: 8 

Treasure: None 

Alignment: Always neutral 

Advancement: None 

Level Adjustment: - 

A hissing, spnrking churl of tiny ghw- 
i'jig hugs sweeps closer, flickering 
through the air like J flying fira. 

The Flesh-eating prism Flys that make 

up this swarm can easily be mistaken 

For Fireflies. Closer examination 

reveals lhat each bug has wFial 

aeems to be a liny crystal protruding 

From its abdomen that Flashes a 

spectrum of different colors. From 

l heir slubby black heads protrude six 

minute, needle-sharp mandibles 

coated with sickly brown acidic fluid. 

Combat: 

A prismfly .swarm seeks to surround 

prey if encounlers, using its acid bite to 

eat away at ih The swarm deals adfi 

points oF damage to any creature 

wltose space it occupies ar rlw end of 

its move. 

Acid (Ex): Those damaged by a 

prism Fly swarm suFfer an additional td8 

points of acid damage. 

Confusing Swarm (5u): Any crea¬ 

ture that occupies the same space as 

a prismfly swarm must make a DC i;r 

WrFI save or be confused for id4 

rounds. This is a mind-affecting pat¬ 

tern effect. The save DC is 

Charisma-based. 

Distraction (Ex): Any living crea¬ 

ture 1 hat begins its turn in the same 

space as a prismfiy swarm must suc¬ 

ceed on a DC 15 Fort save or be nau¬ 

seated For 1 round. The save DC is 

Constitution-based. 

Skills: A prismfly swarm has a +4 

racial bonus on Spot checks. It suffers 

a -8 racial penalty on Hide checks, due 

to its bright glow. 
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RADIANT CREATURES 

Radiant creatures are natives of the 

Plane of Radiance and are at least par¬ 

tially made up of lhe raw materials and 

energies of that plane. Mosi radiant 

creatures are bright, luminous versions 

of beings found on the Material Plane. 

A radiant creature is the same size and 

shape as its Material Plane counterpart, 

but it appears as a semi-translucent 

mass of shimmering shifting colors and 

sparkling lights. 

RADIANT GIANT EAGLE 

Large Outsider (Augmented Magical 

Beast* Native) 

Hit Dice: ^10+4 fab hp) 

Initiative: +5 

Speed: 10 Ft. (a squares), fly So ft* 

(average) 

Armor Class: 17 (-1 size, +5 Dex, +3 

natural), touch 14, Flat-footed iz 

Base Attack/Grapple: +4/4-1? 

Attack: Claw +7 melee {idG+4} 

Full Attack: 2 claws +7 melee (ldB+q) 

and bite +2 melee (id8+2) 

Space/Reach: 10 ft./5 ft. 

Special Arracks: Rainbow aura, spell-like 

abilities 

Special Qualities: Damage reduction 

g/magic, evasion, darkvision 60 ft., 

Fast healing 2, inrun unity to blindness, 

cannot be dazed, dazzled, or stunned, 

low-light vision 

Saves: Fort +5, Ref +gf Will +3 

Abilities: $tr iS, Dex si. Con 32, Int 10, 

Wis 14, Cha 16 

Skills: Hide -7, Knowledge (nature) +2, 

Listen +£jr Sense Motive +4, Spot 

419, Survival 43 

Feats: Alertness, Flyby Attack 

Environment: The Plane of Radiance 

Organization: Solitary, pair, or eyrie 

(5-12) 

Challenge Rating: 4 

Treasure: None 

Alignment: Usually chaotic good 

Advancement: g-S HD (LaTge): 9-12 HD 

, (Hqge) 

Level Adjustment: 45 (cohort) 

Radiant giant eagles behave much like 

■giant eagles of the Material Plane, 

allhough they commonly only nest 

upon fixed Dr drifting islands on the 

Plane of Radiance. Radiant giant eagles 

speak Auran. 

Sample Radiant Creature 
Winging overhead is a creature Thar 

seems to be afire with the fight of a 

rising sun. Respondent in an aura of 

shimmering colors light glints from the 

massive wingsr Talons, and beak of this 

great avian with equal intensity. 

Combat 

Radiant giant eagles make extensive use 

of their rainbow aura and spell-like abili¬ 

ties in combat. Usually flying over ene¬ 

mies several Times, they wait until tbeir 

aura's dazzling effect significantly weak¬ 

ens their enemies before they attack. 

Rainbow Aura (Su): Radiant giant 

eqgles glow with a natural light. All 

This example uses a giant eagle as the 

base creature. 
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creatures within 30 feet must make a 

DC 15 Will save or he dazzled for id6 

rounds. Dazzled creatures suffer a -1 

penally on arrack rolls, Search checks, 

and Spot checks. Although it Is not 

merely a radiant giant eagle's eyes that 

are a threat, this effect is in all ways 

treated as gaze attack. The save DC for 

this effect is Charisma-based. 

Spell-Like Abilities: 3/day-bfur, color 

spray (DC 14). The save DCs are 

Charisma based. 
Evasion (Ex): With a successful 

Reflex save against an attack that 

allows a Reflex save for half damage, a 

radiant giant eagle takes no damage. 

Skills: Radiant giant eagles have a +8 

racial bonus on Spot checks, and a -8 

penalty on Hide checks due to their 

rainbow aura. 

Creating a Radiant Creature 
''Radiant* is an inherited template that 

can be added to any aberration, animal, 

dragon, f'eyr giant, humanoid, magical 

beast, or monstrous humanoid 

[referred to hereafter as the "'base 

creature’1). It uses all the base crea¬ 

ture’s statistics and abilities except as 

noted here. 

Size and Type: The creature’s type 

changes to outsider. Do not recalculate 

Hit Dice, base attack bonus, or saves. 

Size is unchanged- Radiant creatures 

are native outsiders. 

Special Attacks: A radiant creature 

retains all the special attacks of the 

base creature and also gains the follow¬ 

ing special abilities: 

Rainbow Aura (So): Radiant creatures 

constantly shed a glaring aura that 

most creatures find difficult to look at. 

Those within 30 feet of a radiant crea¬ 

ture must make a Will save (DC 10 + 

1/2 creature’s racial Hit Dice - crea¬ 

ture's Charisma modifier) or be dazzled 

for idb rounds, suffering a -1 penalty 

on attack rolls. Search checks, and 

Spot checks. Radiant creatures are 

immune to the rainbow aura of other 

radiant creatures. 

Although not a gaze attack In the 

usual sense, this ability uses the same 

rules for making attacks and avoiding its 

effects (see page 294 of the DunG£0\' 

Masters Guide). Thus, a creature can 

attempt to look away or close its eyes to 

avoid the effects of this ability. 

Spell-like Abilities: A radiant creature 

with an Intelligence or Wisdom score of 

8 or higher has spefl-like abilities 
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depending on its Hit Dice, as indicated 

on the Following table. The abilities are 

cumulative; a radiant creature with 4 

HD can use color spray as well as blur. 

Unless otherwise noted, an ability is 

useable once per day. Caster level 

equals the creature's HD, and the save 

DC is Charisma-based. 

HD Abilities 

1-2 Color spray 3/d ay 

s-e Mirror image 

UMSfM 
9-IP Freedom of movement 

13-14 Prismatic spray 

Scintillating pattern 

I 

Special Qualities: A radiant creature 

retains all the special qualities of the 

base creature, plus the following special 

qualities: 

* Damage reduction: g/magic (if 11 HD 

or less) or lo/magic (if 12 HD or more), 

* Immunity to blindness. 

* No radiant creature can be dazed, 

dazzled, or stunned. 

* Fast healing 2 so long as a source 

of light (other than the radiant crea¬ 

ture) shines on rhe radiant creature. 

Abilities: Increase from the base 

creature as fellows: 44 Dex, 46 Cha. 

Skills: Radiant creatures suffer -S 

racial penalty on Hide checks, due to 

their rainbow aura, and they have a +4 

racial bonus on Spot checks. 

Environment: The Plane of Radiance, 

Challenge Raring: Same as the base 

creature +1. 

Alignment; One step closer to chaotic 

than the base creature. 

Level Adjustment: Same as base 

creature 43. 

RAINBOW DWELLER 
Medium Outsider (Extraplanar^ 

Incorporeal) 

Hit Dice: 4*38-1-4 (22 hp) 

Initiative: 46 

Speed: Fly 40 ft, (perfect) (8 squares) 

Armor Class: 19 (+6 Dex, 43. 

deflection), touch 19, flat-footed 13 

Base Artack/Qrapple; -4/- 

Attack: Incorporeal touch 411 melee (id6 

plus disease) 

Full Attack: Incorporeal touch +11 melee 

(fd6 plus disease) 

Space/Reach: 5 ft./g ft. 

Special Attacks: Color burst, disease, 

radiant form 

Special Qualities: Dark vision So ft., 

incorporeal traits 

Saves: Fort 45, Ref 410, Will 45 

Abilities: Sir Dex 22, Con Int 11, 

Wis 12. Cha 16 

Skills: Bluff 410, Hide 45, Intimidate +ia, 

Knowledge (rhe planes) 47, Listen 40, 

Perform (sing) +10, Search +7,, Spot 

+ia 

Feels: Flyby Attack, Weapon Focus 

(incorporeal touch) 

Environment: Plane of Radiance 

Organization: Solitary, pair, or choir 

(3-9) 
Challenge Rating: 4 

Treasure: None 

Alignment: Always chaotic neutral 

Advancement: 5-12 HD (Medium) 

Level Adjustment: - 

A humanoid shape made up of flowing, 

luminescent colors and bursts of sparkling 

light floats dei'tty through the air. 

Rainbow dwellers are among the puresl 

expressions of radiant life. Sages sqg- 

geat that they are born in dislant, 

unexplored spaces of the Plane of 

Radiance, coalescing directly from radi¬ 

ant energies and materia Is. These crea¬ 

tures have a translucent humanoid 

form composed completely of light and 

ever-shifting colors, with eerie, opales¬ 

cent eyes. 

Although they are intelligent, their 

psychologies are quite alien, and their 

actions are unpredictable. Some seem 

to resent all non-radiant life and attack 

such creatures on sight, others are less 

violent but have cruel senses of humor 

and engage in dangerous mischief, 

while some are more reasonable and 

willing to Interact with other creatures. 

Rainbow dwellers have mellifluous 

voices, which can produce noises far 

beyond the normal human range of 

perception, and they seem to love ta 

sing. What language they sing in 

though-or if they indeed have or know 

any languages-is unknown. 

Combat 
A rainbow dweller uses. Its radiant form 

and color bursts to disrupt an oppo¬ 

nent's defenses, then it arracks with its 

Incorporeal touch attacks. 

Color Burst (Su): As a standard 

action, a rainbow dweller may unleash a 

15-foot-radius burst of shockingly bril¬ 

liant light, centered on itself, three 

times per day. All creatures in the area; 

are affected as if by rhe spell color 

spray (DC 15). The save DC is 

Charisma-based. 

Disease (Ex): Crealures that coma Into 

contact with rainbow dwellers are often 

affected by a strange disease called sun 

scorch. Creatures hit by a rainbow 

dwellers incorporeal touch, or that 

attempt to grapple or otherwise directly 

touch one, must make a DC 13 Fortitude 

save. Creatures that fail are infected 

with a unique noncomuniqable disease 

with an incubation time of 1 day that 

deals 1*34 points of Strength damage. 

Radiant Form (Su): The ever-chang¬ 

ing colors of the rainbow dweller's form 

distract the eye and bewilder the mind 

of onlookers. Any creature within 30 

feet who can see the rainbow dweller 

musi make a DC 15 Will save or be fas¬ 

cinated for as lot|g as [he dweller is 

within range. A creature that saves 

versus a rainbow dweller's radiant form 

is immune to lhat rainbow dweller's 

radiant form for 24 hours. The save DC 

is Charisma-based. 

Creatures can try to look away or 

dose their eyes to avoid the effect of 3 

rainbow dweller's radiant form as 

thoqgh if were a gaze altack, Crealures 

native ta the Plane of Radiance are 

immune to this ability. 

Skills: The rainbow dweller has a 44 

racial bohus on Spot checks, and it has 

a -8 racial penalty on Hide checks due 

to the light it sheds. ® 
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Faiths of Faerun 

E E P E R S 

Throughout the Foroottem Realms, the deity 

Arvoreen watches over halfling comm unities 

and individuals, wherever they may wander. 

Stem and practical For a halfling deity, 

Arvoreen has instructed his likeminded Flock to protect 

and look after others as he does them. Thus, the reli¬ 

gious orders oF Arvoreen's keepers and Arvoreen's 

warders were born, road and village marshals oF the 

half ling god of vigilance. 

AIWOREEN S KEEPERS 
Arvoreen^ keepers, also known as Keepers of the 

Vigilant Guardian, are halfiings of that rare breed that 

crave action. They are the defenders of their commu¬ 

nities. They believe in an active defense, much like their 

patron god, Arvoreen the Defender, who promises 

them a glorious afterlife at his side. Consequently, 

keepers aggressively prepare For incursions into 

halflipg lands and are. always ready to repulse hostile 

invaders at. the first sign of trouble. They construct 

defensive barriers, signaling systems, beacons, and 

traps to protect their charges. They patrol the commu¬ 

nity and surrounding areas, driving away or killing 

monsters and intruders. They also keep the peace and 

lead village militias when invaders arrack. 

Arvoreen's keepers are dogged and determined to 

give a good account of themselves, bul they are 

also-like most ha If lings-extremely practical. They Fol¬ 

low a code of ethics, but understand that it is only a 

set of guidelines ibai cannot cover every situation. 

Keepers might make questionable alliances, even steal 

jar times, if such extremes are required to defend 

I heir charges. Similarly, they might ignore a petty 

theft if no one was injured, 

Mosl of Arvoreen's keepers are clerics or 

ranger/paladins, although almost all single-class ortnui- 

tidass combinations of paladin, ranger, and cleric are 

known. Very few barbarians or arcane spellcasters opr 

ro become Arvoreen's keepers. Those keepers without 

any divine supernatural or spellcasting abilities are 

commonly known as warders. 

In times of war, Arvoreen's keepers are commanders 

of halfling soldiers, elite warriors, and scours. In times 

of peace, they are sentinels and troubleshooters, often 

serving as local constables, sheriffs, wardens, magis¬ 

trates, or marshals, being politely nosy, maintaining 

order, and enforcing the Eaw, However, even when 

they do- not hold these positions, the local sheriff and 

halfling clergy know rhey can always call on keepers 

for assistance, far these reasons, keepers command 

the fidelity and respect of half lings everywhere, who 

love The keepers for keeping them safe. Keepers are 

common In many halfling communities, notably the 

fallen halfling realm of Meiririn (now part of Amn), the 

Purple Hills of Tethyr, and the halfling nation of Luiren, 

as well as among many of Arvoreen’s military orders, 

notably Arvoreen’s Marchers of Tetbyr. A Few keepers 

choose to wander, becoming deputy-rangers or road 

sheriffs-law officers given authority by local officials 

to wander afar in search of those who commit crimes 

against halfling communities, 

Av.creeiTs Keeper Class Features 
AH the following are class features of the Arvoreen's 

keeper prestige class. 

Weapon and Armor Proficiency: Arvoreen's keepers 

are proficient with all simple and martial weapons, light 

and medium armor, and shields. 
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Spoils per Day: Arvoreen's keepers continue TheFr 

devotion to Arvoreen. Thus, whenever the keeper gains 3 

new level he may gain new spells per day as if he had 

gained a level in a divine spellcastipg class he belonged to 

before adding the prestige class, He does not, however, 

gain any other benefit a character of that class would 

have gained (increased turning abilities, animal compan¬ 

ions, and so on). This means he adds tiis new level of 

Arvoreen's keeper to the level of some other spelEcasting 

class he has, then determines spells per day and caster 

level accordingly, (If the character had more than one 

divine spelleasting class before becoming an Arvoreen's 

keeper, he must decide to which class he adds each level 

of Arvoreen’s keeper for purposes of spells per day). 

Trapfinding: Arvoreen's keepers have the Trapfinding 

skill just as rogues do (see page 50 of the Player's 

Handbook). With this ability, keepers can use the Search 

skill to locate magic Traps and mundane Traps with DCs 

higher than 20. 

Uncanny Dodge (Ex): At 3rd level, an Arvoreen's 

keeper gains uncanny dodge, just as a 4th-level rogue 

(see page 50 of the Player*? Handbook), This ability allows 

the character to retain his Dexterity bonus to Armor 

Class (if any) even if he is caught flat-footed or struck by 

an invisible attacker. 
Defensive Parry (Ex): At 5th level, Arvoreen’s keepers 

have truly mastered the defensive maneuvers of combat. 

When executing the fight defensively slandard or full- 

round action, the keeper gains an additional ti dodge 

bonus to his Armor Class (sec Fighting Defensively on 

AFIVOFIEEN 
The Pcfcoden the Wary Sword 

hrermediare Haltllng Deity 

Symbol: 

Home Plane: 

Alignment: 

Portfolio: 

Worshipper*: 

Cleric Alignments: 

Domains: 

Tw cap&sud stttirl swords 

Green fields 

Lawful good. 
Defense, vigilance, hulflFfig 

warrior*, duly 

Half lings, figbrnra, paladin*, rangers, 
Soldiers, warriors 
LG, LN, NG 

Good. Haifllng (from ihe Fpmxm 
Plains 'Cmpagft Law, 

PbbfeCtiiJB, War' 

"Aeeishearf11 (short awprd) Favpred Weapon: 

When invaders threaten halfllng communities, residents 

send pray* to Arvoreen, worshipper* follow a 

doctrine of guardianship, stem defense, and aggressive 

watchfulness, Arvoreen r emains ever ware of daggers 

facing nalfllng ccmmuniii-tss but prefer*' a reactive rather 

than proactive flgepda, When an ennmy stokes, his hall'ling 

servants s,trlko hack with precision and -decisiveness bom 

of a sirici, almost vnhalliipglike regimen ol' martial Iralnlr^j, 

More •ntormatian on Arvorcen cat' be found on page 1 y? 
ui Faiths and Pantheons. 

Arvoreen defends halflUtg* iti ihe FoRGmr.rn kfai.mk. but 

elsewhere Fh-arlanghn or Heironeou* might fulHIl a. similar 

role s? parrnn of the keepers. If you're using ErsERttoH 

d'-iirie*, Beldrei itlighl sponsor keepers and wardens. 



page 140 and 143 of the Player’s Handbook). In addi¬ 

tion, when executing the total defense standard action, 

Ihe keeper gains an additional +a dodge bonus to his 

Armor Class (.see I ota! Defense on page <42 of I be 

Players Handbook), 

Subduing Strikes (Ex): Arvoreen’s keepers often 

serve as local sheriffs charged wilh capturing crimi¬ 

nals. At 7th level, the keeper can deal non lethal damage 

with a weapon that deals normal damage without suf¬ 

fering a 4 penalty on the attack. 

ARVOREEN'S KEEPER 1 Jbl: ' ' 
REQUIREMENTS 
To qualify to ha come p.n Arvoriicn’;; keeper, .1 

character niosl fulfill all the following criteria. 

Hare: Hatflmg: 
Religion: Arvoreen. 

Alignment; Lawful goorl, tisyfrial good, or lawful heutrak 
Esse Attack Bon us; -4. 

Skills: Craft (rrepmaking) 4 ranks. Listen 4 rpnks, Sense 
Motive 4 tank$, Spur 4 ranks; Survival 4 rankt. 

Feats: Aiermess. Martial Weapon Proficiency (short 
sword}, Simple Weapon Proficiency (sling) °r Martial 
Weapon Proficiency (shorrbW), track. 

Spells: Must Sjh abb: lo ca&1 divine spells. 
Special: Musi be accepted for- training and be judged 

worthy by a dnrfo of Arvorctjn. 

ARVOREEN'S KEEPER CLASS SKILLS 
The keeper's class skills (and ihe key ability for each skill) 

are Appraise (Inf), Climb (Sir), Concentration (Con), Craft 

(Int), Diplomacy (Cha), Disahle Device ([nr}. Gather 

Informal ion (Cha). Handle Animal (Cha}, Heal (Wis), Hide 

(Oex), Jump (Strl. HnowH^ge (I oral) (for), Knowledge 

(naiurei (Ini). Knowledge (religion) (Ini), Listen (Wis), Move 

Silently '(Dex}, Profession (Wis). Hide (Dex). Search tint). 

Sense Motive (Wis), Spot (Wis), Survival (Wis), and Use 

Rope (Oex), 

Skill Rotors ar Each Level: 4 + Int modifier. 

Team Player (Ex): Arvoreen’s keepers support, as 

well 35 lead, their comm unities. At 9th level, a 

keeper has learned how to pool his prowess most 

effectively with his allies. When using lhe aid 

another action, the keeper grants a +4 bonus instead 

of the usual +2 bonus. 

Defensive Roll (Ex): At loth level, Arvoreen’s keep¬ 

ers can roll with a potentially lethal blow to lake less 

damage from it. Once per day, when a keeper would be 

reduced to 0 hit points or less by damage in combat 

{from a weapon or other blow, not a spell or special 

ability.), he can attempt a Reflex saving throw (DC 

equals the damage dealt) to take only half damage from 

the blow. 

Code of Conduct: Arvoreen’s keepers must be lav/ful 

good, neutral good, or lawful neutral. Additionally, the 

keepers' code requires (hey never at lack first (allhough 

preemptive strikes against known raiders or invaders- 

who are considered to have attacked First-are gener¬ 

ally acceptable), aid and protect lhose in their charge 

or their community, never flee fr om an enemy unless 

all those under their protection have safely escaped 

(even if it means the keeper’s own death), defend the 

honor of (heir god and race, and respect and obey Ihe 

cleTgy of the halfling gods. 

Multiclass Arvoreen's Keepers: Arvoreen’s keepers 

are allowed to mulliclass freely as paladins. 

Ex-Keepers: Arvoreens keepers who cease to be 

lawful good, neutral good, or lawful neutral, nr who 

grossly violate iheir codes of conduct, lose spellcastirg 

granted by Arvoreen's keeper levels and the ability To 

progress as Arvoreen's keepers. An offending keeper 

regains his abilities and his ability to progress as an 

Arvoreen's keeper if he atones for his violalions (see 

the atonement spell description on pqge 201 of the 

Player's Handbook). 

ARVOREEN'S WARDER 
The more militaristic branch of Arvoreen's Favored. 

Arvoreen's warders lack the spekasting abilities of 

their keeper brethren, but they make up for this limita¬ 

tion with sheer tenacity. Skilled trackers and warriors, 

warders often serve as scours, man hunters, and com¬ 

manders of half ling militias and military regiments. 

ARVOREEN’S KEEPER ADVANCEMENT 
Cla^s Ease Fort R<rf Will 

Level Attack Bonus Save Save Save Special Spells, per Day 

iff +0 +6 42. +2 trapfinding is level of existing class 

2nd -1 +0 +3 +3 h- i revel of existing class 

3rd +2 ■H +3 +3 Uncanny dodge 45 level of existing Hass 

4th +3 4.1 .14 i'i ievel of existing class 

5th +3 41 -M +4 Defensive parry 41 level of existing Uasa 

Gill k4 42 +5 ’3 4j level o-f existing class 

7th +5 +2 +5 -5 Subduing strikes m revel of ex taring class 

Bth +6 +i 40- 4& 4! revel of exiting -class 

0th +6 40 Team player 41 level G-f existing' class 

loth *7 *3 +7 +7 Defensrve red i-i lever of'existing class 

0G4 
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ARVOREEN'S WARDER 
REQUIREMENTS 
To qualify to become an ArvorGGn'H warder, a 
charterer must Fu'fTII ,ii I she following ci iicjria. 

Race: Halfling. 
Religion: Arvorfcerii 

Alignment: I awfu} ^uod, neutral good, 0V lawful neutral. 

Base Albick Bonus: +4, 

Skills: Creh ffrapchakiiig) 4 ranks, Listen 4 rinks, Sense 
M0J1 ve 4 ranks. Spot 4 ranks. Survival 4 ranks. 

Feats: Alertness, Martial Weapon Proficiency {short 
sword!', Simple: Weapon Proficiency (slmg) or Martial 
Weapon Proficiency fchprrbtfw), | rack. 

Special: Must he accepled tor I raining and fee fudged 
worthy hy a cleric oT Arvoreen, 

ARVOREEN’S WARDER CLASS SKILLS 
The wander's dess skills (and ihu key ability for each skill) 
an: Appraise flnt), Dfiimb (Str), Concernralion (Con), Craft 
(Ini), Dipfcma:.:y (Cha), Disable Device (Int), Cither 
Information (Chu), Handle Animal {Cha), Heal {Wis), Elide 
I.Dex.), Jump (Str), Knowledge (local) (Int), Knowledge 
(nature) {Ini), Kn ow led# (religion) (Int), Listen (Wis), Move 
Silemly (Dex), Profession (Wis), fiide {Boy), Search (Inf), 
Sense Motive (Wis), Spot (Wls), Survival (Wis), and Use 
Rope {Day), 

Skill Point* at Each Level: 4 +■ Int modifier. 

Where keepers tend to Take a more deductive mute in 

most of their pursuits, warders arc willing to let their 

blades loosen the longues of the guilty. Sometimes 

more brash than Arvoreen's keepers, both orders fol¬ 

low ihe same code of conduct, although warders also 

believe that it lakes a sharp sword to tut through the 
world's injustices. 

Arvoreen's Warder Class Features 
Arvoreen’s warders have the same abilities, gained at 

the same levels, as the Arvoreen's keeper preslige 

class, however, warders are for more adepl in combat 

than keepers and have the following benefits. 

Bonus Feats: At 2nd level, Arvoreen's warders gain 

Weapon Focus (short sword) as a bonus feat. Their use 

of the short sword becomes more deadly at 4th level, 

granting (born Weapon Specialization (short swoitl} as a 

bonus Fear. At 6rh level, warders get the Greater 

Weapon Focus (shorl sword) as a bonus fear, Finally, at 

ftth level, warders master the short sword, gaining 

Greater Weapon Specialization {short sword) as a 
bonus feat. 

Code of Conduct: Arvoreen's warders must he law¬ 

ful good, neutral good, or lawful neutral. Additionally, 

they adhere to the same code of conduct as 
Arvoreen's keepers, 

Multiclass Arvoreen's Warders: Arvoreen's warders 

are allowed to multipass finely as paladins. 

Ex-Warders: Arvoreen's warders who cease to be 

lawful good, neutral good, or lawful neutral, or who 

grossly violate their codes of conduct lose all super¬ 

natural. spell-like, and spellcasting abilities (regard¬ 

less of class) and the ability to progress as 

Arvoreen's warders. An offending warder regains 

her abilities and her abilily to progress as an 

Arvoreen's warder if she atones for her violations 

(see The atonement ape 11 description on page ?oi of 

the Player's Handbook). ® 

ARVOREEN'S WARDBR ADVANCEMENT 
Clast Base F<yrt Ref Will 
Levs! Attack Bonus Save Save Save Special 

15E +0 +g +Q Trapfinding 
2nd +2 +0 43 4fl Weapon Fotuii (sfrart svwrd) 
jrd +3 +1 *2 • +e Uncanny dodge 
4 th +4 -m 44 +1 Weapon Specialization {short sword) 
5ih +S +i +4 +1 Defensive par ry 
fefh +6 *■2 +5 +2 Crearer Weapon Focus {short sword} 
7th +7 +2 +5 Subduipg srrik.es> 
ferh +2 ■G Greater Weapon Spcmigllration (short sword) 
(Ah 43 +3 Team pljyrr 
iQlh +10 +7 Dt:fcn*ivft roil 
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loiii places, familiar haunls, and strange sites in Mm lands of Facrun 

NURNEENE’S 
MARVELOUS MASKS 
by Ed Greenwood ■ Illustrated by David Day 

For years, the most stylish and 

spectacular masks worn at revels 

in Warerdeep have been made and 

sold at Numeene-S Marvelous Masks. 

Ngrneene's is a tiny, almost demurely 

hidden shop that stands on the east 

side of ihe Si reef of Bells in 

Waterdeep's Castle Ward. Better known 

for its colorful proprietress and her 

wares than as a Tlashy landmark, 

Numeene's is also notorious for the 

mask in its display window—and 

increasingly for rumors of its 

connection to the god Mask, Master of 

Ail Thieves and Lord of Shadows. 

WHAT MEETS THE EYE 
This shop rises four floors above street 

level and has a peaked roof (with a 

porthole window opening into an attic) 

that makes il seem even taller. It's only 

about 10 feet wide, and it's jammed 

between two other, larger shops set a 

foot or two back from the street with 

glittering facades of lamps, angled 

mirrors, and mannequins clad in stylish 

gowns. The front oF Nurnccnc's is 

sheathed in fieldstone, and its upper 

Floors each have a single shuttered 

window. These windows arc all closed and 

barred from within; only the uppermosl is 

ever opened, and rhen only in the hottest 

summer weather, A tiny, round door is 

localed in l lie pinnacle of (he eaves, 

where the steep slope of the roof 

reaches its peak, Like many Waterdhavian 

shops that abut neighboring structures, 

[he entire roof is sloped not just from 

side to side, but also canted so that its 

side-gultcrs arc markedly higher at the 

si reel-front wall, draining away 1o 

downspouts in the rear. 

The storefront of Nurnccnc's is Taken 

up by a door- and a display window. 

Through the window, the same Thing 

can always be seen: cream-hued muslin 

rising rn a smooth drape from the 

counter il cover s To a valance. Between 

the valance and this backdrop hang 

three lanterns. They illuminate a row oF 

black wooden letters set individually on 

the doth-covered counter to spell 

,4Nurneener' and "Masks/' and a floating 

black cloth half-mask that hangs in lhe 

air beneath the lights, terming slighily 

as if an invisible wearer is scrutinizing 

passersby. 

This eFfect is so eerie and 

pronounced—the mask moves rapidly 

forward to peer at some individuals— 

that many Waterdhavians refuse to 

pass by the shop. A street roustabout 

given to bouts of drinking and violence 

once Eoudly declared his intention ro 

"get rid of lhat haunled mask shop," 

and hurled a cobblestone through its 

window in the darkest hours of a 

winter night, intending ro Follow it with 

a burning brand. The rale of what befell 

next has spread all over Waterdeep, as 

one of The many whispered snippets of 

local lore: The mask lunged at the 

would-be arsonist, nearly smothered 

the man, and chased him through the 

streets until Ihe man was wrestled to a 

halt by a Watch patrol. 

The ground floor of the shop is the 

showroom and wrapping area, wilh a 
"'buying cor ner"' a I the back. 

Showrooms (with closets of angled 

mirrors for a client to si and amid) and 

storage drawers for standar d models of 

masks are on the second floor. Cutting 

rooms containing softwood heads with 

pins, shears, dyeing pans, and drying 

stretch frames fill the two topmost 

floors. The uppermost floor also has 

some beds For workers to sleep in and 

a hipbath. The attic above is used to 

store old furniture, shop records over 

a decade old, and The like. The cellars 

are used to store bolts of cloth 

(wrapped in linen covers and hanging 

From the rafters on angled end-hooks), 

THE LURKING MASK 
In appearance, the black floating mask- 

dubbed 'The Lurking Mask" by someone 

long ago-is a drop-point-front, back- 

tie model that looks identical to the 

illustration on page 24 ft of the 

Forgotten Realms Campaign Setting, 

except that if.-; unusually thick and 

large enough that only a Titan or giant 

could actually wear- it as a facial cover. 

The mask is a dark purple thal appears 

black in most lighting conditions. 

Some time ago, Nurncene worked as 

an apprentice in a mask-making shop 

somewhat larger (but less prestigious) 

than her own store. Clearly more 

skillful Ilian any Qlher apprentice (and 

some say even her master), Nurneene 

toiled in the buck, of the shop, creating 

mask after splendid mask, for which 

her master took full credit. 

One day, after Nurneene had lived 

This life for several years, an ancient - 

looking man returned to the shop 

(having purchased one of Numeene’s 

skillfully rendered masks for a ball) in 

search of lhe one who had created it. 

When Ngrneene's master rook credit 

for rhe handiwork, the man scoffed and 

demanded rhe truth. Flustered, lhe 

mask-maker brought out Nurneene and 

presented her to the ancient man, who 

promised someday to reward her for 

her excellent craft. 

Several years later, as Nurneene 

watched the dream of her own shop 

crumble down around her, the ancient- 
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looking man called upon her and 

promised lo bring in more customers 

than she alone could handle. He 

instructed her To make a large mask 

with the same attention lo detail of her 

normal masks and clear oul her fronl 

window. When he relumed a few days 

later, he ser the mask in the empty 

front window and cast a number of 

spells upon it. Before Nurneenc's eyes, 

the mask rose into ihe air and took the 

position il has maintained ever since. 

The mask is a Small animated object 

permanently enchanted with grtimate 

objects and fly spelts. Il is programmed lo 

hover in the window, to peer al passers- 

by, and to. guard the shop and itself if one 

or the other is attacked. The animated 

mask also obeys simple verbal commands 

from Nurneene. Only once has anyone 

ever successfully dispelled the permanent 

spelts on the mask, but the mask regained 

its enchantments in a few days. 

nurneene and the lord 
OF SHADOWS 
The proprietress of ihe most highbrow 

mask shop in Waterdeep is a skilled 

seamstress and crafter of masks, with a 

true genius for cutting, steaming, and 

binding materials to obtain a desired 

shape. Many of her masks soar like 

crowns or suppori shells or side-wings 

that alter the perceived shape of ihe 

wearer's head. Scaled, plush, metallic, 

or saflnlike, the surface finish of her 

creations is exquisite. 
Nurneene is also pal Sent, a diplomat 

used to handling arrogant and difficult 

clients, and a good teacher. Her small but 

Loyal staff of six fitters and mask-crafters 

have, under her tutelage, acquired skills 

almost to match her own. The two men 

and four women who work for her can all 

serve in the shop and make masks; 

Nurneene simply divides Their time so the 

most beautiful women do The most 

meeting of clients, and ihe less attractive 

plus their male counterparts do more of 

the backroom work. 
Petite and graceful, Nurneene has 

white skin, russet hair, and large green 

eyes. Her voice is husky and inclined to 

rasp when raised, so she's adopted a 

quiet, murmuring mode of speech. In 

recent years, shers increasingly retired 

from public view, gliding regally out from 

a curtained alcove behind the buying- 

counter when pa Irons become difficult. IP 

real trouble erupts, she summons her 

other staff with a handbell, Numeene's 

male staff are both rogues (LE male 

human Rog3) chosen for their strength 

and swiftness they arc customarily 

armed with-and skilled in the use of- 

daggers, darts, saps, and slings. 
Some years ago, Nurneene fell in with 

some thieves who hired her to make 

masks Thar would conceal bckpick.5, 
flexible! saw-knives, and poisoned darts. 

She was excited by Ihsir exploits but wise 

enough to know she'd never be more 11 tan 

adequate at actual thievery-and could 

make a better and safer living as a fence, 

coin-cleaner (Note from Elminster: Ye 

would say "mortey launderer.i, and 

procurer of supplies For thieves wanting 

to keep out of sight for a lime. She 
became an avid fan of the city's thieves, 

fascinated by their deeds and hungry for 

news of their- unfolding plots and exploits, 

This knowledge in lorn made Iter 

dangerous to them- but she saw a way to 

justify her curiosity aboul Waterdhavian 

thievery, stay alive, and even hold some 

power in Waterdecp's shady underworld; 

becoming a cleric or Mask. 

To do so, Nurneene sacrificed her 

wealth and herself to a cold and cruel 

priest of The Lord of Shadows named 

Hathrel. As her master, he commanded 

the building of a chapel 10 Mask in the 

deepest cellars beneath her shop (ait 

Nurneene's expense), and set her to the 

task of acquiring poisons that would slay, 

paralyse, blind, deafen, or cause slumber. 

By ongoing sales of these substances, 

Hathrel hoped to become truly rich. 

Unfortunately, he didn't consider 

Nurneene s distaste for handling such 

substances, and he misjudged how her 

hatred of him had grown lo outstrip her 

fascination and fear. In SkullporT, he fell 

victim to the poisons licrd order ed her to 

procure, leaving the. mask-maker to lake 

control of the small flock of thieves who 

worshipped at the chapel. 
Now grown in number to sixteen or 

so, ihese worshipers are almost all 

street thieves. They have come to love 

Nurneene, who gives ihem shelter, 

food, encouragement, hiding-places for 

Themselves arid their loot, and even 

clothing and bathing Facilities.—all in 

return for their "confessions.1' So long 

as they tell her all, she makes them 

welcome, never demands offerings to 

Mask or coins for her services 

{al though the devout who can afford 11 

do leave temple offerings), and shares 

news and gossip she thinks will be of 

benefit to them. 

For her pari, Nurneene (NE female 

human ClrG [Maskj/ExpG/Rogi) has 

found a satisfying purpose in life 

(beyond creating ever-wilder masks 

for rich and frivolous fools). Site's 

come to truly believe in Mask, and 

now spends hours praying before his 

altar, seeking inspiration and guidance. 

Already she's been rewarded with 

visions that directed her lo where 

Hathrel had hidden a scroll, and she 

has been told in whispers by a hooded , 

dream-figure To "weave schemes and 

plots to make thieves of Waterdecp's 

wealthy and powerful.'' 

ELMINSTER'S NOTES 
Know ye that Nurneene bids fair to 

become a real power in Waterdeep if 

no ill befalls her. She's clever enough 

not to let greed rule her. If the thieves 

who obey her can manage to do the 

same, she might well guide them in a 

sophisticated and subtle series of 

intrigues and thefts that earns far more 

coin than even the mosi spectacularly 

bold '‘snatch job1'. . . and do so 

unnoticed, mayhap for years. 

As for her plots, I can reveal that 

she's already begun spreading rumors 

among young noble wasTrels-kn owing 

very well that they'll whisper them to 

iheir friends-of a secret society of 

Deep Lords they might be able to join if 

they contact the right folk In SkullporT 

and successfully undertake the missions 

they're given, Being a Deep Lord, the 

whispers say. will bring riches and in 

some few years real power, as Ihe 

Deep Lords begin to subvert the Lords 

of Waterdeep and ultimately come to 

rule the city. 
Now, only foolish nobles are likely to 

belie ye they could ever hold real power 

when dealing with illlthids, drow, and 

worse from the Realms Below ... but 

then again, Nurneene won't be the first 

cunning person to profit from the 

naivete of others. 

She's also busily trying To arrange a 

war ehousing cartel and a corruption of 

the tax clerks of Caslle Waterdeep. 

When she feels in need of a little 

entertainment, her own concealing 

creations allow her to attend revels in 

costume, posing as visilirg nobility. 

Dalliances there often allow her to 

collect a few gems from young, 

impressionable noblemen without even 

go-ing to the tr ouble of thievery. Not 

bad for a mask-maker, eh? ® 
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NURNEEN’S 

MARVELOUS 
MASKS 

t. The "lurking mas*' 
dcKninains ihe front 
window. During it-* 
day, Nurneene 
pEsricaily pulls aside 
iht draped fabric 
behind It ro allow 
pa&sers-hy to sec 
beyond It into the 
shop. Few s.eem to 
notice, however, as 
the Frce-floeting, 
movlr^ mask often 
dominates she 
attention oF those 
who pass by. 

2. A spesklngrube 

and dumbwaiter 

connects all levels 

of ihe shop For the 

transfer of ifern's, 

and cornmynlcatlon 

vie handbells nr 

speaking. 

3. Four joined steps 

and risers hjffway 

(town the flight of 

wooden cellar stairs 

can be stid sideways 

Into a wati cavity 

when a hidden catch 

Js released, revealing 

an opening that drops 

(town into an under¬ 

collar, Here Nurr-eeno 

hides, her chapel to 

rhe god Mask. 

4 Pressing buttons 

Incorporated into the 

snsirposts esabarateJy 

carved decorations 

allows the wooden 

balls that crown them 

to be lifted off, 

revealing cavities 

capebJe of holding 

pilfered valuables. 
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PRESTIGE CLASSES OF AL-QADIM 

by Dean Poisso ■ illustrated by Jeff Carlisle OF FATE 

he Land of Fare, Al-Qalhm. is a plar.e of high 

adventure, and those who choose To live There 

pursue its secrets and its favor in many dif¬ 

ferent ways. The Following prestige classes illustrate 

just a few of the options available lo characters in 

this fabled land. 

BARBER 
In the Land of Fate, [he barber is traditionally a healer, 

a groom, and much more. A master of prattle and gos 

sip. she primps and preens her clients while gleaning 

information of all kinds. At rimes subtle and at others 

flamboyant, the barber is without doubt a true per¬ 

former. She is a skilled healer and alchemist capable of 

concocting aromatic colognes and deadly poisons. 

Barbers are known to be 1 he intimates of bo lb royalty 

and peasantry, and their close contact with those in 

power makes them the envy of many. 

The path of the barber tends to be most attractive to 

bards and rogues, since They often focus on the neces¬ 

sary social skills. More than a Few assassins have also 

taken up The razor, and barbers occasionally turn, to 

the blood trade as well, After all, who would be in a 

better position to slice the throat of a noble or mer¬ 

chant than the person shaving him? Sorcerers and 

wizards rarely pursue ibis path, since it does nothing 

To augment I heir spell casting abilities. 

NPC barber's are most often encountered while ply¬ 

ing iheir trade. They can serve as sources oF informa¬ 

tion for PCs, or as spies for the opposition. 

Occasionally, they oven appear as masterminds of 

schemes foul or fair wilhin the Land of Fate. 

Class Features 
All of the following are class Features of the barber 

prestige class. 

Weapon and Armor Proficiency: Bar bers gain no 

proficiency with any weapon or armor. 

Gentle Touch (Ex); The touch of the barber is the 

hallmark of her Irade, At ist level, she learns to 

calm her clients with a caress that is soothing yel 

not intrusive. Whenever a barber can make physi¬ 

cal contact with a creature of Intelligence 3 or 

higher, the barber doubles her Charisma bonus 

when making Bluff, Diplomacy, Intimidate, and 

Perform checks against that creature. A barber 

also gains a +2 bonus on any Sleight of Hand 

chocks made against a person she's touching. 

Craft Tonics (Ex): In their mundane jobs, barhers 

must make hair Ionics, lotions, and sbavipg creams- 

They are able to apply this talent to such a degree that 

They can use The Craft (alchemy) skill even if they don't 

have any spellcastipg abilities. 

WHAT IS AL-QADIM? 
Filled with intrigue. an unconversable txdi&f in Fate, and lots 

of sand, AlQ^dim brings fantasy versions of rich 

cultures 3rd rradiifcms 10 the D&tD audience. 

Th£ Al-QaOM, iancfpf fate boxed set brst appeared in 

igga. This campaign seritng boxed set imroduLod the sub- 

Codlinenl of Zahars, set on tf-tt same world as the 

Fcjioott^ Realms. Zakhara kes south of thq-ftealms, beyond 

1 he Shining South {detailed m the forihcoming Wizards of 

the Coast product, .Shiftily? South}. It is a land filled with 

osseins, Hying carpets, Series, ex-osic. peoples and locales, 

and- desert^ 

An open and Inclusive culture Fills- the land, where all of 

ifte standard player character naces live together in relative 

harmony. Racial cultures no longer exist in M-Qadlm, 

alfoving dwarves, elves, and all other races to live tpgaiher 

in one dominant, cosmopolitan society. 

..printed [he 3ha'ir,: an elemental 

speltcaster with an Ardhian feel. 



Poison Use: Barbers are trained 

in the use of poison and never risk 

accidentally pciEsonmg themselves 

when applying poison to a blade. 

Save Bonus against Poison: 

Barbers train with poisons and 

slowly grow more resistant to their 

effects. At ;and level, barbers gain a 

+1 bonus on saving throws against 

poisons. This bonus increases at 

every additional barber level. 

Charm Person (Bp): Beginning at 

and level, a barbers tongue is 

sharper than her blade. A barber of 

this level or higher may use ch$rm 

person as a spell-like ability. She 

can use this ability a number of 

times per day equal to her 

Charisma bonus (at least once per 

day). If the barber touches the Tar¬ 

get when using this ability, the save 

DC increases by +2. 

Chameleon (E>0: The barber can 

fall into I he role of whatever dis¬ 

guise she may adopt, and can aid 

those whom she disguises to act 

more believably in their adopted 

roles. The barber receives a +2 

morale bonus on Disguise checks To 

act in character, furthermore, any¬ 

one wearing a disguise the barber 

creates also gains a +2 morale 

bonus on Disguise checks to act in 

character, as the barber ably details 

how to act when in The disguise. 

Potent Tonics (Su): By 4th ievel, 

Ihc barbers poison mastery has 

reached its peak. She knows how to 

brew more potent poisons and also 

bow to properly apply I hem for 

maximum effect. Dam age-dealing 

poisons the barber creates and 

applies deal additional damage equal 

1o i poinr per die rolled. Thus, a 

poison that normally deals gdb 

points of Consliluliori damage 

ins lead deals 3<i6-t-3 points of 

Constitution damage when created 

and applied by the barber, A dam¬ 

age dealing poison that only deals 1 

point of ability damage deals 2 

points of damage instead. Poisons 

with non-damagirg effects have 

their durations increased by 1 addi¬ 

tional die. Thus, paralysis from a 

potent tonic poison lasls for ^dC 

minutes and unconsciousness lasts 

lor- 263 hours, instead of the nor- 

trial add minutes or id3 hours, 

respectively. This ability does not 

BARBER REQUIREMENTS 
To qualify m tacor™: a tartar, a character mu&| fulfill alt rhe hallowing criteria, 

Base Attack bonus; +3, 

Skills; Bluff 5 ranks, Diplomacy 5 ranks, Di^iw: 5 ranks, Gather 

Infonnatcoii S ranks, Heal a nfoks-, Profession (barber) 3 ranks. 

Feat: Invcstigat-or or Negotiator. 

BARBER CLASS SKILLS 
Tile barber's Hues skffls (and the key ability for each skill) are Appraise (for); Bluff 

(Cha.1, Craft (for), Decipher Scripl (Ini), Diplomacy (Cha), Disguise (Cta), forgery (Int), 

Gather Information (Cha), Heal (Wis), Intimidate (Cha), Knowledge (alt skills, taken 

individually) (Int), Listen (Wis). Perform (Cha), Profession \Wis}, Search {Int}, Sense 

Motive (Wis}, Sleight of Hand (De*), and Spot (Wis), 

Skill Points at Each Level: S +■ Int modifier. 

BARBER ADVANCEMENT 
Base Fort M Will 

Level Attack Bonus Save Save Save 

1st ¥0 +0 +0 +z 

and +1 +□ +0 -*3 

3rd +E +1 *3 
4th +3 ¥, +E -4 

+3 +r +[ +4 

Special 

Gentle touch; craft ionics, poison use 

Charm f)trsotir +1 save against poison 

Chameleon, +s sayra against poison 

Potent tonics, +g save againsi poison 

Suggestkrfi, 14 sav£ againstl poison 



work with poisons the barber uses that she didn't create* nor for others 

who might use a poison she creates. 

Suggestion (Sp}: Ai 5th level, a barber’s guile and word-craft is so 

strong she can ably coerce others. A barber of this level or higher 

may use ihe spell suggestion as a spell-1 ike ability. She can use this 

ability a number of times per day equal to her Charisma modifier {at 

least once per day), If the barber touches the target when using this 

ability* the save DC increases by +z. 

CORSAIR 
Those new to Ac-Qadim often mistake corsairs for common pirates* but 

nothing could be farther from the truth. The corsairs of Al-O^uim are 

adventurers, traders* thieves, messengers, and explorers-and more than a 

few are pirates as well. Corsairs are freebooters who uphold honesty* 

honor * and bravery while plying their trades at sea. 

The peoples ol Al-G*oim and The surrounding lands hail the corsairs lor 

their daring and ruthless efficiency, as well as iheir gallantry and hospitality. 

Their trademark; however, is their swordplay. Many master swordsmen 

come from ihe ranks oT the corsairs of The Great Gulf and the Corsair- 

Domains, where the use of Twin scimitars is common. 

Most corsairs were previously fighters or rangers* all hough the occa¬ 

sional bard finds Ihe swashbuckling life to his liking. Bards who don’t focus 

on their spellcastiog ability occasionally become corsairs, but all other 

spellcasters avoid the class. 

NPC corsairs can be Found on the high seas or in nearly any port oily. 

They sometimes join forces with adventurers who have goals in common 

with theirs. 

Class Features 
All of the fbllowing are class features of the corsair prestige class. 

CORSAIR REQUIREMENTS 
To quality To become a corsair. a character must Fulfill nil the following criieria. 

Bases Arrack Bonus: 4-4. 

Skills: Balance 4 ranks* Climb 4 ranks. Intimidate f\ ranks. Use 

Pope 4 ranis. 
Feats; Two-Weapon Ffehting, Weapon finesse. Weapon Focus 

(scimitar), 

CORSAIR CLASS SKILLS 
The corsair's class skills urnd The key ability for ear.h skill) are Balance (Dux), Bluff 

(Cha), Climb ($tr), Craft (lnr); Diptomacy (Cha), Intimidate (Cha)* Jump (Strh Move 

Silisnily (Dtx}, Profession (Wis}, Search dnb, Sense Motive (Win), Spot IWis), Swim 

(Str)* Tumble (Dex), and Use Rope (Dux). 

Skill Points at Each Level; f,i + Int modifier. 

Base Fori Ref Will 

Level Attack Bonus Save Save Save Special 

sst +1 +0 *■£ +0 Skill bonus 

and +2 +b +0 Evasion 

3rd +1;1, +3 M World traveler 

41I1 M -1 +4 4,1 Combat Expertise 

51b +5 -1 >1 Swells rider 

Bih -e +2 +5 Intrepid move 

7rh "t7 +5 -2 World traveler 

Sih ■♦a +6 Balanced blades 

•9th +6 n Roiling s*a 

soth 4-10 *3 *7 +3 Corsair ml real 



Weapon and Armor Proficiency: Corsairs gain no proficiency with any 
weapon or armor. 

Skill Bonus: A corsair receives an insight bonus on all Profession 

(sailor). Swim, and Use Pope checks equal To his corsair level. 

Evasion (Ex): At znd fevel, a corsair gains rhe evasion special ability. If 

he has evasion already, he gains improved evasion instead Both abilities 

function exactly like the rogue abilities of the same names (see page 50 of 
the Flayer's Hanbook\. 

World Traveler: Corsairs travel the world's seas and visit countless ports 

of call, As a result, they pick up bits of useful lingo from everyone they 

meet. At 3rd level, a corsair learns Aquan and one other language he doesn't 

alr eady know as if he had put ranks into the Speak Language skill. If the cor¬ 

sair already knows how to speak Aquan, he still gains the other tanguage. 

Ai ylh level, the corsair learns two new languages as if he had put ranks 
in the Speak Language skill. 

Combat Expertise: At qrh level, a cor sair gains the Combat Expertise 

Feat as a bonus feat, even if tie doesn't meet its requirements. 

Swells Rider (Ex): Beginning at gth level, (he corsair is 50 attuned with 

rhe way a ship moves that he may confidently move around aboard a ship, 

even during adverse conditions. When making a Balance, Climb, or Jump 

skill check while aboard a ship, the corsair may Take 10 even if stress arid 

distractions would normally prevent him from doing so. 

Intrepid Move (Ex): Parr weapon mastery, part daring, and pari dirty 

fighting, this ability grants a frthdevel corsair a +1 compelence bonus that 

he can apply to either offense or defense during combat. The corsair 

decides at the beginning oF his turn during each round of combat whether 

he adds the bonus to his Armor Class or to his attack rolls, and he can 

change its allocation from round to round at will (he may only change its 

allocation once per round and only on his turn). For example, during the 

first round of combat, a Gth-level corsair may add a -h competence bonus 

to his AC, and the nexl round, he may choose to have a +1 competence 
bonus on his attack roll instead. 

Balanced Blades (Ex): Because of the dangerous life he leads, a corsair 

is well versed in using weapons with either hand. By Sth level, he may 

treal any one-handed weapon for which he has the Weapon focus fcal as 

a light weapon. The corsair cannot use this ability while wearing medium 
or heavy armor. 

Roiling Sea (Ex); As they gain experience upon the high seas, corsairs 

begin to learn from Ihe rhythm of the waves, Beginning at gth level, they 

□re able to emulate the subtle power of the seas, using leverage to deal 

additional damage. A corsair wielding a light weapon may use his Dexterity 

modifier to determine bonus damage, instead of Strength, A weapon 

wielded in an off-hand still gains only half the ability score modifier as a 
bonus to damage. 

Corsair Retreat (Ex): Corsairs are notorious for their pursuit of 

vengeance. At 10th level, whenever a foe makes an attack of opportunity 

against the corsair for moving out of or through a threatened square 

and misses, rhe corsair may immediately make an a I Tack of opportunity 

against his attacker. Ihe corsair's attack of opportunity counts against 

the number of such attacks the corsair may make in a round. If he has 

Combat Reflexes, he may make multiple such counterattacks., but only 
one per opportunity. 

HOLY SLAYER 
Holy slayers are feared throughout ihe lands of Ai-Qadim, These fanati¬ 

cal assassins band together in various brotherhoods, each with its own 

symbols and purposes based on religious zeafofry. Each cult of holy 

slayers professes to wage war for its own particular faith through Ihe 
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assassination of its enemies. Holy 

slayer brotherhoods cultivate a 

mystique of fear to ensure that 

the masses hike no action against 

their members, as well as to enforce 

obedience in their own ranks. 

These highly trained arid disci¬ 

plined killers are absolutely fearless, 

and they accept orders from superi¬ 

ors without hesitation. Duty to iheir 

cause and belief in their faith over¬ 

ride all other concerns, including 

concern far their own lives, bach 

brotherhood embraces a particular 

one-handed weapon as its weapon of 

choice, which acts as a symbol for 

the order. 

Al the head of each holy slayer 

brotherhood is a Grandfather of 

Assassins, who commands his order 

of trained killers with ruthless effi¬ 

ciency. Grandfathers are accorded 

enormous respect,, having earned 

their positions through the bload of 

both enemies and comrades. 

Because of the secrelivc nature 

of their work, holy slayers become 

masters of disguise. Such forms of 

trickery allow them to come dose 

to an -assigned target Without 

rousing suspicion* and also lo 

meld into a crowd once they 

accomplish a mission. 

Rogues and bards are the mosl 

common candidates for this pres¬ 

tige class* since the required skills 

come easily to them. Fighters are 

also common in I he brotherhoods* 

and the occasional paladin or monk 

finds the prestige class to her [iking, 

since il emphasizes unquestioning 

faith, discipline, and loyalty. 

NPC holy slayers are most often 

encountered in the performance of 

their duties. Occasionally, a dis¬ 

guised holy slayer might join a 

group of ad venturers in order to 

gain access 1o an area his target 

frequents. The fruit vendor who 

suddenly kills a beloved emir and 

then disappears into the city is 

prohabiy a holy slayer. 

Class Features 
AN of the following are class features 

of the holy slayer prestige class. 
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HOIY SLAYER REQUIREMENTS 
To qualify tu borumn a holy slayer, a th a raster mtiyl fulfill all the following 

criteria. 

Aljgnnuinr: Any lawful. 

Base Attack Bonus: ni. 

Skills: DisgpisC a ranks. Hide 2 ranks. Intimidate 8 ranks. 

Knowledge (religion) 2 ranks, Move Silently s ranks. 

Feat: Weapon focus, (weapon □? choice! fur the Stayer 

brotherhood, which is always a one-handed weapon). 

HOLY SLAYER CLASS SKILLS 
The holy slayer's class skills (and the key ability for ez-ch skill) are balance (Dex), 

Bluff (Cha), Climti (Str), Craft (hifly Disguise (Cha), Escape Arlist (Dfix), Gather 

Information (Cha), Hide (Dex), Intimidate (Cha), Jump (Str), Listen (V^s), Move 

Silently (Dex), Open Lodi (Do*.). Sleight of Hand (Dex), Search (Int), Scn&e Motive 

(Wis), Spol (Wis), Tumble (Dex), and Use Rope (Dex). 

Skill Points at Each Level: q * Int modifier. 

HOLY SLAYER ADVANCEMENT 

Level 
lisse 

Attack Bonus 
Fort 
Save 

M 

Save 
Will 

Save Special 
1ST +0 +0 +:0 *3 Poison use, skill bonus 

£fid +1 +0 *0 ‘+3 Weapon Specia?i^alion 
3rd -rZ +1 +1 +3 Faithful resolve 
^th +3 +1 +1 +4 Sneak ariack +-id(3 
5th '■3 +1 +1 h-4 Smite mfidel 1 /day 
6th +4 +i +2 +5 Sneak attack +ad6 
7th +5 +2 Unshakable pillar 
(sth +6 +2 +2 +6 Sneak arrack +^cf£S 

91 h +6 -3 +3 +6 Smite mfldel z/day 
loth +7 ■t3- ■+3 +7 Sneak attack +4dS, guided doom 



Weapon and Armor Proficiency: Holy slayers are proficient with all 

simple and martial weapons and with light and medium armor, but not 

with shields. 

Poison User A holy slayer's training includes the use of poison. 

She never risks accidentally poisoning herself when applying poison 

to a blade. 

Skill Son as: A holy slayer receives an insighl bonus on all Bluff, Disguise, 

and Intimidate checks equal to her holy slayer level 

Weapon Specialization: At 2nd level, a holy slayer gains Weapon 

Specialization with the signature weapon of her order as a bonus fear, if 

she does not already have it. If she also has ilt she may gain Weapon 

Specialization with another weapon for which she already has the Weapon 

Focus feat. 

Faithful Resolve (Su): Ai 3rd level, a holy stayer gains a +4 bonus on all 

saves against fear effects. 

Sneak Attack (Ex): This ability functions exactly like the rogue ability of 

I he same name, as described in the Phyer’s Handbook. At 4th level, the 

holy slayer deals ndb points of damage with a sneak attack. The extra 

damage dealt increases by an additional +idft every even level thereafter. 

If the holy slayer already has the sneak attack ability from another ctass, 

the damage bonuses stack. 

Smite Infidel (Su): Beginning at gth level, a holy slayer may make smite 

attacks against a person or group designated by her order's Grandfather 

of Assassins, In order fo use ihis ability, the holy slayer must personally 

visit her Grandfather of Assassins, who then assigns her the individual or 

group she may smite. The holy slayer may then smite that group until her 

Grandfather of Assassins assigns a new group lo her. 

The holy slayer may smite once per day aE gth level, and at 9th level she 

may smite twice per day. She adds her Wisdom bonus (if any) to her attack 

roll and deals 1 extra poinl of damage per holy slayer level. For example, a 

5th level holy slayer would deal +5 points of damage with a successful smite 

attack. If the holy slayer accidentally smites a creature that is nor of the 

group designated by her Grandfather of Assassins, the smite has no effect, 

but the ability is still used up for that day. 

Note that a paiadin/holy slayer can both smite evil and smite infidel in 

the same day, potentially against the same target. She may also perform a 

smile with a sneak attack, provided lhat the prerequisiles for both lypes oT 

attacks are met, 

Unshakable Pillar (Su): Beginning at 7th level, a holy slayer's soul is so 

grounded in her faith that she becomes immune to fear effects. 

Guided Doom (Ex): By 10th level, the holy slayer has learned to allow 

Fate to guide her hand, causing devastating blows with her sneak attacks. 

An opponent damaged by one of her sneak attacks also takes 2 points of 

Constitution damage. 

MAML1JK 
The mamluk of Al-Q^dim is a rare mix of warrior and scholar. Trained 

from childhood as an educated, fanatical warrior, the mamluk is without 

peer on. the batllcfield. Mamluk legions are as fierce as any fighting force 

and as disciplined as any army. 

Each mamluk bears facial tattoos that indicate the legion to which he 

belongs. These simple tattoos also denote his rank within the legion. Each 

rnumluk legion sports different patterns for rank, but all arc recognizable 

to any mamluk, 

MamSuks are Fanatically loyal to others in their legions, and they readily 

take orders From any higher-ranking member. Rank is the final arbiter- in all 

disputes of authority within a legion. Any mamluk may give orders to 

another of lower rank in the same legion and expect those orders to be 



carried out, unless I hey are coun¬ 

termanded by s mamluk who is 

superior ro both. 

Fighters gain the rnosl from tak¬ 

ing this class, although many mam- 

luks are also paladins and rangers. 

A small but growing number of 

monks have joined the ranks of 

mamluks, drawn by the strict disci¬ 

pline and rigid codes of The order. 

Their refusal to wear armor or 

shields earns them a measure of 

respect from those who otherwise 

would mock them.’ Other classes 

have little to gain from the class, 

and find Ms requirements difficult 

to achieve. 

MFC mamluks can he found in 

isolated desert oases, training and 

drilling, in cities, or in armies on 

the march. 

Class Features 
All of the following are class fea¬ 

tures of the mamluk prestige class. 

Weapon and Armor Proficiency: 

Mamluks are proficient with all sim¬ 

ple and martial weapons, as well as 

with light, medium, and heavy 

armor and with shields of all types. 

Hardened {Ex): Mamluks train in 

the harshest desert environments. 

At isl level, a mamluk can ignore 

the -4 penalty lo resisl the effects 

of heat while wearing medium or 

light armor. When wearing no 

armor, a mamluk gains a +4 bonus 

on saves made lo resist the effects 

of heat. 

Due lo their constant training, 

mamluks can move al their full 

speed when wearing medium armor. 

Authority: A mamluk gains a 

bonus equal lo +1 per mamluk level 

on all Charisma-based skill checks 

made against mamluks of lower rank. 

Endurance (Ex): Al 3rd level, a 

mamluk gains Endurance as a 

honus feat. 

Rally (Ex): Also at 3rd level, a 

mamluk learns lo fighl beside his 

brothers with ferocious tenacity. 

When fighting within 10 feet of at 

least one other mamluk, he gains a 

m morale bonus on his attack rolls, 

damage rolls, and saving throws 

against mind-affecting effects'. This 

bonus increases to +2 at 6th level 

and +3 at gth level. 

Iron Focus (Ex): Mamluk train¬ 

ing cultivates fanatical loyalty. A 

mamluk of 4th level or higher 

gains a 4 morale bonus on all 

saves against fear effects. 

Toughness (Ex): At 5th level, a 

mamluk gains Toughness as a 

bonus feat. 

Zealot (Ex): Tlie mamlukrs intense 

training grants him powerful resist¬ 

ances to certain effects. A Glh-level 

mamluk gains a +z bonus on all saves 

against mind-affecting, sleep, paraly¬ 

sis, stunning, and death effecls. 

War-Hardened (Ex): When a 

mamluk reaches 7th level, his sin¬ 

gle-minded drive allows him to 

complete the most diff!cull training 

imaginable. At that point, he can 

move al his normal speed even in 

heavy armor. 

Diehard (Ex): At 8th level, a mam¬ 

luk gains Diehard as a honus feat- 

Desert Survivor (Ex): The 

intense survival training of rhe 

mamluks allows them to ignore the 

desert's harshesl effects. Beginning 

at gth level, a mamluk is immune to 

the non lethal damage dealt by hot 

environment (sec rhe DUNCfm 

Masters Guide, page 303). In addi¬ 

tion, whenever the mamluk makes a 

Fortitude save for svhich he gains 

the bonus gran led from the 

Endurance feat, he does not auto¬ 

matically fail on a natural 1 (he 

might still fail the save if his saving 

throw bonus isn't high enough to 

meet or exceed the DC), 

Fanaticism (Su): Due ro the 

fanatical mind of a loth-level mam¬ 

luk, he is able to shrug off the 

effects of some wounds. Because 

of this, he gains damage reduclion 

2/-, <? 

MAMLUK REQUIREMENTS 
To qualify to bueome a mamluk, a character must fulfill a\i iha Following criieria. 

Alignment: Any lawful. 

Base Attack Bonus: ■ 
Base fortitude Saving Throw: 44. 
Skills: Knowledge (history). 4 ranks, Survival 4 ranks. 
Feats: Great Fortitude, Toughness, 

MAMLUK CLASS SKILLS 
The mamluk's Hast; skills (and I he key ability for est-h skill) are Climb {Srr), Crafl 

(Ini), Diplomacy (Chat, Handle Animal (Cha), Heal (Wb), Intimidate (Che), Jump 

(Srr), Knowledge (geography) (Int), Knowledge (history) (Inr), Knowledge (local) 

(Ini), Knowledge (nobility and royalty) (Ini), Hide {Dex), Search (Int). Sense Motive 

(Wfe), Spot (Wis), and Survival (Wis). 

Skill Faints at Each Level: q - Ini modifier. 

MAMLUK ADVANCEMENT 

Level 
Base 

Attack 
Fort. 
Save 

ftof. 

Save 
Will 
Save Special 

iat 41 42 +0 40 Hardened 
and +2 +3 40 40 Authority 
3rd *3 *3; 4| 41 Endurance, rally 41 

qth *4 4i 41 Iron .focus 

Sth +5 44 +1 41 Toughness 
01 h +5 42 42 Zealor. rally 42 

jrth +7 +•5 <■2 43" War hardentd 
Sth 40 46’ —2 *£ Diehard 
9 th +9 ;e H +3 Desert survivor, rally 43 

lyth 410 -7 ■+a +0 Fanaticism 
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Don't be afraid to make NPCs who are both ignorant 

and knowledgeable. Some NPCs are helpful, some 

might refuse to give aid, and some might be deviously 

interested in working against I he PCs. Some are brave, 

some are cowardly, but everyone's different. 

If an NPC is foolish or stupid, he might fall for the 

PCs' trick. That doesn't mean thal the PCs got one. 

over on you-you arenr rhe NPCs. They're just people 

in your world. Allowing the PCs to outsmart charac¬ 

ters with a lower intelligence allows you to make the 

intelligent NPCs seem all the smarter. 

ASSIGNING TRAITS 
When creating an NPC. DMs should consider giving 

him or her two distinctive traits. This isn't to say, of 

course, that the NPC only has two traits, for charac¬ 

ters are made up af hundreds, if not thousands, of 

definable traits. You want to stress two traits in a sin¬ 

gle encounter to make I he NPC memorable and to dis¬ 

tinguish her from other NPCs. 

Pari one of this article series focused mainly on 

physical traits and speech patterns. This Installment 

dwells on personality-related traits,, such as goals, moti¬ 

vation, lean's, Sikes and dislikes, and so forth. First, how¬ 

ever, it is important lo understand mannerisms, which 

are usually physical expressions of personality Iraits. 

MANNERISMS 
Like speech, mannerisms come across only when the 

PCs actually interact with an NPC. A distinctive man¬ 

nerism can be as overt as constantly flipping a coin or 

as simple as a winning smile. Mannerisms are often 

nervous habits, like chewing oti one’s nails or long 

hair, lapping one's fool, or fiddling with objects. They 

can be indirect expressions of an uneasiness the char- 

acter’s not even aware of (such as shaky hands! or a 

direct expression of a tangible fear (like darting eyes 

by Monte Cook 

CHARACTERIZATION, PART 2 

ONE DM, 
ONE MILLION CHARACTERS 

Last month, our look at characterization explained 

that interesting and memorable nonpjayer charac¬ 

ters have great influence on the quality of a cam¬ 

paign. While you can have a decent game without 

them, you can't have an excellent game without at 

leasl a Pew unfotgettable NPCs. whether thev are foes 

or allies of the player characters. 

This is particularly important for DMs looking to do 

more in their game than bashing down doors and 

killing monsters. No one's going to want to spend 

much time in roleplaying encounters if all ihe NPCs 

are boring, or they all seem rhe same. While all meth¬ 

ods of play are equal, DMs wishing to delve deeper 

into roleplaying and believable slory creation might 

appreciate some suggestions for populating iheir 

games with remarkable and intriguing figures, further, 

making even the sideline characters more than just 

forgettable cutouts adds a lot of depth to a campaign. 

PLAYING A MILLION PARTS 

Perhaps one of the biggest prtfalb in running NPCs is 

that they all start to come across as simply extensions 

of the DM. If all the NPCs seem to know much more 

than the PCs, if they can all do more interesting things 

than the PCs, or if they always come across as cooler 

and more together than the PCs ever could, that's bad. 

Likewise, if they all seem to know nothing of value and 

can't do anything for themselves, that's also bad. If all 

the people in the campaign world seem to share 3 sin¬ 

gle mindset and similar points of view, thafs a sign 

lhar the DM is simply trying to say something rather 

than creating a believable world. That's also a problem. 

Anytime your players get confused because all the 

NPCs .seem I he same, or they begin to be able to pre¬ 

dict what the NPCs will do or say based on their 

knowledge of you (or of having interacted with your 

NPCs before), that's a real warning sign. 
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20 MANNERISMS 
Consider using ihese gMdtme ■'nWnfiristns-wh en 
portraying a iih&fMe'rJ 

i. Eating 
a-, Busy reading someitiing- 

■■■$. D.isrracsed by b'jziing injects. 
4. Waiting for (and far m&re'Viteresin} soMonia else 
5, Looking for hoiTkj I hir>| jo:-1 

D. Still laughing ^out somcrhing funny That happened .a 
few minules Mors 

7. Filing i-l 

15, Cleaning 
9, Smcklr^ or chewing igLoucu 
f&: In a hurry to get |qmBWheM 
11. Angry about something that just happr-nod 
i?. ^iappv regarding a recent success o.r- celMafiriri. 
13. Busy wish a number of errands os’ tasks 
sip Confuaed, either about 'what the PCs warn dr 

scheming unrelated 
15. Envious of something the PCs. have or can-do 
18, Feeling skepy 
17, Minding an unruly Rniinal 
16. Adjusting clothing 
ijg. Out of breath 
so- Fiddling v/nb sorMhing 

that Watch for enemies to appear al any moment). 

They can also be expressions of other things going on 

in a character's head. A vain character might primp, a 

bored character might yawn or become distracted, and 

a c ha racier Trying ro pull one over on someone might 

be working hard lo hide a smile, A character's man¬ 

nerisms can he the result of his nature-flirtatious, 

irritable, crude, and so on. 

Some mannerisms aren't long-term traits but simply 

reactions to something golpg on. When the PCs stop a 

person on the street, that person was going some¬ 

where, NPCs don't wait around for the PCs' altention 

to suddenly "activate1' fhem-ttiey're people with their 

own tasks to accomplish. A merchant might be Taking 

inventory or helping another customer. A town guard 

has to watch for pickpockels even as he speaks with 

the PCs. A person on the street could have a child to 

look after. Sometimes, These are just moods lhat a 

character is feeling at the moment. A mood is simply 

an easily defined trait that can change from encounter 

to encounter, 

Even one-time mannerisms can tell the players some- 

thing about an NFC. Someone more preoccupied with 

eating an apple than talking to the PCs doesn't care 

ahoul them. Someone who allows flies to buzz and trawl 

on him without noticing is used to unsavory conditions. 

GOALS 

Everyone wants something. All important NPGs in the 

campaign should have goals that motivate I hem. While 

some might have lofty goals like "'take over the king¬ 

dom,1" others possess simpler goals such as 'live a nice, 

peaceful life." Most have goals someplace in 

between. These goals are somelhing specific on a 

smaller scale: expanding one's business, having chil¬ 

dren, winning the heart of an attractive neighbor, trav¬ 

eling beyond the borders of the kingdom, and so on. 

Some people are driven by Iheir goats and focus all 

I heir energies toward them. A political activist mighl 

devote himself lo the cause of seeing the rightful heir 

ascend to the throne. A paladin would dedicate himself 

to protecting innocents. A wizard might strive to learn 

more magical secrets. 

For others, goals are just simply something they'd 

like to see come to pass. An elf matron might like to 

see I tie goblins that murdered her son brought to jus¬ 

tice, but she's nol oul tuning a bloody swath through 

gobtin dens. A shopkeeper would like lo live in a world 

where he doesn't have to deal with invisible thieves, 

hut he's not campaigning for outlawing magic in the. 

city. Such people might support others who champion 

goals similar to theirs, or they might just look favor' 

ably upon I hem (and unfavorably on those who would 

oppose their goals). 

Sometimes, a character has a goal lhat lie has no 

power to acl upon, A sailor's lover might desire 

heyond all else to see his love return to him safely, or 

a farmer might want to see a drought tome to an end. 

Even though these goals don't actually direct action, 

they do frame a character's mindset. 

FEARS 

Unlike goals, not everyone has fears-at least not ones 

so prominent rhat they qualify as one of an NEC’s traits. 

Still, Tears are interesting because they tan be viewed as 

the opposite of goals. These are things that the character 

does not want to see come to pass. Fear of The evil sor¬ 

cerer on The mountain raising an army of uridead, fear 

of beipg robbed (perhaps because the character's carry¬ 

ing more valuables than normal), or a Fear of a rival put- 

ling poison in food or drink are all defining traits. 

fears can also be more general, like a fear of 

heights or a fear of dragons (while everyone's afraid 

of dragons, an NFC could have an even greater fear 

of them after a traumatic encounter). Genera! fears 

might be irrational-a fear of spiders or the dark, for 

example. Of course, in a fantasy world and in the right 

context (a woodland full of monstrous spiders or a 

graveyard haunted by shadows), the irrational fear 

might not be irrational at all 

It's easy for strong fears to make a character 

appear insane. Be careful how far you take a charac¬ 

ter's fear and how much the character shows that 

fear. A character who fears the sea and deep waters 

can still be rational. He might avoid getting aboard 

ships, or he might act uncom fori able while on a pier. 

If that character is also afraid of a glass of water, 

hers a lunatic. 

In general, fears should be used for character 

development purposes only, but if you desire, you can 

www.paizo.tom,''dri 



TWO TRAITS? 
Th<^ "cvriry NPC should have Jwri I rails" Yulfj is really jysl a 

steering pomr. I? applins to Avery NPC, cvfin ihe guy in rh« 

taverni that the PCs Ealk to for |usr .a few tnlmitesVpr the 

shopkeeper in the store. Really important NPCs should 

hayo more than Two. 

You ntiotS to iJ^tcrrnirje ahead of tiitie how importanl ao 

NPC wiSl he in rhe cgropgi£n, Jn this eqriEeXS. "import-Hsir" is 

a measure of how frequently the PCs are going m interact 

‘wrlli him or her. Thus, a yiJIaln the PCs meet (and defeat)' 

□lice rs fess important lEiah ihe y/aitress at ilie tiaverri they 

speak with after cmiry advcrUure. 

Of course, you mi^ht nos always know ahead of time 

wfiec-i an NFC will be a recurring one; Sometimes the payers 

.decide to revisit iiouicoite again and sgain, parNtulaHy if the 

first encouritkr with that NPC was hfilpfgf Dr ipitnrrginm^. hi 

such a case, you'll hpve to rfovekip ihe' NPC as time 

progstsses. Tie payers won't notice, because Hie new traits 

you give I ho NPC will jusl Seem like aspects of him or her 

that they had. not yet found out about. ”Ddr I didn't even 

know you had a daughter, She'.s misain.jj? That's terrihle. -..' 

is, he'll say, ''By the Nine Hells, what are you doir^g 

here?” When the PC?; attack the dragon, it can say, 

11 Arc you little people desperate or simply stupid?” A 

streel beggar that the PCs accost for in forma I ion 

might tell them, "Information's like anything—you get 

what you pay for.” Any and all of these quotes can be 

developed ahead of lime, because I hey are keyed 

around rhe NFC’s central purpose for being "on st^ge” 

in The first place. 

Sometimes, an NPC adopts a quote as something 

he or she says over and over again. This is a catch- 

phrase, A heroic adventurer might say ''Alright, now 

lhis is a Fight!'' every time she goes into battle, A 

dwarven cleric might say JlBy Mo radio's beard!'' 

whenever he's surprised. Tying into the suggestions 

for altering speech patterns mentioned in part one 

of lhis arlicle series, a eatchphrase can become a 

part of an MFC’s manner of talking along with his 

accent or voice characterization. This doesn't have 

to be a full phrase. It could be just part of one or 

even a single word. Derik the monk is always quolipg 

the Holy Mother. ''The Holy Mother would not want 

me to do lhat/r or, ''The Holy Mother hates to see 

food go to waste” Larana the rogue might overuse 

the word "devastating.'' "That battle was devastat¬ 

ing/' she'll say. "The warrior's devastating magic 

sword really turned the tide.” 

ACTIONS SPEAK LOUDER THAN WORDS 
Similar lo rhe way you can prepare quotes ahead of 

time, you can preplan actions for an NFC lhal help 

define his or her character. A paladin who spends the 

Firsl round of any combat on one knee praying is cer¬ 

tainly going to be memorable. A rogue who insists on 

being the last to walk into a dangerous situation and is 

always rhe first to run in the face of opposition is also 

going to he r emember ed. 

apply game significance fo I hern as wall. A 

character terribly afraid of enclosed places who is 

locked wilhin a tiny cell might have to make a Will 

saving throw (DC 10 +■ 1 for each day that passes) each 

day to avoid going mad. 

LIKES AND DISLIKES 
These are traits that everyone has. An NFC might 

enjoy fine clothes, even if he cannot afford them. 

Another hales men. These traits can be useful to the 

PCs as bargaining or' leverage poinls lo get wbal they 

want. If they know that the old priest really likes strong 

they can bring him some of the best to help win 

If the PCs know he hares the clerics of a 

!e, they can offer to drive rhe rival's follow¬ 

ers away. Sometimes, it's good to know what an 

important NPC dislikes just so the topic can be 

avoided, or what she likes so rhe PCs know what to do 

or say. Knowing I hat ihe mother superior of an impor¬ 

tant order hales il when anyone menlions her dub Foot 

and prefers to he addressed with all due reaped and 

formality can help in negotiations. 

Generally, IF you select a like or dislike as one of the 

NFC's two traits, they’re going to bo slrong likes or 

dislikes, such as a dwarf who hates hobgoblins because 

ihey killed his Family. That said, a significant like or dis¬ 

like might only he important in the context oF the situ¬ 

ation. A dislike for alcohol isn't that notable, hut it 

might he For someone encountered in a tavern, and it 

definitely would he for a barlender. 

MEMORABLE QUOTES 
Consider determining somelhing interesting for The 

NPC to sayr perhaps as one of ihe NFC's trails, or- 

even better-in addition to them. An Interesting, unfor¬ 

gettable quole From an NPC can become one of those 

things that the players remember for a long Time, A 

funny quote is one they'll repeat among themselves 

even after the campaign's over. 

You can occasionally tel these things happen natu¬ 

rally, If you’ve got the NPCs personality and motlva- 

lion defined to a point that you really understand what 

he or she will say in a given situation, the character- 

defining quotes fust come out. Often, though, you'll 

want to write ideas down ahead of time. Sometimes, 

the quole won'l be memorable when you write it, it will 

just he a helpful way of nailing down the NFC's out 

look, Under the halflipg fighter's stats and notes, you 

might write, “'Don’t mess with me just hecause I'm 

small/' This mighl he somelhing ihe character actually 

says when given the opportunity, or it mighl merely 

help you remember his attitude. 

You pan also come up with quotes that characters 

will actually use hefdre a game. While you don't know 

everything I hat Will happen or what the PCs will do or 

say ahead of lime, some ihirigs require no special 

clairvoyance. You can note that when Ihe PCs come 

inlo ihe back room of the temple where the evil priest 



Some predetermined actions are minor, tike hid¬ 

ing a dagger in one's bool; always calling out to the 

large! of one's bowshots with a boast, or always 

dousing one's Food in salt, Those can still be 

intriguing traits. 

They usually relate 

to the personality of 

the MPCr showing a 

goal, a fear, a like, 

or a dislike. 

Generally,. only 

actions that deviate 

from lhe norm get noticed. A fighter who swings his 

sword shows no one anything new. A wizard who 

likes to pick up a sword and run into a melee can be 

remarkable, however. The exceptions lo this rule are 

character actions I hat are expected, but taken Eo the 

next level, such as a rogue so treasure-hungry that 

hell steal from his friends or a wizard who casts 

spells with wild flamboyance. 

TRAITS VERSUS PERSONALITY 

Of course, traits don’t fully define a character. 

They're hooks to hang your portrayal and descrip¬ 

tion of an NPC upon. For extremely important 

characters that will see a lot of time In the company 

of the PCs, you'll want to spend more preparation 

time working on the full personality of the NPC. 

Keep in mind, however, that fusl as 

plan survives contact with the enemy, no 

pared personality ever survives actual ini 

in the game world. In olher words, NPC personali¬ 

ties develop as you 

take on their role 

and actually have 

them la Ik to The PCs 

and deal wiih siTua- 

tions in the game 

world. You canh pre¬ 

dict every action or 

reaction, so sometimes a general listing of traits is a 

good starting point for you to play the role of the 

NPC. Take notes as the personality develops Fur 

ther. Soon, you’ll have created an NPC the players 

will always remember. 

Next Installment: Part three of our look at characteri¬ 

zation details how I he context of the world, other 

NPCs, and the PCs themselves can help develop the 

personality of an NPC. ® 

A wizard who likes to pick up 

a sword and run 

into melee can be remarkable. 

Roll 1U6 on the raHdom humor table! 
VOLUMES 1-6 AVAILABLE AT ALL FINE SAME AND COMIC BOOK 5T0RE5 

(AND EVEN A FEW DODGY ONES). ONLINE AT tYWW.tVAREUOUl5E23.COM 
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DM’s Toolbox 

DEFINING IRONY IN D&JD 
ISN’T IT IRONIC? 

by Johnn Four 

Defining irony is as difficult as Trying lo describe 

a pain ring-you need To experience it to fully 

grasp it. At ils tore, irony is a situation where 

ihe perception is different From the truth, of ten in a 

humorous or Twisted way. It’s an incongruity between 

.expectations and outcomes with a little pain or 

poignancy thrown in. 

Irony has many in-game benefits, whether it's inten¬ 

tionally wielded or a fortunate accident. Ir often evokes 

emolion, which can make sessions entertaining. Irony 

can cast a humorous or Iragic light on a turn of 

events, and since you have full control over this, irony 

becomes a powerful storytelling tool. You can also use 

irony to do such things as increase drama or comedy 

levels, add a bitter tang or heighten the hilarity of an 

encounter, and either deepen conflicts or ease their 

sting. It's key to gel a feel for what irony is so you can 

plan for it or notice opportunities as they arise. Like 

any tool, it's important to learn how to employ it to 

achieve the effect you desire. 

TYPES OF IRONY 

A variety of ironic situations can stem from the in fer¬ 

ae l ion be I ween players, I heir characters, and ihe DM. 

What causes these situations and how To create or pre¬ 

vent them is a- skill important to any DM. 

PLAYER-CHARACTER IRONY 
This type of irony occurs when players have informa¬ 

tion Their characters do not, commonly referred to as 

ouhof-o ha factor versus in-character information. In lir- 

erary Terms, This is known as dramatic irony where the 

audience or reader is privy to Information denied to 

l lie characters on the si age or ps^ge. While it's true l ha l 

abuse of player information is The bane of many cam¬ 

paigns, it’s also an irony Type with huge potential For 

creating compelling, satisfying game moments. 

Player-character irony also occurs when The PCs 

are saying one thing but doing the exact opposite 

without realizing it. A classic example is when the 

characters agree To stay Together' and follow a plan 

but Then separate and tangle each other up as soon as 

initiative is rolled. 

For example: The sign above Ihe portal reads, "One 

at a Time, thy fate hangs in the balance.” The DM asks, 

'’Ok, you've all agreed to enter, single file, unless there 

is any indication entering would be a mislake, right?" 

After all ihe players nod the DM continues, "Make a 

Balance check Throndar. After entering you are Tele¬ 

ported onto a narrow beam suspended above what 

looks lo be a pit of starving ankhegs. The portal is one 

way. No sound or light gem through from Throndfir's 

side, and so there are no indications entry would be a 

mistake.'' The whole group groans in dismay, and while 

the characters walk blithely Through, the players' stom¬ 

achs are full of butterflies as they reach for l heir duos. 

Spotting Player-Character Irony 
While DMing, try to visualize the characters in their 

present surroundings. Empathize with whal They're 

experiencing and the conflicts they're facing. Compare 

that vision with what the players know about the rules, 

the game, your methods and style, and each other’s 

methods and styles, and look for any possibilities where 

the players have knowledge their PCs don't. Listen to 

whal the characters are saying and what they are 

doing, and nole any discrepancies. Be quick 10 cele¬ 

brate any ironies with The group and congratulate dis¬ 

tinctions made between player and character 

knowledge, especially when il leads characters into 

adverse situalions their players could have avoided, 

Creating Player-Character Irony 
Look for opportunities lo reveal chalices or danger 

to Ihe players before their characters learn the details. 

Some examples arc: 

- Separate the PCs bul lei all Ihe players stay in 

the room. 

* Transmit a secret Intended for one player bui lei all 

players in on il. 

* Use monsters that are well known to the group but 

new to the PCs. 



- Employ spells that are known To The players bul unfa¬ 

miliar To The characters, 

* Introduce NPCs whose classes and abililies are 

strange ro the party but recognized by the group. 

Once an irony has been spoiled or Triggered, decide 

bow you want lo slant it (dramatic or humorous, tragic or 

sublime), and then poinl ii out to the players. Mol only 

does This add emotional impact to the current situation* it 

also subtly enforces and rewards keeping player knowl¬ 

edge separate from character knowledge. 

CHARACTER-PLAYER IRONY 
When ihe PCs have information the players do not, you 

have character-player irony. You should often avoid 

this type of irony, as it can be a major cause, of group 

conflict. In most eases, it's brought about by The DM 

forgetting or neglecting to inform the players of some¬ 

thing important their characters would know or per¬ 

ceive. You know you've hotched it if the players 

exclaim, "If I'd known that from the beginning, I'd have 

done it differently!" You can prevent character-player 

irony by fully disclosing all knowledge the PCs have that 

the players might not, or by providing fair opportunity 

to glean importanl Information through skill checks and 

player-controlled character actions. 

For example: The characters are negotiating with a 

tribe of lizard folk and one of the PCs casts defect 
nt3gic. The creatures hiss in rage and draw their 

weapons lo attack. 
"What did you cast that spell for?" demands one player. 

''Hey, I didn't know they hated magic.'' 

NWe learned that last week dude, just after you had 

to leave early," pipes 

up another. 

The rest of the bat¬ 

tle is 1 aimed by group 

tension and no one 

has much fun. This 

ironic siluation could 

have been avoided if 

the DM had warned 

the player directly, or given the PC a chance to remem¬ 

ber with a dice roll, such as an Intelligence check or a 

Knosvledge (local) check. 

Spotting Character-Player Irony 
Think one or more sleps ahead In terms of game 

play, much like you would do in a chess match. Will 

the players need any information Ihe characters 

might already possess? After all, the PCs live in 

I heir world and have mor e knowledge than you 

could possibly provide the player s. !t> the current 

moment of the game, note if the players arc making 

any false assumptions because of missing informa¬ 

tion they should have. Perhaps a player went to the 

fridge at she wrong Time or missed a session. Maybe 

you described something ambiguously without realis¬ 

ing it, bul if the players were aduaily present in the 

game world, there would be no misunderstanding. 

DM-PLAYER AND DM-CHARACTER IRONY 
As overseers of the game, DMs have the benefit of 

the big picture view, which is a perfect set-up for irony 

as the players are always working wilh less information 

than the DM. This lype of Irony occurs when the play- 

era make a decision or take an action, and the opposite 

of the intended effect happens. DM irony is frequent 

and should be revealed with discretion to avoid hurt 

feelings or giving away important campaign secrels. 

Some examples of this could be: 

. The players have defeated the dungeon villain but 

inexplicably leave without searching for secret 

doors, ihus leaving the last room- and the best 

Trea sure- un discov cred. 

« The druid casts entangle bul accidentally hits half his 

party with it. 
* The party beats down a beggar who is aclually a 

prince in disguise. 
* Ihe group reasons that the DM would never supply 

a reward without strings attached, so ihey spend an 

hour investigating I he surprise treasure pile that 

was intended to be a reward for a previous, hard- 

fought baTtle. 
» After three intense encounters, it seems the party 

cannot bypass the guardian. If they would east detect 
magic on die ''pile of junk" two rooms back, they'd 

find the key lo victory. 

Spotting DM-Player and DM-Character Irony 
Avoid taking yourself and rhe game ioo seriously. 

The classic DM irony is when the players lake an 
unexpected direction* 

possibly ruining your 

plans in the process. 

When this happens, 

shrug it off, and focus 

on Plan B. It's likely the 

players will make The 

wrong decisions or 

have Ihings go awry 

quite often. Note the moments that you think would 

provid-c the group with a good laugh or learn a les¬ 

son from and share them later on. 

Creating DM-Player and DH-Character Irony 
Try no I io force the players into making ihe wrong 

decisions or skewing results to create an opposite* 

ironic outcome. Instead* use In-game devices, such as 

NPCs* m^ic items, disguises, and magic effects, to 

guide situations lo an ironic conclusion, for example, a 

bald rogue named Cur ly ts the PCs' contact within ihe 

thieves' guild* They report to him aboul information 

gleaned from their noble informant, a foppish duelist 

named. Lawrence. All the while. Their merchant friend 

Mobius is encouraging them to double-cross both the 

nobles and i hi eves. Unfortunately for the players, all 

lliree NPCs are the same man in disguise who's using 

them for his own ends. 

When something ironic has happened, 

have a good laugh over it, 

and don’t take things personally. 



PLAYER-DM irony 
When ihe players know something about what's hap¬ 

pening in the game and The DM doesn't, it's player- 

DM irony. This kind of irony also occurs when the 

DM’s plans wind up having I he opposite of ihe 

intended effect. Many DMs dislike this Type of irony 

as they might find it threatening or frustrating. It's 

important to recognize when something ironic has 

happened and lo have a good laugh over it and not 

take things personally, Tbere’s another type of 

player-DM irony-one That should be avoided at all 

costs. If a player knows game setress when he 

shouldn't, he must let his DM know: This can happen 

if the session involves in ate rial the player is already 

familiar with, such as having already read an adven¬ 

ture module or relevant article, or if the player 

peeks at the map. Some examples of player-PM 

irony are: 

• Just before the battle hegins the DM steps out for a 

quick break. When he returns, he discovers the play ¬ 

ers have devised a plan and won't fell him what it is. 

■ The DM forgets about a foe's special ability, but the 

players haven't, arid they’re hoping he'll not remem¬ 

ber for the whole entounlerl 

■ The new villain the DM has planned to have reap¬ 

pear over The course of the nexF several adventures 

is killed by Iwo critical hits in Ihe first round. 

Spotting Player-DM irony 
A DM often knows when the players are operating with 

information he's not aware of. Spotting a mistake on 

your part, however, might not become apparent until 

it’s loo late lo fix. While DMityg, pace yourself and get 

player assistance with bookkeeping and other tasks 

whenever possible so you can better focus on the 

importanl details. If rhe players hesitate or seem con¬ 

fused when you're managing monsters, MFCs, or game 

rulings, it can be a sign you could be making an error. 

Pause for a moment to ref led, or simply ask rhe group 

if you're missing something. 

Creating Player-DM Irony 
Some groups enjoy This type of irony and often 

encourage player-only planning. Next time a parly 

strategy discussion erupls, excuse your self from ihe 

table to do some planning of your own. 

USING IRONY 

Boih DMs and players can moke use of a wide variety 

of ironic situations, hoth in and out of the game, How 

and when irony is used can gnearly affccl the 

poignance and memorability of a game. 

IRONIC PARLEY 
In-character conversation is irony’s natural element, 

Whether The characters are chatting with each other 

or nonplayer characters, they can create irony by 

saying one ihing but meaning something else. For 

example, after a foe has landed a critical bit and Two 

other blows in a single round, the parly's fighter 

grimly smiles and says, "By Odin's hammer, tha! was 

naught bur a scratch. I thought you were supposed to 

be a formidable opponent!" 

NPCs arc a perfect mechanism for delivering pithy 

one-liners lo lighten the mood, goad the player charac¬ 

ters, or display a little personality and style. For exam¬ 

ple, as the party dashes through a cavern of falling 

lava, burning cinders, and choking gas, Ihe druid NFC 

declares, '’Lovely day outf 

You can also employ ironic NFC parley to provide 

clues and cautions by making a critical comment that 

caste a situation in a new tight or changes the perspec¬ 

tive on it. For example, the party's patron might say. 

"So, your plan is to make a direcl assault on the ancient 

dragon in ite lair while fending off the creature's undead 

guardians and avoiding its cunning traps? Hmiru that’s 

interesting. Well, at least you're leaving immediately and 

not suffering any pesky delays such as a healing visit To 

Pel or s church.” 

Avoid confusing irony with sarcasm. Irony is about 

contrasl and hidden meanings while sarcasm is a 

direct remark that's meant To wound or of fen d- 

11 Assaulting the dragon in its lair-how clever!" would 

be sarcaslic, offensive, and possibly close the players' 

minds to your intended advice. '"Assaulting the dragon 

in its lair-best learn to duck then’' would be a better, 

ironic warning. 

Verbal irony has the effect of distancing oneself 

from a situation. It's a way of commenting or ventur¬ 

ing a suggestion wilhout being vulnerable, for this rea¬ 

son, ironic banter can draw quiet and shy players out 

of their shells, although parley hurtful to others should 

be discouraged, 

RULES IRONY 
Wielding the game rules for ironic effect is a great 

method for adding drama and tension, For example, a 

PC has 5 hit points left. The DM rolls The monster’s 

attack and yells, "'Its swing connects, gel ready Tor 

some damage!'" As the DM shakes his B-sider and 

tosses it down the table, the group leans forward in 

tense anticipation while the character's player hides his 

eyes and moans, L'Am I dead? Am I dead?” The irony 

lies in that rhe character has no idea how many hit 

points he has left or That the DM is rollitig a d& for 

damaga-bul Ihe player does. 

Use rules irony to enhance rivalries and competition 

as well. For example, after a long battle, the foe man¬ 

ages to escape. The players are disappointed, but That 

soon changes To dismay Then anger at their opponent 

when you reveal he only had i hit point loft. 

Game rules can also create an ironic situation 

between players and Their characters. For example, in 

a previous encounter, the PCs used all of their fire- 

based abilities and spells. The upcoming encounter 



going To be 3 fight with a hydra, but instead the 

DM switches it to a cryohydra, which is now all The 

more Threatening. 

ENCOUNTER IRONY 
Drama or bittersweet humor is created during 

encounters when a character's actions end up achiev¬ 

ing the exact opposite of whal was desired. Whenever 

you have the opporiunily To slant Things toward an 

ironic effect without prejudice or undue penalty, go 

tor it. Hie added emotion will spice up the situation. 

Feel Free to skew NPC actions and fudge their rolls 

to achieve irony as well. Unless the players think 

you're being unfair, they will enjoy the villain's plight. 

The ally's bumbling, or the stranger's gaffe, Some 

ironic examples might be: 
* An NPC trash-talks the player characters to another 

NPC and doesn't realize the PCs are standing 

behind him. 
* Foes commit ihe same mistakes the PCs do in an 

obvious fashion. 
- Harpies killed a player's previous character, so the 

DM sets up The first encounter for the new PC to 

be against harpies as well. 
* It's the creature's turn to attack, and the party is on its 

last legs. The DM rolls behind his screen and yells, 

"Wow. what a roll!1' The group groans, believing they're 

doomed until the DM lifts his screen To reveal a i. 

* After The PCs perform several successful Bluff 

checks, you suddenly remember The NPC cast rfc- 

cern ties- You chuckle To yourself and start creating 

an explanation for why the spell failed. 

- The group has a good laugh when The DM points 

out that Ihe Tough-talking warrior PC is always The 

first To run for cover. 
• The gesture for peace and parley For gnolls is to 

throw a weapon at the other party's feet. Mistaking 

this for a botched a track, the PCs wade in with 

weapons swinging. 

Irony can occur at the game table on many levels. 

It's a valuable DM Tool For Increasing drama, relieving 

Tension, and encouraging roiephying, During The 

game, look for opportunities to insert a clever com¬ 

ment in-character, slant things to become ironic, or 

point Our and celebrate unintentionally ironic situa¬ 

tions. Any lime there’s a discrepancy in information or 

effect, there’s a potential for irony. ^ 
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Sage Advice 

WEAPONS, SKILLS, SPELLS, AND 
COMBAT 
OFFICIAL ANSWERS 
by Skip Williams This month, the Sage answers questions on a 

variety oP subjects, Send your questions lo 

sagea d vice (ft pa izo.com. 

According to “Sage Advice" in issue £316, if I buy 

a +2 cold iron longs word, it costs 10,330 gp [30 gp 

+ 300 £P + ^,000 gp + 2,000 gp}, and a -/i cofd 

iron tongs word costs 4,330 gp (30 gp + 300 gp + 

2.000 gp + 2,000 gp). Now, if E have someone 

upgrade the second sword to make it match the 

first, it costs 8,000 gp more (8,000 gp + a,uoo 

gp), bringing its total value to 12,330 £P (4*330 £>P 

+ ft,000 gp). It’s the same product, hut with two 

different market values. 

When setting the metier value for any magic cold 

iron weapon, use the most efficient creation method. 

The two example swords have the same market value 

of 10,330 gp, bur the second sword costs an extra 

2,uoo gp to make and the seller realises that much 

less profit. One cannot simply pass along the cost of 

inefficient manufacturing to customers (even through 

in the real world it sometimes seems that way). 

la it possible to make slashing attacks with a rapier, 

perhaps at some kind of penalty? This ia particularly 

important for tny swashbuckling character, for doing 

things like sundering necklaces without harming the 

wearer and so forth. 

Technically, no, a rapier is a piercing weapon, not 

a slashing weapon. 

Unofficially, your DM might allow slashing maneu¬ 

vers with, say, a -4 attack penally and perhaps a 

damage penalty (perhaps also -4}. 

Could you clarify how the stoneskin spell works? 

One of my players is insisting that the damage 

reduction 1 a,■’adamantine from the Spell is applied 

before reducing the damage of id hit points per 

level I hat Ihc spell will absorb and that the recipient 

takes no damage until the 10 hil points per level of 

caster are exhausted. I say the damage reduction is 

the absorbed damage, with lhe remainder of the 

damage applying To the recipient of the spelk 

You are right. When the damage reduction from 

the spell prevents damage to the recipient, deduct 

that damage from lhe 10 hil points per level lhal ihe 

spell will absor b. Any damage the spell does not 

absorb is dealt to the spell recipient, For example, a 

7th-level wizard places a stoneskm spell on you. A 

monster hits you and deals F2 points of damage. 

Assuming the monster doesn't have adamantine 

weapons (probably a safe assumption) the spell 

absorbs 10 poinls of damage {and can absorb 60 

points more), and you take 2 points of damage. 

The text for synergy under the Diplomacy skill on 

page 72 of the payer's Handbook states: Nlf you 

have 5 or more ranks in Bluff, Knowledge fnobility 

and royalty), or Sense Motive, you get a +g bonus 

on Diplomacy checks.'’' Dm assuming that means if a 

character has 5 ranks in Bluff. Knowledge (nobility 

and royalty), anti Sense Motive that character would 

only receive a +2 synergy bonus on Diplomacy 

checks. Or would the character receive a +8 syn¬ 

ergy bonus (+£ for each)? 

The bonuses Haled In ihe synergy section of a skill 

description are unnamed and so they stack, (There's 

no such thing as a synergy bonus in the current edi¬ 

tion of the D£ilD game.) The character in your exam¬ 

ple would receive a tfi bonus on Diplomacy checks. 

When buying ammunition using the special materials 

from Chapter 7 in the DtMiEQN Master's Guide, is the 

cost given to upgrade a single piece, or do you get 

Iwenty pieces as you do when buying nonmagtc 

ammunition? For example, do twenty adamantine 

arrows cost 0i gp (twenty arrows for < gp + So gp for 

adamantine ammunition) or 1,201 gp (twenty arrows for 

1 gp + 60 gp per arrow for adamantine ammunition)? 

The ammunition prices for special materials are per 

piece, A sipglc adamantine arrow cosls 81 gp. Twenty 

such arrows would cost 1,220 gp (not 1,201 gp). 
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Does ammunition made with a special material, such as 

adamantine, break after use as with magic ammunition? 

Yes, ammunition made from a special material breaks if il 

hits the target: and has a 50% chance to break even if it 

misses the largel. Mundane ammunition (neither magic nor 

made of a special material] has the same breakage chances. 

How do you use the damage reduction of 3.0 monsters 

with the new 3.5 rules? is there a way to convert a dam¬ 

age reduction entry so it works with the new rules? 

First, download a free copy of the DOrD v.3.5 

Accessory Update booklet. This has 3.5 damage reduction 

values for monsters from Deities and Demigods, Epic 

Level Handbook, Fiend Folio, Manual of'the Planes, and 

the Monster Menus!!!. You can find a link to the booklet 

right on the D&tD homepage on the Wizard's of the Coast 

website: www.wi7ards.c0tn. 

To convert damage reduction values for other monsters, 

just look for a similar monster in the 3.5 Monster Mspctsl and 

assign your monster a similar damage reduction. Devils, for 

example, get damage reduction #/good and silver. In mosl 

cases, the f would be 15 or less (and usually 10 or less). 

Can a wizard cast a spell directly from his spellbook? If so. 

what effects are there Dn the spellbook? 

No, you cannot use a spellbook like a scroll. A spellbook 

contains notes for preparing a spell, bul it's noi a precasr 

spell rust waiting to be activated as a scroll rs. 

How many rimes can a mounted character charge in a combat 

situation? Can a mounted character charge an opponent that 

is engaged in melee with another party member? 

Generally, a mounted character can chaTge once a 

round, just as any other character can. You can indeed 

charge a foe engaged in melee with an ally, provided you 

can meet all the requirements for charging (see page 154 

of the Players Handbook). 

Any character making a charge must meet all the 

requirements for making a chaise: all movemenl for the 

round must be directly toward the designated target, there 

must he nothing that blocks or slows that movement, and 

the character's charge cannot b^gin in a square that an 

enemy threatens. You cannot charge through another crea¬ 

ture (except a helpless creature), even though moving 

through an ally's space doesn't slow you down. ® 
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